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riend, I praise the LORD JESUS CHRIST and YEHOVAH the
Father! that we are able to release our new Issue #8.
I mentioned last month that it is my plan to release a new
magazine each month and it looks like this is becoming a reality! As I write you, I am already working on Issue 9 which we will
release God willing in Sept.
I want to thank ALL of the people who contributed great articles
and content to make this magazine possible and I hope that this
issue will be a real blessing to you and your family.
Reader would you be willing to help me by sharing a copy of this
free magazine with your friends and family and also by posting a
link to it on your social media accounts? I really would like to get
this magazine distributed far and wide and with your help we can
make this happen and get people reading it all over the planet!
Saints we are living in 2019 in very precarious times. Our country and government have been infiltrated by communists who
at this moment are perplexed as to why their agenda to destroy
America has been thwarted.
I will tell you it is only by the Grace of Yehovah God and because
of people repenting of sin and standing in the gap for this country thus far that we have received a stay of judgement and God
blessed us to have President Trump instead of having received
Hell’s candidate – Wicked Bill and Hillary.

We must continue to pray for our President and for the USA and
seek God for direction for our lives and ask Jesus to strengthen
us to endure till the end.
I feel the level of difficulty increasing and War on the-Saints is
coming.
Jesus warned us of the trouble to come before He returns and the
Good News here is he also promised never to leave nor forsake
us. If you and I will stay in the boat which is Jesus Christ, we will
make it to the shoreline and hear Jesus say “Well done my good
and faithful servant! Enter into the Joy of the LORD”.
On recent shows with Terry L. Cook and others we have been
talking about Current Events and specifically about the real possibility that there will be bank failures triggered by Derivatives
and this could cause a chain reaction resulting in the Stock Market Crash and hard times across the World.
I have not issued a warning of this caliber in many years
- but I
now feel that I need to warn all of you that we will likely see disruptions in the food and money supply and I think it would be
prudent for everyone to take some simple steps to help buffer
what is coming.
Specifically, I believe it would be prudent for everyone to have a
30-day supply of Food on hand, have some cash on hand leaving
only in the bank what is needed to pay your bills and also look at
picking up some portion of a Bitcoin.
You don’t have to spend a lot of money to eat and if you pick up
some bags of rice, beans and canned tuna you can eat well for
cheap. Rice and beans is not a gourmet meal BUT it is high in
protein and carbs and will keep you full and nourished if the food
supply and/or price of food is impacted.
I like canned tuna because it can be eaten right out of the can
and will store for years and is HIGH Quality protein. As fresh
fruits and vegetables can be hard to come by when there are disruptionsGOD
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Friends we
must
to trust in the LORD
JESUS CHRIST in these
last days and not trust in the arm of the flesh. By the same token
God did give us brains and for a $100 or so you can have some
basic food stuffs for your family and the little ones in your household so that don’t go to bed hungry if there is a run on the stores.

GOD BLESS YOU ALL
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Persecution, Suffering, Tribulation
and Death are some of the costs
associated withfollowing Jesus
Christ and receiving eternal life.

Know this going in and you have a good chance of enduring till the end and being saved and If not then you
are a candidate to be part of the Falling Away.
North Korean Christians understand this principle so
what is our excuse in the American Church?
Jesus Christ speaks in Thessalonians 2:3-4 of a falling
away that will occur before He returns and to define
“falling away” you are going to need to look at what Jesus also says in Matthew 13:18-21 where he DEFINES it.
18 Hear ye therefore the parable of the sower.
19 When any one heareth the word of the kingdom,
and understandeth it not, then cometh the wicked
one, and catcheth away that which was sown in his
heart. This is he which received seed by the wayside.
20 But he that received the seed into stony places, the
same is he that heareth the word, and anon with joy
receiveth it;
21 Yet hath he not root in himself, but dureth for a
while: for when tribulation or persecution ariseth because of the word, by and by he is offended.”
The NIV uses “falls away” in place of offended. Both
are correct.
Those who have fallen away are those that heard the
Gospel but do not understand what the costs are associated with following Jesus Christ and what we can
expect to encounter as we aim to enter in at the narrow and straight gate.
For many years now we have had the Mega Churches
preaching and sowing their prosperity gospel around
the world.
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They state that Jesus Christ came and died so that you
and I might live our BEST life now and have all our
dreams fulfilled and then He is coming to take us all
out of here before trouble hits the world.
Go one step further and some have fallen into other
heresy and are stating that God will save every last
one of us walking the planet with no one going to
hell. This is false since the Bible is clear that many
are on the wide way that leads into hell and many
go therein.
We have another group called the preterist who believe Jesus has already come and we are living now in
the Millennial reign of Christ with no tribulation or
antichrist coming.
Well the reality is quite different as Jesus requires all
those who will believe on Him for Salvation to pick up
their Cross and Follow Him. He states that if we will
not, we are not worthy of Him.
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Read (Matt 10:38 / Luke 14:27). Where was Jesus going with a Cross? I will tell you. He was going to lay
down His life and expects you and I to do the same for
Him and the Gospel.

the Word for yourself you realize Jesus never said this
and you were lied to by your cult leader but the fault
is yours or mine for not reading the Word for ourselves
and letting scripture interpret scripture.

The Word of God also states that all those in Christ
Jesus shall suffer persecution and that if they persecuted Him they will persecute you and I and that the
servant is not greater than the Master. (John 15:20)

In this time I am speaking of all those who will confess
Jesus Christ as LORD, have a Bible and/or are caught
going to an underground church now face summary
execution unless they will renounce Jesus and take the
mark and bow to the antichrist.

The Apostle Paul warns us that we are in a War and
that we must be prepared for it if we are to stand in
the day of trouble.
He also correctly states in Acts 14:22 “Confirming the
souls of the disciples, and exhorting them to continue
in the faith, and that we must through much tribulation enter into the kingdom of God.” that we will go
through tribulation.
Who then are those that Jesus is referring to that fell
away before He returns?
It is You or I if we do not understand that persecution
and tribulation and suffering for the cause of Christ
are part of the package.
If you are not prepared for this reality then when
Tribulation and Persecution and Suffering comes for
standing for Jesus Christ you will get offended and fall
away and maybe curse God and turn on the brethren
who were not forthcoming with the truth.
I do not see where those that fall away make it back.
Many were offended at some of the hard sayings of Jesus and also fell away and no longer walked with him.
They are in hell tonight.
Imagine for a moment that you find yourself in a world
of Facial Recognition where every person is tracked and
all communications are being monitored and cataloged.
There is a Members Only / Loyalty Rewards program
that launches worldwide where to buy/sell/trade you
must receive a mark in your right hand or in the forehead and swear allegiance to the BEAST.
You were told we all get out of here before tribulation comes but the reality is that when you look at
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You are arrested, sentenced to life imprisonment in
a hard labor camp or death by execution unless you
choose the other option now before you.
Friends we have been called to lay our lives down for
Jesus Christ and not seek to save our lives but be willing to lose them for His sake. We must overcome by
the Blood of the Lamb and the Word of our testimonies and love not out lives unto the death. REV 12:11
REV 14 after warning us of the coming Mark of the
Beast and not to take it says in verse 12:
“12 Here is the patience of the saints: here are they that
keep the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus.
Jesus Christ has forewarned us of what is coming so
we will not be offended when this time comes and He
is calling us to remain patient and keep the faith even
in the midst of death.
Embrace this Truth reader and you will not be among
those that Fall Away as you will not be surprised when
persecution, suffering, tribulation and even death for
many of us come as you expected it.
I will close with one more verse:
24Then Jesus told His disciples, “If anyone wants to
come after Me, he must deny himself and take up his
cross and follow Me. 25 For whoever wants to save his
life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for My sake
will find it.” MATTHEW 16:24
Aviad Cohen nailed it on the head with his song he
wrote and performed called FIRESTARTER. Look it up
on YouTube. We are called to be martyrs for Jesus
Christ.
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About Mr. Shannon Ray Davis
aka OMEGAMAN
deal a death blow to the forces of darkness and give
the devil two black eyes and God answered.
It was a short time later that God told him to pack his
bags and return to America and put it into his heart to
start an internet radio network that would focus on Full
Gospel Mark 16 Ministry with an emphasis on training
people in spiritual warfare and deliverance ministry.
On June 22, 2010 around midnight, Omega Man Radio™ launched and nine years later has produced over
6,500 shows with another new 75 LIVE shows a month
being added. Omega Man Radio™ is a Full Gospel Digital Radio Show where speakers preach the Good News
of Jesus Christ that He came to save those who will
call on His name and repent of their sins and that Jesus
wants us to be delivered of demons and set free.

I

n 2004, Shannon Davis punched out of America
and spent several years living in Central and South
American countries like Costa Rica, Cartagena Colombia and Panama during which time he operated
a successful internet herbal supplements business.
Business was great but then came the Crash of 2008
and as the sales began to diminish Shannon began
to seek God as to what to do next and God directed
him to listen to the teachings of Pastor Win Worley
of Hegewisch Baptist Church.
After hearing Pastor Win preach on Deliverance, Shannon felt the calling of the LORD to enlist in the Army
of God and help set the captives free in Jesus Name.
He prayed a prayer asking God to use what time he
had left on the planet and turn him into a weapon to
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Omega Man Radio™ is well known for opening telephone lines and taking calls from around the world
and taking people thru deliverance – the casting out
of devils in Jesus Christ Name. Our goal is to see souls
saved and delivered and that people will tune in and be
equipped to do exploits in these Last Days and endure
until the end when Jesus returns at the Last Trumpet.
Shannon is married to wife Nurita and they have a
2 year old son named Jeremiah Ray Davis who they
have dubbed “Baby Warrior Prophet” and recently
added a new addition to the family with the birth
of a new baby named Judah Wallace Davis born in
May 2019. Shannon also has a daughter Vanessa,
son Heston and grandson Trenton.
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The Basics of
Deliverance
(Adapted from Chapter 2 of the e-book T.R.U.C.O.P.S.)

www.lmci.org

The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me,
because He has anointed Me to preach
the gospel to the poor. He has sent Me
to heal the brokenhearted, to preach
deliverance to the captives
and recovery of sight to the blind, to set
at liberty those who are oppressed.
Luke 4:18
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Deliverance from demonic influence is the will of
God and an integral part of Jesus’ ministry. Luke
4:18 reveals that He came to preach deliverance to
the captives and set at liberty those who were oppressed. We see within His earthly ministry, as well
as within the first-century church, many records of
the Holy Spirit’s power releasing people from oppression caused by the devil.

How God anointed Jesus of Nazareth
with the Holy Spirit and with power,
who went about doing good and healing
all who were oppressed by the
devil, for God was with Him.
Acts 10:38

Unfortunately, the church has spent so much time
arguing over the semantics of demonization that the
main point has been overlooked. Petty disputes over
the words “oppression,” “depression,” and/or possession” have frustrated the actual releasing of Holy Spirit power to set people free. My prayer is that we get
past the foolish arguing and instead focus on the main
point we can all agree on: Jesus healed and set the
captives free through the power of the Holy Spirit!
Freedom is a promise to the children of God, because
Jesus paid for them to be delivered from the kingdom
of darkness (Colossians 1:13). When believers are demonized in various areas of their lives, they are not
free to fulfill their God-ordained destinies. If someone
truly desires to freely serve the Lord, deliverance is not
an option—it is a prerequisite. People need help, and
God has equipped us to respond to that need. So let’s
drop our petty disputes and focus on the true battle
worthy of fighting—that of setting the captives free.
In my experience, I have realized that not everyone
will receive the help they need. The reason is that
some people desire to remain within their bondage.
We can see this from the Scriptures by looking at the
records concerning the madman (madmen) of Gada-
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ra/Gergesenes (compare Matthew 8:28–34; Mark
5:1–20; Luke 8:26–39). If you take the time to study
these records, you will see that although there were
actually two men, only one of them received deliverance. Why? Apparently, only one of them really
wanted it. No one truly receives deliverance unless
they want it badly enough to submit themselves to
the Lord. This is true not only for those who come to
us for help, but also for us!
Some people have what I call “pet demons.” These
individuals have actually developed their personalities around their dysfunctions and cannot envision
life any other way. They have not yet realized that
there is no such thing as a nice demon—they are all
in the business of stealing, killing, and destroying
(John 10:10a). Will Rogers said, “I never met a man
I didn’t like,” but I’d like to say I never met a demon
I liked! The good news is that, just as Delmar Smith,
the world-famous dog trainer said, “I have never
seen a dog that cannot be trained,” so have I never
seen a demon that cannot be cast out if the person is
serious about being set free!
For whatever is born of God overcomes the world.
And this is the victory that has overcome the world—
our faith. 1 John 5:4
When we discipline ourselves to walk in our God-given authority, we are victorious because our faith overcomes the world. As we step out with victory in mind
to set the captives free, we will be walking in faith.
True disciples (disciplined ones) have authority over
demons and can bring Jesus’ deliverance to the captives just as He did (John 14:12). However, they cannot exercise authority over the captives’ will; that is
a choice the captive must make. We need to teach
people who come for deliverance what is necessary
to obtain and maintain that deliverance—namely
true repentance that brings about change in their
lifestyles, as well as continual memorization and
proclamation of scriptures (especially those that pertain to their former condition). If they are not willing
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to put forth the effort to do these things, then they
are not desperate enough for their freedom.

Be Desperate
Desperation is definitely a major requirement for
someone to be set free, because this intense desire for freedom is what will motivate a person
to do whatever is necessary to obtain it. The Lord
taught me this during my time in India. Those people
have no other hope—spiritually or financially—outside of God delivering them.
When I first began venturing into this field, a friend of
mine whom I had not seen for many years came to me
for deliverance. He was deeply addicted to pharmaceuticals and desired to be free from them, but when
he asked for help he stipulated, “Cast everything out,
but leave the cigarettes alone.” I rebuked the spirit of
lust, but I may as well have tried to dig the demon out
with a corkscrew. Had I known then what I know now,
I would not have even started the session. I naively
went through the necessary steps to set him free, but
he was not delivered. I am sad to report that his situation did not end well. A number of years later I received the grim news that he had killed himself. After
he snorted his last line of cocaine, drank his last glass
of Jack Daniels, took his last Percocet, and smoked
his last joint, he took a gun and blew his brains out.
Lying next to his limp body were the baggies, liquor
bottle, and pill bottle—all empty. And there as well,
still clutched in his lifeless hand, was his empty cigarette pack. He had taken his own life after he smoked
his last cigarette. The spirit of lust had claimed its victim and, in the process, inflicted torment on the man’s
wife, sister, and all the others who loved him. This is
serious business. The thief comes to steal, kill, and destroy. My friend was not desperate enough to yield
his will to the Holy Spirit.
The people I have seen truly set free all had one thing
in common: they were so desperate for their freedom that they were willing to fulfill the necessary conditions to get rid of their tormentor(s).
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My friend was not in that category. He was one of
those who had built his life around his dysfunctions,
as mentioned earlier, and was not seriously willing to
give up his demons. There are, however, those who
are desperate for deliverance but do not know how
or where to get it. That’s why we need TRU COPS1
(“true cops”—those who are equipped to help people receive their deliverance).
People who are in need of deliverance can be found
everywhere, in every walk of life—whether they are
successful business executives or homeless people
wandering the streets. When Lucifer rebelled against
God, all chaos broke loose, and mankind has suffered
ever since. No one is exempt from the effects of that
darkness upon the earth. It affects everyone—not
just the God-rejecters, but also those who love Him.
The good news is that many who once were tormented and afflicted by demons have been set
free by Jesus and are now living normal and fulfilling lives. Others who have received deliverance
still bear the scars and consequences of their bondage, even after the demons are long gone. Those who
find themselves in this circumstance are still better
off than they were, but it is available to be completely free. Exercising spiritual authority over their desperation, which leads to true repentance and change,
can make the difference.2
There are many variables in life, yet this one thing
I am convinced of—Jesus gave us authority over demons. When a person is truly passionate about
being set free and is willing to find the root cause
of their presence and repent of that cause, he or
she can be rid of those demons. Someone with
that kind of determination and focus will change his
or her lifestyle in order to keep the door closed. Desperation is the key to repentance.

Three Approaches to Deliverance
The following is a brief overview of casting out demons. These are the three main ways I have witnessed demons cast out of people by the power of
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Yahweh (God) in the name of Yeshua (Jesus) through
the Holy Spirit:
1. Driving Out Demons—A believer exercises authority and power over the demons to force them
out of another individual:

And these signs will follow those who
believe: In My name they will cast
out demons.
Mark 16:17

So they were all amazed and spoke among
themselves, saying, “What a word this is!
For with authority and power He commands
the unclean spirits, and they come out.”
Luke 4:36

Another example of this is the boy vexed with demons in Matthew 17:14–18. I believe angels are involved in this method, and the victim will at times
thrash about as these spirit-being warriors take hold
of the demons and “rip” them out by a revelation
word from a believer.4

When administering deliverance this way, the Holy
Spirit activates the gift of working of miracles (Mark
9:38–39; 1 Corinthians 12:10) through the person
ministering to the captive in order to drive out the
demon. This supernatural charge is like a bolt of
lightning hitting an outhouse and driving out a pig
that had taken up residence there.3 The pig will come
out. He might make his own door, but the power will
absolutely drive him out!

2. Closing the Door and Throwing Them Out—
People seeking deliverance are able to recover
themselves out of the snare of the devil. They
need to follow through on the instruction that
shows them how they had been opposing themselves. The individual is then able to personally
expel the demon from his or her own body.

This is a more violent and demonstrative way of
expelling demons. When people saw Jesus cast demons out this way, they said, “He commands the evil
spirits to come out and they come out.”

In meekness [deliverance ministers]
instructing those that oppose themselves; if
God peradventure will give them repentance
to the acknowledging of the truth; And that
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they may recover themselves out
of the snare of the devil, who are
taken captive by him at his will.
2 Timothy 2:25–26 KJV

Self-deliverance would be like opening the door of
the outhouse and chasing the pig out with a broom
and then closing the door again so the pig cannot get
back in. It involves the victim making the decision to
act upon his or her authority in Christ, but it still
yields the same fruit—the demon(s) is/are expelled,
and the victim becomes the victor! This is the power
of the Holy Spirit impregnating the will of man.
In this day and time, many deliverance sessions are
conducted in a large-scale “mass deliverance” setting.
This is the method I utilize more than any other in my
ministry, and I have conducted these sessions with
thousands of people. In reality, mass deliverance is
nothing more than a group of people being instructed in areas where they have been opposing themselves. Then, simultaneously, they cast the demons
out by operating their God-given authority to recover
themselves from the snare of the devil. They literally administer self-deliverance through the power of
the Holy Spirit. There certainly is a strong corporate
anointing at these times, but the power that actually removes the demons comes from the Holy Spirit
within the individual, not from the minister.5
Many will wait around for that bolt of lightning to hit
them—for it to either come out of nowhere or for a
deliverance minister to activate it. But with the knowledge of the various portals represented by the acronym TRUCOPS (Trauma, Rejection, Unforgiveness,
Curses, Occult practices, Physical objects, and Sin),
they can rid their own “outhouses” of the “pigs” just by
knowing and exercising the authority God has already
given them. When 2 Timothy 2:25 and 26 KJV says
that “they may recover themselves out of the snare
of the devil, who are taken captive by him at his will,”
the verb phrase “may recover” is in the middle voice in
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the Greek text. This means that the subject acts upon
him- or herself. In this case, since the action is to receive instruction, it means that the individual has, up
to this point, been inactive—either through ignorance
or a lack of desire. The truth that the Holy Spirit wants
to reveal to those who have been oppressed by the
devil is this: You no longer have to wait for the bolt
of lightning—you can learn how to run the pig(s)
out of your own outhouse! Self-deliverance requires
commitment and action.
3. Introducing the Light of God’s Word—The introduction of the light of God’s Word dispels darkness in a person’s life. This can be accomplished
by receiving the Word of God, whether by reading
it, hearing it taught, or hearing it read by another. The point is to saturate the person’s mind and
heart with the Scriptures.

Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to
my path.
Psalm 119:105

Therefore lay aside all filthiness and
overflow of wickedness, and receive with
meekness the implanted word, which is able
to save your souls.
James 1:21

This method not only can expel demons in many
cases but is also a major factor in maintaining that
deliverance no matter how it came about. The Word
of God turns on the light, which causes the pigs of
darkness to scurry and flee, and it also sweeps out
the garbage that they have been feeding on. (These
“truth encounters” of light dispelling darkness are
powerfully demonstrated in the deliverance ministry of Neil Anderson.6) Once delivered, however,
the freed person must be vigilant not to allow any
garbage back in, because the pigs will return as soon
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as they smell it! Continuous daily doses of the Scriptures will not only keep our “houses” clean, but they
will also help to keep the doors shut and locked.

The Need to Repent and Forsake
Previous Lifestyles
Regardless of the way whereby demons are expelled,
repentance is always required. Repentance closes
the door(s) through which the demon(s) entered and
seals it(them) with the blood of Jesus.
If someone else through a surge of Holy Spirit power
drives out the demon(s), as in the first approach, at
the end of the session, the freed person needs to know
where and how those demons entered. They need to
repent and change that area of their life that was weak
and allowed demonic access. This is necessary to prevent the demon(s) from returning. When the spirit of
Legion was cast out of the man at Gadara, the Scriptures tell us that the townspeople found him clothed
and in his right mind, sitting at the feet of Jesus (Mark
5:15). The fact that he was in his “right mind” indicates
that the opened portal in his life was within his mind.
I believe Jesus was teaching him how these demons
had initially entered him so that he could repent and
strengthen that area (or areas) of his life.
This is where it becomes necessary for us to expose
the portals through which the demons have entered.
In order for us to be truly successful deliverance ministers, we must learn what the major portals are that
allow demons access to individuals. This is the focus
of TRUCOPS, and I exhort each of you to study this
e-book intently when it is put up on our LMCI.org
website so that you can put it into practice. A good
place to begin this is with ourselves—we will become
much more effective at delivering others if we first
deal with any spiritual strongholds in our own lives!
Repentance shuts the door through which the demon entered, thereby allowing no reentry. If the
person does not repent, the evil spirit can still be cast
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out, but the door through which he entered is left
open, and he will return.

When an unclean spirit goes out of a man,
he goes through dry places, seeking rest; and
finding none, he says, “I will return to my
house from which I came.” And when he
comes, he finds it swept and put in order.
Then he goes and takes with him seven other
spirits more wicked than himself, and they
enter and dwell there; and the last state of
that man is worse than the first.
Luke 11:24–26

The truth of the word “swept” indicates that the door
was opened and something was swept out. “Put in
order” (“garnished” in the KJV) shows that the house
was prepared for occupancy.
This reminds me of a time when one of my daughters’ cats strolled into the kitchen. Cats are not allowed in our house, so I “gently” removed the cat.
You can imagine how surprised I was when I saw it
walk right back into the kitchen—especially since I
had just seen it bounce across the back yard. I then
realized that the sliding door to the living room was
open and when the cat finished rolling, it simply
pranced right back into the house.
Just like that cat, when the demon returns, he will
logically look for the same portal he initially entered.
If he finds that door still open and the house empty
and ready for occupancy, he will bring more wicked
spirits to try to prevent being thrown out again. So,
deliverance is not just casting out demons, it is also
closing the door of access and keeping them out.
This requires more than just a power encounter—it
requires a truth encounter as well.
When a demon or demons have been cast out of a person, their former “house” is now empty—this means
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there is no longer a strong man in that abode. The
truth encounter in this situation is that the old strong
man needs to be replaced with a new strong man. King
Jesus now needs to be enthroned in the heart of that
individual who has been delivered. This means the person of Jesus in power, in presence, and in the Word of
God that only the Incarnate Word teaches. For anyone
to maintain their deliverance, he or she needs to make
Jesus the new lord over the area the demon had previously occupied. It takes prayer (fellowshipping with the
Lord) and permeating your mind with the Scriptures. It
is the Spirit and the Word.
Our concern here is to know and recognize the portals of access that TRUCOPS reveals because we will
then know which areas of the person’s life need to
be strengthened with truth. I have witnessed the deliverance of people who have neglected to enthrone
Jesus and change their lifestyle, and the consequences were just as Jesus warned: their last state became
worse than their first! If we do not follow through
with people to keep the doors shut, they will actually
be worse off than they were before we ministered to
them. The portal of entry is the major key in determining what spirit is tormenting someone and where
it is hiding.
The most successful way to keep a portal closed
is through memorizing and speaking the Scriptures. In order for any deliverance ministry to be
effective in setting captives free, they must provide
“rhema-rifle bullets”—scriptures that specifically
target the weak areas of the believer’s life to guard
and maintain their deliverance. Appendix 5 of TRUCOPS provides a list of such scriptures for each of
the seven major portals. The person can start with
these verses and build upon them by studying and
adding their own to the list. As deliverance ministers, we should help direct people to those verses
and instruct them in their proper use, so that they
are wielding the sword of the Spirit (our rhema rifle)
to overcome areas of their lives that were formerly
defenseless. The light of God’s powerful words will
keep them in His place of safety.
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Conclusion
I highly exhort each of you to diligently study the seven
portals of TRUCOPS in order to learn where these evil spirits enter people and how to eliminate their access. There
is no reason to approach this subject with fear, although
we should always walk with great wisdom. The Holy Spirit
within us has given us the power, the love, and the sound
mind to carry out this work.

For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but
of power and of love and of a sound mind.
2 Timothy 1:7

The more we understand our authority and how the enemy works, the bolder we can be to do the works that
Jesus did and set the captives free. No weapon formed
against us shall prosper (Isaiah 54:17). We will be victorious, because we will overcome Satan by the blood of the
Lamb and by the word of our testimony, and we will not
love our lives to the death (Revelation 12:11) as we walk
forth setting the captives free!

Notes
1. “TRU COPS” is taken from the acronym “TRUCOPS” in which
each letter represents a demonic portal: Trauma, Rejection,
Unforgiveness, Curses, Occult practices, Physical objects, and
Sin.
2. Check out Exercising Spiritual Authority at: http://www.
youtube.com/results?search_query=drdale.
3. This analogy was inspired by the classic book on deliverance,
Pigs in the Parlor, by Frank and Ida Mae Hammond, (Kirkwood,
MO: Impact Christian Books, 1973).
4. This was the case with the young boy with the epileptic spirit
in Mark 9:26. The casting out was so violent that the disciples
thought the boy was dead. This was a lunatic spirit—one that
demonizes under the phases of the moon—and is one of the
stronger and more difficult demons to deal with. Jesus said
“This kind can come out by nothing but prayer and fasting”
(Mark 9:29). I have witnessed prayer and fasting work on
these demons, especially when done on new moons.
5. Dale M. Sides, The Anointing In and On (Bedford, VA:
Liberating Publications, Inc., 1999).
6. Visit Neil Anderson’s website at: http://www.ficm.org/
newsite/index.php.
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OCCULT STEPPING STONES TO WITCHCRAFT
"The Spirit speaketh expressly that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines
of devils." (1 Tim. 4:1) The Walking Dead book concerns the Lamb family (a fictitious name) that was living in Central Florida where a
white witch that cast deadly spells upon them that almost cost Rita Lamb her life. It also reveals witchcraft power that engaged the
teenagers in the community to become involved with the powers of darkness. They became zombies like when this white witch gave
them drugs and taught them witchcraft rituals in the local cemetery, thus destroying their lives through demon possession. No one
can dabble in witchcraft and come away unshackled. However through Jesus, one can be deliverance, (Matt. 18:18) there are very
few Christian ministers that can deliver them.

Order online at www.amazon.com and other book
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From Lockdown to Freedom
By Ron Zaucha
Ron Zaucha was a California street smart, toughguy turned drug dealer. He befriended and dealt
to many classic rock stars, actors and burnouts in
the 1970s and ‘80s. He lived a fast paced life, filled
with flashy cars, a pocket full of cash, and beautiful
women at his side. Whatever Ron wanted, Ron got.
However, there was a price to pay for it all.

til one day, everything came to a crashing halt and
took him down into to a pit he barely made it out of.

At times Zaucha had to be a tough guy when it came
to collecting money. At times he alternately befriended and shook down some of the biggest icons
of the day. For years his best friends were Smith &
Wesson, and they helped him get the job done. Un-

www.lockdowntofreedom.com
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His stories will make you laugh, cry and amaze you
how he survived. This is the story of one man’s incredible rise, fall and redemption.
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THE HOLY BIBLE A SPIRITUAL
BOOK,WRITTEN IN A SPIRITUAL
LANGUAGE, TO A SPIRIT AND
SPIRITUAL PEOPLE, FROM
A SPIRIT
–”GOD”

by: Dr.Erica Shepherd
www.tedline.com
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nd we are setting these
truths forth in words
not taught by human
wisdom but taught by the (Holy)
Spirit. Combining and interpreting
spirit truths with spirit language
(to those who possess the Holy
Spirit) to the Spirit-Filled Believer,
the spiritual realm relates to that
which causes this natural world
this “physical world of stuff” or
physical (material) things to come
alive, to move, to change or resist
change, to take action (even when
the action taken is deliberately
not to take action). The Spiritual
realm underlies all that happens in
the natural or material world. The
natural or physical world is where
the spiritual realm applies itself.
Thus, the two realms are different
angles of the same reality operating within his world and within the
lives of Spirit-Filled individuals.
The word of God is full of references to the spiritual realm and
our spirits but not very many
Spirit-Filled Believers venture to
discuss this very important issue
that permeates all mankind. The
word of God says, “God can stir up
the Spirit.” Haggai :14 “And the
Lord stirred up the Spirit of Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and the spirit of Joshua the son of Josedech, the high
priest, and the Spirit of all the
remnant of the people; and they
came and did work in the house of
the lord of hosts, their God.” The
word of God says, God searches
the Spirit. Proverbs 20:27 ‘The
Spirit of man is the candle of the
Lord, searching all the inward parts
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of the belly.” The word of God
says, God gives us a new Spirit.
Ezekiel 36:26 “A new heart also
will I give you, and a new Spirit will
I put within you: and I will take
away the stony heart out of your
flesh, and I will give you a heart of
flesh.” The word of God says that
God gives our Spirit a New Birth,
John 3:6 “That which is born of the
flesh is flesh; and that which is
born of The Spirit is spirit.” The
word of God tells us that, God testifies with our Spirit. Romans 8:16
“The Spirit itself beareth witness
with our Spirit, that we are the
children of God. “The word of God
says; our Spirit returns to “Him”
Ecclesiastes 12:7 “then shall the
dust return to the earth as it was:
and the Spirit shall return unto
God who gave it.” And then the
word of God says that God receives our Spirit. Psalm 31:5 “Into
thine hand I commit my Spirit:
Thou hast redeemed me, O Lord
God of truth.” The spiritual realm
extends to the heavens. John
4:24 says, God is a Spirit and they
that worship “Him” must worship
him in spirit and in truth.” God is
revealed in this world, as an infinite, Eternal. Self-existent
Spirit who is the first Cause of
all that is. Isaiah 66:1, says, “Thus
saith the Lord, the heaven is my
throne, and the earth is my footstool:” Jeremiah 23:24. Can any
hide himself in secret places that I
shall not see him? Saith the Lord.
Do not I fill heaven and earth?
Saith the Lord.” Acts 17:24 “God
that made the world and all things
therein, seeing that he is Lord of
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Heaven and Earth, dwelleth not in
temples made with hands.” God is
eternal. Psalms 90:2” Before the
mountains were brought forth, or
ever thou hadst formed the earth
and the world, even from everlasting to everlasting, thou Art God.”
God is holy. Leviticus 11:44” For I
Am the Lord your God: ye shall
therefore sanctify yourselves, and
ye shall be holy; for I am holy: neither shall; ye defile yourselves
with any manner of creeping thing
that creepeth upon the earth.”
God is Immortal. 1 Timothy 1:17
“Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only wise
God, be honor and glory forever
and ever. Amen. God is invisible
John 1:18 “No man hath seen God
at any time; the only begotten
Son, which is in the bosom of the
Father, he hath declared him. God
is all powerful and incomparable.” Isaiah 406-7; 18, 25 “the
voice said, cry, and he said, what
shall I cry? All flesh is grass, and all
the goodliness thereof is as the
flower of the field. The grass withereth, the flower fadeth: because
the Spirit of the Lord bloweth
upon it: surely the people is grass.
To whom then will ye liken God?
Or what likeness will ye compare
unto him? To whom then will ye
liken me, or shall I be equal? Saith
the Holy One.” God is Righteous
Psalm 145:17 “The Lord is righteous in all his ways and Holy in all
His works. God is Unchanging
Malachi 3:6 says “For I am the
Lord, I change not” The Word of
God says God is gracious and merciful. Exodus 34:6 says “And the
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Lord passed by before him and
proclaimed, The Lord, The Lord.
God merciful and gracious, longsuffering and abundant in goodness and truth. Who is like unto
thee, O Lord, among the gods?
Who is like thee, glorious, in holiness, fearful in praises, doing wonders “God is a Spirit (Invisible)
meaning that God is not a physical being limited to one place?
God is present everywhere and
at the same time. The word of
God says, God created all things,
“In heaven and in the earth” Gen.
1:1, in the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth. Isaiah.
42:5 says, thus saith God the
Lord, he that created the heavens, and stretched them out: he
that spread forth the earth, and
that which cometh out of it; the
that giveth breath unto the people upon it, and Spirit to them
that walketh therein. Col. 1:16-17
says, “For by Him were all things
created, that are in heaven and
that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones or
dominions, or principalities, or
powers: all things were created
by Him and for Him. And He is
before all things, and by Him all
things consist. Here the Word of
God affirms that by Christ Jesus, the eternal word of God
were all things created, that are
in heaven, visible in earth and invisible in the Spiritual realm. Jesus Christ, the only begotten
Son of God, preexistent with
God, asserted in the Old Testament. Isaiah 9:6 “For unto us a
child is born, unto us a son is given:
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and the government shall be upon
his shoulder: and his name shall be
called Wonderful. Counselor, The
mighty God, the everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.” Jesus
Christ Asserted in the New Testament. John 1:1 “In the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the
Word was God.” Col. 1:15 says,
who is the image of the invisible
God, the firstborn of every creature. Rev. 1:8, “I am Alpha and
Omega, the beginning and the
ending, saith the Lord which is,
and which was, and which is to
come, the almighty. Jesus equal
and one with God, the Father. John
5:18 therefore the Jews sought the
more to kill him, because he not
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only had broken the Sabbath, but
said also that God was his Father,
making himself equal with God.
John 17:22. “And the glory which
thou gavest me I have given
them: that they may be one,
even as we are one.” Jesus (God
is a Spirit) the Word of God, became flesh and dwelt among us.
Jesus shared our humanity, like
us in all things except sin. John
1:14, “And the word was made
flesh, and dwelt among us, (and
we beheld His glory, the glory as of
the only begotten of the Father.0
full of grace and truth” Heb. 2:14
“For as much then as the children
are partakers of flesh and blood, he
also himself likewise took part of
the same; that through death he
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might destroy him that had the
power of death, that is the devil.”
Heb 4:15 “For we have not a high
priest which cannot be touched
with the feelings of our infirmities but was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without
sin.” Jesus, fulfilling Old Testament Prophecy and dying for
our sins, reconciling us back to
God and rising again for our justification, destroying the works
of Satan, sending out the Holy
Spirit and the Good News is that
Jesus is coming again to take us
to himself. Luke 19:10” For the
son of man is come to seek and to
save that which was lost.” Jesus
came to give us eternal life. John
10:10-30 “The thief cometh not,
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but for to steal, and to kill, and to
destroy: I am come that they
might have life, and that they
might have it more abundantly. I
am the good shepherd: the good
shepherd giveth his life for the
sheep. But he that is a hireling, and
not the shepherd, whose own the
sheep are not, seeth the wolf coming and leaveth the sheep, and
fleeth; and the wolf catcheth
them, and scattereth the sheep.
The hireling fleeth, because he is a
hireling, and careth not for the
sheep. I am the good shepherd,
and know my sheep, and am
known of mine. As the Father
knoweth me, even so know I the
Father: and I lay down my life for
the sheep. And other sheep I have,
which are not of this fold: them
also I must bring, and they shall
hear my voice; and they shall be
one-fold, and one shepherd.
Therefore, doth my Father love
me, because I lay down my life,
that I might take it again. No man
taketh it from, but I lay it down of
myself. I have power to lay it
down, and I have power to take it
again. This commandment have I
received of my Father. There was a
division therefore again among
the Jews for these saying. And
many of them said, He hath a devil, and is mad; why hear ye him?
Others said these are not the
words of him that hath a devil; can
a devil open the eyes of the blind?
And it was at Jerusalem the feast
of the dedication, and it was winter. And Jesus walked in the temple in Solomon’s porch. Then came
the Jews round about him and said
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unto him. How long dost thou
make us to doubt? If thou be the
Christ, tell us plainly. Jesus answered them. I told you and ye believed not: the works that I do in
my Father’s name, they bear witness of me.
But ye believed not; because ye
are not of my sheep, as I said unto
you. My sheep hear my voice, and
I know them, and they follow me:
And I give unto them eternal life;
and they shall never perish, neither shall any man pluck them
out of my hand. My Father, which
gave them me, is greater than
all; and no man is able to pluck
them out of my Father’s hand. I
and my Father are one. Heb. 2:1415” Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flesh and
blood, he also himself likewise
took part of the same; that
through death he might destroy him that had the power
of death, that is the devil. And
deliver them who through fear
of death were all their lifetime
subject to bondage.” 1 John 3:8
says, “He that committeth sin is
of the devil; for the devil sinneth
from the beginning. For this purpose, the Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy the
works of the devil.” Jesus rules
the World and the Church today
at God’s right hand. Eph 1:19-22
“And what is the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who
believe, according to the working
of his mighty power. Which he
wrought in Christ, when he raised
him from the dead, and set him
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at his own right hand in the heavenly places. Far above all principality, and power, and might, and
dominion, and every name that is
named, not only in this world, but
also in that which is to come. And
hath put all things under his feet
and gave him to be the head over
all things to the church.”
Col. 1:18 says, “And he is the head
of the body, the church: who is
the beginning, the firstborn from
the dead; that in all things he
might have the preeminence. For
it pleased the Father that in him
should all fullness dwell; And
having made peace through the
blood of his cross, by him to
reconcile all things unto himself; by him I say, whether they
be things in earth, or things in
heaven.” Jesus is The Word of
God. Rev. 19: 11-13 says, “And I
saw heaven opened, and behold
a white horse; and he that sat
upon him was called Faithful and
true and in righteousness he doth
judge and make war. His eyes
were as a flame of fire, and on his
head were many crowns; and he
had a name written, that no man
knew, but he himself. And he was
clothed with a vesture dipped in
blood: and his name is called The
Word of God.” And Jesus is Alive
today, living within the Spirit of
everyone that has asked him to
come in and become their Lord
and Savior. Rev. 1:18 says, “I am
he that liveth, and was dead;
and behold, I am alive forever
more, amen; and have keys of
hell and of death.” And when
the day of Pentecost was fully
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come, they were all with one accord in one place. And suddenly
there came a sound from heaven
as of a rushing mighty wind, and
it filled all the house where they
were sitting. And there appeared
unto them cloven tongues like
as of fire, and it sat upon each
of them, and they were all filled
with The Holy Ghost, (Holy Spirit) and began to speak with other
tongues, as the Spirit gave them
utterance.” The Holy Spirit, like
the Father and the Son, a divine
person of the Godhead. The
Holy Spirit is God’s own spirit
eternal. Everywhere present,
almighty, perfect, wise, perfectly just, as the Father is the
creator, and the Son is the Savior and Redeemer, The Holy
Spirit is the Sanctifier who frees
us to lead new lives. The Holy
Spirit comes and Indwells us,
The Spirit of God, The Spirit of
Jesus, The Holy Spirit comes
to live within us causing our
human spirit to become regenerated or born-again, born of
God. John 14: 16-17 “And I will
pray the Father, and He shall
give you another comforter, that
he may abide with you forever;
even the Spirit of truth; whom
the world cannot receive, because it seeth him not, neither
knoweth him: but ye know him;
For he dwelleth with you, and
shall be in you.” Rom. 8:11: “But
if the Spirit of him that raised
up Jesus from the dead dwell in
you, he that raised up Christ from
the dead shall also quicken your
mortal bodies by “His Spirit” that
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dwelleth in you.” Once the Holy
Spirit comes and lives within us,
He begins the wonderful work
of changing us to become conformed to the likeness of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ; The Holy
Spirit convicts us of our sins. John
16: 7-11 “Nevertheless I tell you
the truth, it is expedient for you
that I go away: For if I go not
away, the Comforter will not
come unto you; but if I depart, I
will send him unto you.
And when he is come, he will reprove the world of sin, and of
righteousness, and of judgment:
Of sin, because they believe not
on me; of righteousness, because
I go to my Father, and ye see me
no more; of judgment because
the prince of this world is judged.”
God’s Holy Spirit gives us a New
Life, the Life of God, reconnected
to “Him”. John 3:5-7” Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto
thee, except a man be born of
water, and of the Spirit, he cannot
enter into the Kingdom of God.
That which is born of the flesh is
flesh and that which is born of the
Spirit is Spirit. Marvel not that I
said unto thee, ye must be BornAgain. Titus 3:5 “Not by works
of righteousness which we have
done, but according to his mercy
he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of The
Holy Ghost. Which he shed on us
abundantly through Jesus Christ
our Savior.” God’s Holy Spirit Prays for Us in Times of Crisis.
Rom 8:26-27 “Likewise the Spirit
also helpeth our infirmities for we
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know not what we should pray for
as we ought: but the Spirit itself
maketh intercession for the saints
according to the Will of God.”
God’s Holy Spirit enables us to
find and know the truth of God.
1 John 4:1-6 “Beloved, believe
not every spirit, but try the spirits
whether they are of god: because
many false prophets are gone out
into the world, hereby know ye
the Spirit of God: Every spirit that
confesseth that Jesus Christ is
come in the flesh is of God: And
every spirit that confesseth not
that Jesus Christ is come in the
flesh is not of God: and this is
that Spirit of antichrist, whereof
ye have heard that is should come:
and even now already is it in the
world. Ye are of God, little children, and have overcome them:
because greater is he that is you,
than he that is in the world. They
are of the world: therefore, speak
they of the world, and the world
heareth them. We are of God: he
that knoweth God heareth us;
he that is not of God heareth not
us. Hereby know we the Spirit
of truth, and the spirit of error.
God’s Holy Spirit makes us realize
God’s Love. Rom. 5:5 “And hope
maketh not ashamed; because the
love of God is shed abroad in our
hearts by The Holy Ghost which is
given unto us. “God’s Holy Spirit
keeps us in Touch with God. Rom.
8: 26-27 “Likewise the Spirit also
helpeth our infirmities; for we now
not what we should pray for as we
ought: but the Spirit itself maketh
intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered.
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And he that searcheth the hearts
knoweth what is the mind of the
Spirit, because he maketh intercession for the saints according
to the will of God.” Jude 20: “But
ye, beloved, building up yourselves
on your most holy faith, praying
in the Holy Ghost.” God’s Holy
Spirit enables us to live the Victorious, Spirit-filled life. Rom. 8:5-11
“For they that are after the flesh
do mind the things of the flesh;
but they that are after the Spirit,
the things of the spirit. For to be
carnally minded is death: but to
be spiritually minded is life and
peace. Because the carnal mind is
enmity against God: for it is not
subject to the law of God, neither
indeed can be. So, then they that
are in the flesh cannot please God.
But ye are not in the flesh, but in
the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit
of God dwell in you. Now if any
man have not the Spirit of Christ,
he is none of his. And if Christ be
in you, the body is dead because
of sin; but the Spirit is life because
of righteousness. But if the Spirit
of him that raised up Jesus from
the dead dwell in you, he that
raised up Christ from the dead
shall also quicken your mortal
bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you. “God’s Holy Spirit
gives to us the Joy and the Peace
of God. Rom. 14:17 “For the Kingdom of God is not meat and drink;
but Righteousness and peace, and
Joy in The Holy Ghost.” God’s
Holy Spirit gives us Power to be a
witness for God. “But ye shall receive power, after that God’s Holy
Ghost is come upon you: and ye
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shall be witnesses unto me both in
Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in
Samaria, and unto the uttermost
part of the earth.” God’s Holy
Spirit brings the presence of Jesus to us. John 14: 16-18 “And
I will pray the Father, and he
shall give you another comforter, that he may abide with you
forever; Even the Spirit of truth;
whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth him not,
neither knoweth him: but ye
know him: for he dwelleth with
you, and shall be in you. I will
not leave you comfortless: I will
come to you.” God’s Holy Spirit
works “God’s” fruit within us. Gal.
5:16-25.” This I say then, walk in
the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill
the lust of the flesh. For the flesh
lusteth against the Spirit, and the
Spirit against the flesh: and these
are contrary the one to the other;
so that ye cannot do the things
that ye would. But if ye be led of
the Spirit, ye are not under the
law. Now the works of the flesh
are manifest, which are these,
adultery, fornication, uncleanness,
lasciviousness, Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations,
wrath, strife, seditions, heresies,
envying’s, murders, drunkenness,
reviling’s, and such like. Of the
which I tell you before, as I have
also told you in time past that
they which do such things shall
not inherit the Kingdom of God.”
But the fruit of the Spirit is Love,
Joy, Peace, Long-suffering,Gentleness, Goodness, Faith, Meekness,
Temperance: against such there is
no law. And they that are Christ’s
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have crucified the flesh with the
affections and lusts. If we live in
the Spirit, (God’s Holy Spirit) let
us also walk in God’s Holy Spirit.”
God’s Holy Spirit gives us gifts. 1
Cor.12: 4-11 “Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit.
And there are differences of administrations, but the same Lord.
And there are diversities of operations, but it is the same God which
worketh all in all. But the manifestations of the Spirit are given to
every man to profit withal.
One is given the Word of wisdom;
to another the Word of Knowledge, by the same Spirit; to another Faith by the same Spirit; to
another the gifts of Healing by
the same Spirit; to another the
working of Miracles; to another
Prophecy; to another Discerning
of Spirits; to another Diver Kinds
of Tongues; to another the Interpretation of Tongues. But all
these worketh that one and the
selfsame Spirit, dividing to every
man severally as he wills. God,
One God in Three Equal Spiritual Persons and Spiritual Operations, God, The Father, the
creator of everything, God the
Son, Redeemer, Lord and Savior, God the Holy Spirit, God’s
own sanctifying presence, The
Power of God. “Unto thee it was
shown, that thou mightest know
that the Lord he is God; there is
none else beside Him.” According to the Word of God Jesus was
equipped for His earthly ministry
by, being baptized in the Jordan
River by, John the Baptist. Mat-
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thew 3:16 And Jesus, when He
was baptized, went up straightway out of the water: and, lo, the
heavens were opened unto him
and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove and lighting
upon him. The Bible then tells us
in Matthew 4: 1, that Gods own
Holy Spirit led Jesus to the wilderness, it reads “then was Jesus led
up of the Spirit, (God’s Holy Spirit)
into the wilderness to be tempted
of the devil. Jesus, then being fully
man and supernaturally indwelt
by God’s Holy Spirit, was able to
face Satan, a supernatural evil
spirit, who is indwelt by the personification and manifestation
of all that is evil. Jesus was able
to resist all his temptations. Jesus began his earthly ministry by
preaching to the people “Repent:
for the kingdom of God is at
hand.” Jesus began his ministry
in the Synagogue or the Church
by ministering, (reading) out of
the Word of God. “The Spirit of
the Lord is upon me, because he
hath anointed me to preach the
gospel to the poor; he hath sent
me to heal the broken-hearted,
to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to
the blind, to set at liberty them
that are bruised. To preach the
acceptable year of the Lord. Luke
4:18. Then Jesus began to operate in His ministry, spiritually
having been endued with power
from on high, from our Father
God. Power that had been given to Him supernaturally from
God’s Own Holy Spirit. Power
that enabled Jesus to turn water
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into wine. Power that enabled
Jesus to heal an official’s son at
Capernaum. Power that enabled
Jesus to cast-out-a-demon in
Capernaum. Power that enabled
Jesus to heal Peter’s Mother-inlaw. Supernatural power endued
to Jesus from God’s Holy Spirit
that enabled Jesus to heal a leper,
cause some frustrated fishermen
to catch a haul of fish, heal a paralytic, heal a crippled man, heal a
man’s hand that had shriveled up,
heal a centurion’s servant, raise a
widow’s son from the dead, sill a
storm, heal a woman’s bleeding,
raise Jairus’ daughter from the
dead, heal two blind men, heal
a mute man, feed five thousand
people, walk on water, feed another four thousand, heal a deaf
man, cast demons out of a boy,
provide a temple tax for Peter and
himself from a fish’s mouth, heal
ten lepers, heal a man from dropsy, speak a word a fig tree died,
speak another word and Lazarus
was raised from the dead. Jesus
did all of this while He was alive
here on this earth through the
supernatural power “He” received when he was supernaturally endued with power from
on high by God’s Holy Spirit.
Then the Bible goes on to say that
Jesus died and was resurrected,
through that same supernatural
power of God, God’s Own Holy
Spirit. The Word of God says that
God created two classes of Spiritual beings in heaven. Good and
Evil. The good spiritual beings described as Man, Seraphim, cherubim and Angels.
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And the evil spiritual beings
described as Principalities,
Powers, Rulers of darkness
and Wicked Spirits Eph
6:12. Thrones, Dominions,
Col 1:16 Fallen Angels, 2
Peter 2:4 Spirits in Prison,
1 Peter 3:18-20 Seducing
Spirits, Devils, 1 Tim. 4:1
Spirit of Jealousy Num 5:14,
Familiar Spirits 1 Sam 28:7,
Spirit of Deep Sleep Isaiah. 29:10 Spirit of Whoredoms, Hosea. 4:12, Unclean
Spirits, Luke 8:29, Spirits
of Infirmity Luke 13:11,
Spirit of Divination Acts
16:16, Spirit of Bondage
Rom. 8:15, Enticing Spirit
2 Chronicles. 18:20, Spirit
of Devils, Rev. 16:14, Spirits
of False Prophets 1John 4:1
Seducing Spirits 1Tim 4:1,
Angel of light, disguised as 2
Corinthians. 1:14, The Tormentors Matt 18:34, Spirit
of Fear 2 Tim 1:7, Spirit of
Antichrist 1 John 4:3, Spirit of Error 1 John 4:6, Foul
Spirit, Rev. 18:2, Another
Spirit 2 Cor. 11:4, Spirit of
the World 1 Cor 2:12, Spirit
of Heaviness, Isaiah. 61:3,
Perverse Sprit, Isaiah. 19:14,
Lying Spirit 2 Chron. 18:22,
Prideful Spirit Prov. 16:18,
and other Spirits, (study
your Bible) Satan, Lucifer.
The Anointed Cherub, Isa-
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iah. 14: 12-17. Ezek 28:1219 and Demons.
The word of God says that Seraphim have three pairs of wings,
and we know that there are at
least four of them, though there
could be more. The Seraphim attend the Lord’s throne, and call attention to “His” holiness. They are
referred to as the four beasts, or
living creatures, around the throne
of God. They each have a different
face. The first, the face of a man,
the second, the face of a calf, the
third the face of a flying eagle. The
fourth, the face of a lion, they have
eyes in front and behind them.
Rev.4:6-8. The Cherubim have
only two pairs of wings, but each
has four faces. The face in front is
that of a man; the right side that
of a lion; the left side that of an
Ox (calf) and the back that of an
eagle. They also have the hand of
a man under their wings on each
of the four sides. Ezek.1:4-25;
10:1-22. Then the Word of God
speaks of Angels, saying that
they are innumerable in number, in Heb. 12:22. The Word of
God says that they are mighty
in power, and excel in strength.
One Angel wiped out 185,000
troops of the Assyrian Army in
one night. 2Kings 19:35, The
Word of God says that Angels
are Ministering Spirits to them
that are the heirs of salvation.
Heb. 1:13, 14, The Word of God
says, that God’s Angels are the
executioners of God’s wrath on
the wicked. 2 Thess.1:7, 8, The
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Word of God says that God’s
Angel’s will gather the elect of
Israel from the four corners of
the earth. Matt. 24:31 and The
Word of God says that God’s Angels are commissioned to supply
the needs of God’s people in,
Matt. 4:11, and 1 Kings 19:4-8.
In the Word of God there are
three prominent Angels of God
that are known by name, one is
Michael, also called an Arch-angel. Another is Gabriel and then
we have Lucifer, a.k.a, Satan.
The Word of God has much to say
concerning Satan. Ezek. 28:14-19,
tells us that the Angel (Spiritual
being) Satan” Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth; and I
have set thee so: thou wast upon
the holy mountain of God; thou
hast walked up and down in the
midst of the stones of fire. Thou
wast perfect in thy ways from
the day that thou was created,
till iniquity was found in thee. By
the multitude of they merchandise they have filled the midst of
thee with violence, and thou has
sinned: therefore, I will cast thee
as profane out of the mountain
of God: and I will destroy thee, O
covering cherub, from the midst
of the stones of fire. Thine heart
was lifted because of thy beauty;
thou has corrupted thy wisdom
by reason of thy brightness: I will
cast thee to the ground; I will lay
thee before Kings, that they may
behold thee. Thou hast defiled
thy sanctuaries by the multitude
of thine iniquities, by the iniquity
of thy traffic; therefore, will I bring
forth a fire from the midst of thee,
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it shall devour thee, and I will bring
thee to ashes upon the earth in the
sight of all them that behold thee.
All they that know thee among the
people shall be astonished at thee:
thou shalt be a terror, and never
shalt thou be any more. Let’s take
a close look at these scriptures;

First Satan was a created (Spirit) being, created by God as a
Spirit being an angel. Second,
he was perfect in his original
creation. Third he was the
anointed Cherub. The word
cherub in scripture always denotes “a spirit being” that is
in close relationship to God.
Fourth he was appointed by
God to hold an exalted position. Fifth, he sinned against
God. The account of Satan’s
fall is also recorded in Isaiah.
14:12-17, it says, “how art
thou fallen from heaven, O
Lucifer, son of the morning”
How art thou cut down to the
ground, which didst weaken the nations! For thou has
said. In thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt
my throne above the stars of
God: I will sit also upon the
mount of the congregation,
in the sides of the north: I
will ascend above the heights
of the clouds; I will be like the
most High. Yet thou shalt be
brought down to hell, to the
sides of the pit. They that see
thee shall narrowly look upon
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thee, and consider thee saying, is this the man that made
the earth to tremble, that did
shake kingdoms; that made
the world as a wilderness and
destroyed the cities thereof;
that opened not the house of
his prisoners. Satan led a revolt of Angels (Spirit Beings)
in heaven and successfully
tempted Eve and Adam in the
Garden of Eden to sin against
the Authority of God’s Word.
The Angel Spirit, Lucifer, is the
leader of the kingdom of Evil. Jesus said in Luke 10:18 “And he
said unto them, I beheld Satan
as lightning fall from heaven.”
Rev. 12:7-9 “And there was war
in heaven: Michael and his angels
(good spirits) fought against the
dragon: And the dragon fought
and his angels, (evil spirits) and
prevailed not; neither was their
place found any more in heaven.
And the great dragon was cast
out, that old Serpent, called the
Devil and Satan, which deceiveth
the whole world: he was cast out
into the earth, and his angels were
cast out with him. I believe that
those fallen angels that were cast
out of heaven with Lucifer are
what we now call Demons, Evil
Spirits, Unclean Spirits and many
other names. God created nothing in its origin that was evil. Lucifer, who later became the devil,
was created perfect by God before
his fall. Therefore, other spiritual
beings (Angels) must also have
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been created perfect before their
fall under the leadership of Lucifer
and became demons, (evil spirits.)
The Spirit-filled believer faces a
spiritual conflict with demons and
a host of other evil spirits, these
spiritual forces constitute, the
powers of darkness with Satan being the god of this world system.
The Devil energizes the ungodly
and opposes the Will of God upon
this earthly realm. Satan and his
hosts constitute a vast multitude, and they are organized into
a highly systematized spiritual
empire of evil with rank and order.
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All who are without Jesus Christ
are controlled by “The prince
of the power of the air” Satan
and their minds are blinded by
him to the truth of God. They
are enslaved to sin, the lusts of
the flesh and by these hosts of
evil spirits. These evil spirits are
wicked, unclean, vicious, and
have the power to derange both
mind and body. They can cause
Dumbness, Blindness, Insanity,
Suicidal Mania, Personal injuries, Inflicting physical defect
and deformities. Make no mistake about it Satan’s power is
limited by God. However, at the
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same time you must realize that
His spiritual power is very real.

He beguiled Eve, 2Cor.11:3,
He uses magical and psychic power. Ex. 7:11-12, He
empowered a witch to bring
forth a spirit 1Sam. 28:12-20,
He is called the god of forces
Dan. 11:13, He wars against
the Angels of God, Dan.
10:13, If these Spirit beings
are so real, some might ask,
why can’t we see them?
Ask yourself this question how
many people believe that a glass
of water is full of little wiggling bits
of life? Of course, we all believe it.
That water is full of germ life, and
if we could look at a drop through
the microscope right now, it
would come alive with movement.
There are lots of things that are
real that we cannot see with our
natural eyes or hear with our
natural ears. The room where
you are sitting or standing right
now is full of voices of all kinds.
Music is filling the room at this
very moment, but you can’t hear
it. But all you need to do is bring in
a radio and turn it on, immediately then we can hear these sounds
which fill the air. Another way
that I can describe this Spiritual
realm that the Bible assures us
that it exists is something like
a virtual reality in which a Spiritual version of our lives is being
lived out (only it is within us) si-
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multaneously with our natural
lives. The Spiritual realm is an
unseen realm, with the dividing
line or veil between the natural
realm and the Spiritual realm
being our bodies. You and I have
a body, but we are Spirits and
we have a Soul, our Spirit dwells
within our bodies. We express
ourselves with the faculties of
our bodies. We can see our bodies, but we cannot see our real
selves, because or real self is a
Spirit living inside or (within)
our bodies. Our body is simply
the temporary house that our
Spirits live within. Someday our
bodies will die and return to the
dust, but our Spirit and our Soul
shall never die.
We shall return to God where
we came from. Our Bodies are the
instruments through which our
Spirit and Soul expresses itself,
cut our tongues out and our spirit
could not talk. Destroy our ears
and we could not hear, blind our
eyes and we could not see, even
though our eyes would be blind
our ears deaf and our tongues
removed, our Spirits, would still
be there, but unable to see, hear,
or speak. Amputate our legs and
arms, destroy our sense of smell
and our vocal cords, and still
you could not have destroyed
our Spirit or our Soul. However;
our Spirit and Soul could no longer express itself. Our Spirit and
Soul would still have a body, but
its faculties of expression would
have been destroyed. Our human
bodies have the broadest means
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of expression, having been the
only creation made in the image
and likeness of God. Gen. 1:26,
“And God said, let us make man in
our image, after our likeness and
let them have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the foul
of the air, and over the cattle, and
over all the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creepeth upon
the earth. So, God created man
in his own image, in the image
of God created he him; male and
female created he them. “Gen.
2:7,” And the Lord God formed
man of the dust of the ground
and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a
living soul.” (A living Soul, Spirit,
Human Being) Evil Spirits seek as
their highest prize to enter a human being through which they
can find expression. Since Evil
Spirits, or Demons are spirit beings they can manifest their own
personalities in the persons whom
they are influencing or inhabiting,
and they delight to use people to
do their dirty work. God uses human instruments to minister to
the human family; likewise, Satan uses human instruments to
defile and to abuse the human
family in his attempt to destroy
God’s most prized possession…
One thing is certain Evil Spirits cannot rest without being
in possession of some-body
(Fleshly Body) through which
they can find expression. The
Bible clearly explains to us that
the Spiritual realm within us is as
real as the natural realm without
and about us. In fact, the Spiritu-
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al realm determines what takes
place in the natural realm. The
Word of God informs us that there
are three heavens. 2 Cor. 12:2 says
the first heaven is the atmosphere
above the earth, the second heaven is the starry constellation or
stellar heaven and the Third heaven is the abode of God. Although
the location of heaven is up high
above the earth, its operation
is all over the earth and within
us at the same time within our
Spirits. Once you and I received
the Lord Jesus Christ, as our
Lord and Savior, Jesus came to
live in our hearts, (Which was
also a spiritual experience) At
that point we gained access to
the heavenly or spiritual realm
through Jesus Christ. Col. 1:27.
To whom God would make known
what is the riches of the glory of
this mystery among the Gentiles:
which is Christ in you, the hope
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of glory. The Spiritual realm or
the Heavenly realm is where god
has “His” provision for us. To receive from the Spiritual realm or
the Heavenly realm is where God
has “His” provision for us. To receive from the Spiritual or Heavenly realm and bring it into our
natural realm. Our Salvation is a
beautiful example. We receive the
salvation of Jesus Christ by faith
and become Children of God John
1:12-13”But as many as received
“Him” to them gave he power
to become the Sons of God John
1:12-13 “But as many as received
“Him” to them gave he power to
become the Sons of God, even to
them that believe on his name.
Which were born, not of blood,
nor of the will of the flesh, nor of
the will of man, but of God. Our
faith reached out to take something that already existed in the
Spiritual or Heavenly realm. Jesus
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has already died for us, that is true.
But except a person reaches out
by faith and receives Jesus into his
or her heart the Salvation of Jesus
(although invisible to the natural
eye) already available spiritually
will not benefit that person. “The
Spiritual or Heavenly realm is a
very real world, invisible to the
natural eye but visible to and
through the eyes of faith.” Being born naturally puts you in your
natural family and being BornAgain of the Spirit of God puts
you in the family of God. Thus,
being Spirit Alive. God promised
that when the life and power of
“His” Spirit would come upon
“His” people, that they would
be enabled to prophesy, see visions, have prophetic dreams,
live a life of obedience, holiness
and righteousness and witness
with great power and authority.
Joel 2:28-29 says “And it shall
come to pass afterward, that
I will pour out my Spirit upon
all flesh; and your Sons and
your Daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream
dreams, your young men shall
see visions. And, upon the servants and upon the hand maids
in those days will I pour out my
Spirit.

The Spirit realm exists and
is made up of God, and a
whole and complete realm
of Spirit existence, with
God, being ruler over everything Natural and Spirit.
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Prophetic Evangelism:

Gathering the End-Time Harvest
by Prophet Scott Lathrop

We live in a generation in which time is spinning faster and faster away from God. It’s more important
than ever to stay in the flow of the Spirit of God. We
must be in the season in which God’s Spirit is calling
the Church to be. Throughout church history, there
have been many outreach programs and ideas, some
good and some not. Unfortunately, many of these
programs and ideas always seemed to trail behind
what society was doing at the time. With Christ’s
mandate to make disciples, it’s more important than
ever to stay ahead of what society is doing. The in-
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sights presented by Scott Lathrop in the Prophetic
Evangelism will hopefully help you stay ahead of the
curve and truly become more effective in reaching
your world for Christ.

Official Website: www.soulbait.org
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THE BOOK OF SCOTT:
An Unextraordinary Journey to Jesus
Volume 1

by Prophet Scott Lathrop

PROPHET SCOTT LATHROP
Known by many for his “Scott
stories”, author Scott Lathrop
recounts pivotal segments of his
early life. The Book of Scott: An
Unextraordinary Journey to Jesus,
Volume 1 highlights a collection of
true events and choices that lead
him to his purpose and destiny.
At age 19, Scott Lathrop left
home to escape the chaos of his
childhood and find new meaning
in his life. Leaving it all behind
for the Navy, Scott chased new
horizons, hoping to discover who
he is and his propose for life.
Journey with Scott through Volume
1 of THE BOOK OF SCOTT as he
recounts the early events leading
him to a God-given purpose that
would change his life, and the lives
of people around the world.
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WORLD WARS YET TO COME
by: Rev. Dr. Jonathan Hansen
Founder & President
PO Box 277, Stanwood, WA 98292
Tel: (360) 629-5248.
Fax: (360) 629-6750
www.worldministries.org
Email: warning@worldministries.org

T

he Bible is actually one third prophetic, yet
people say they don’t believe in prophecy. Most
people do not believe in the majority of what
is recorded in the Bible. They certainly don’t obey the
word of God, which means they don’t really serve God.
In fact, I believe most people serve themselves, which
means they have more faith in themselves than they do
in God, although religious carnal Christians would vehemently argue that point with me. I also believe most
Christians are not led by the Holy Spirit, but by their
own feelings, opinions and emotions. Then they try
and blame their decisions on the Holy Spirit saying the
Lord led me. A person cannot be led by the Holy Spirit
unless they have an intimate relationship with God by
submitting their will to the word of God. The word of
God is the Holy Spirit documented in the scriptures.
When you inhale the word, you move in the power of
God and do the work of the ministry, with signs following through the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Because most
people, and even most Christians, are carnal and led by
their flesh, not the Holy Spirit, this world is continuing to self destruct through moral decay. As people
become increasingly wicked and the lukewarm Christian continues to compromise, they minimize sin as Lot
did living in Sodom and Gomorrah. The Bible describes
Lot’s soul as being vexed, not recognizing the danger of
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living with sinners all around him and becoming comfortable with their sins, not trying to change them or
by: Caspar McCloud
their immoral laws, which damned not only them but
Email: pastorcaspar@gmail.com
their cities. This is exactly where we are in America, as
well as the nations throughout the world.
Consequently, we are going to see more World Wars as
the prophetic Scriptures warn will come to pass.
Revelation 6:3-8 reads, “And when he had opened the
second seal... And there went out another horse that
was red: and power was given to him that sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and that they should
kill one another: and there was given unto him a great
sword. And when he had opened the third seal... And
I beheld, and lo a black horse and he that sat on him
had a pair of balances in his hand. And I heard a voice in
the midst of the four beasts say, A measure of wheat for
a penny and three measures of barley for a penny; and
see thou hurt not the oil and the wine. And when he
had opened the fourth seal ... And I looked, and behold
a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death,
and Hell followed with him. And power was given unto
them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword,
and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of
the earth.”
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These verses warn us that death is coming to over
two billion people because of man’s rebellion against
the morality of God. Death at an unprecedented level
will be brought on by wars. The wars precipitate the
famine, with food soaring to unaffordable prices
and great pestilence.
What will sinners response be to these calamities
and plagues brought on by God himself because of
the four sins that bring judgment to a nation and the
world (idolatry, im-morality, killing the innocent and
dividing the land of Israel)? Revelation 9:18, 20-21
“By these three was the third part of men killed, by
the fire, and by the smoke, and by brimstone, which
was issued out of their mouths. And the rest of the
men which were not killed by these plagues yet repented not of the works of their hands, that they
should not worship devils, and idols of gold ... Neither
repented of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor
of their fornication, nor of their thefts.”
Yes, the cup of iniquity law as defined in my book, “THE
SCIENCE OF JUDGMENT” explains why World war after war is about to rage on because man will not repent
of his continual hideous sins of abominations.
Many nations will take part in each of these new wars.
The first Major World War will involve The Kings (Nations) of the North attacking the Kings (Nations) of the
South and the Kings of the North will prevail.
The second Major World War will be the Kings of the
North attacking the Kings of the West and the Kings of
the North will defeat the Kings of the West.
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In the third Major World War to come, the Kings of
the North will clash with the Kings of the East, followed
by the Battle of Armageddon.
Matthew 24:4, 6-8 warns about signs of the second
coming of Jesus Christ and the beginning of Jewish sorrows: “Take heed that no man deceive you. And ye shall
hear of wars and rumors of wars... For nation shall rise
against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there
shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in
divers places. All these are the beginning of sorrows.”
According to the Council of Foreign Relations Global
Conflict Tracker, the following are current conflicts
that have impact on US Interests. “War in Afghanistan,
Civil War in Syria, Territorial Disputes in the South China Sea, Tensions in the East China Sea, North Korea
Crisis, Political Instability in Iraq, Islamist Militancy in
Pakistan, Political Instability in Lebanon, Instability in
Egypt, Conflict in Ukraine, Conflict Between Tur-key
and Armed Kurdish Groups, Criminal Violence in Mexico, Israel-Palestinian Conflict, Boko Haram in Nigeria,
Civil War in Libya, Conflict Between India and Pakistan,
War in Yemen, Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict, Destabilization of Mali, Violence in the Central African Republic, Violence in the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Rohingya Crisis in Myanmar, Civil War in South Sudan,
Al-Shabab in Somalia, Political Crisis Burundi.
Watch for my upcoming June 2019 newsletter where I
will name the nations involved in these coming World
Wars! Your financial support is critical to help me
sound the alarm for what is to come. God bless you
for your faithfulness.
Jonathan Hansen
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OFFICE PHONE: (360) 629-5248 OFFICE
FAX: (360) 629-6750
EMAIL: warning@worldministries.org WEB
SITE: www.worldministries.org

BECOME AN INTERCESSOR FOR DR. HANSEN AND WMI
My wife, Adalia and I are looking for people who are filled with the Holy Spirit. The Lord told me to raise a team
of 2,000 intercessors in every nation. WMI is a very unique ministry, confronting sin at the highest levels in the
nations, both politically and within the church. We need the prayer covering of 2,000 intercessors to survive in
confronting a beast government and/or tyrannical leader of a nation. If you have a burden for the condition of the
church and the nations and would like to become one of our prayer intercessors, please fill out this form and mail
it back to my office or send us an email at: ahansen.wmi@hotmail. com. Through your prayers and with God’s
blessings, we can reach and warn the nations together. Jonathan Hansen
Name
Address
City

State

Phone

Zip
Email

____ I would like to join the Soldiers of the Cross intercessor team
____ I am enclosing a one-time gift of: $10 __ $25 __ $50 __ $100 __ $1,000 __ Other
I want to be a Radio partner @ $25 per month to receive the CD of the Month
____ I want to be a TV partner @ $100 per month to receive the DVD & CD of the Month
Visa ____ Master Card ____ Am Ex ____ Discover ____Card Holder signature
Credit Card #
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Dr. Robert Morey of
faithdefenders.com
exposes Satan's
strategies to deceive the
non-believer, the
believer, the Christian
family, the church, and
the nation. Whether
through complacency,
false teachings,
dissension, selfcenteredness, disbelief,
or any one of his
conniving devices, Satan
is working hard to blind
the minds of nonchristians and render ineffective the lives of
Christians. Dr. Robert Morey offers biblical answers
to the lies Satan is spreading. He clearly identifies
Satan and determines through a close study of the
Scriptures what he can and cannot do. And most
important of all, Morey will equip you not only to
recognize Satan's attacks, but to defend against
them as well.
ORDER ONLINE AT: AMAZON.COM
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Pastor
Michael
Thierer of
Hegewisch
Baptist
Church in
Highland,
Indiana

HEGEWISCH BAPTIST CHURCH
for one of our family workshops where
the whole family can receive deliverance

Official Website:

www.hbcdelivers.org
40
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Win Worley’s Epic series of 12 of the greatest
books ever written on Deliverance and Spiritual
Warfare are available.

“The Graduate Course on Deliverance” –
PASTOR
WIN WORLEY

OMEGAMAN

Also check out the series of

45 Sub-topical
Booklets
based on the Books
ORDER ONLINE AT:
www.wrwpublications.com
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Tyranny of Self-Pity
by: Pastor Jozef Jasinski
www.jesusdelivers.com

Introduction: Being in deliverance ministry for 30
years many times I have heard people telling me that
they wanted to die. Once I have received a phone
call from a sister and after talking to her without
releasing that I was prophesying in a way, I said to
her: “sister, I think you are giving in to self – pity.”
Well, the same day I have received report from her
friends telling me that that sister tried to commit
suicide that day 3 times and the third time God has
intervened and stopped it. The first attempt was to
throw herself under a car, the second under a streetcar and then upon coming home he swallowed lots
of pills, but God sent a sister who forced to vomit it
out. The following days we did deliverance over the
phone with people being present around that sister. I
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commanded the number one demon responsible for
the suicide attempts to manifest and when he did I
commanded him to tell me the name. His answer
was: “My name is self – pity.” There was a big nest of
them with the same name.
Many times talking to the people in which I recognized the working of the spirit of self-pity, I had asked
them a straightforward question: “Do you really
want help or you just want to complain?”

Key Bible Verses:
1Ki 19:1 And Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had
done, and withal how he had slain all the prophets with the sword.
1Ki 19:2 Then Jezebel sent a messenger unto Elijah,
saying, so let the gods do to me, and more also,
if I make not thy life as the life of one of them by
tomorrow about this time.
1Ki 19:3 And when he saw that, he arose, and went
for his life, and came to Beersheba, which belongeth to Judah, and left his servant there.
1Ki 19:4 But he himself went a day’s journey into the
wilderness, and came and sat down under a juniper tree: and he requested for himself that he
might die; and said, It is enough; now, O LORD,
take away my life; for I am not better than my fathers.

Lessons Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Elijah’s Syndrome
What is Self-Pity
Roots and Fruits of Self – Pity
Remedy

1Ki 19:2 Then Jezebel sent a messenger unto Elijah,
saying, so let the gods do to me, and more also,
if I make not thy life as the life of one of them by
tomorrow about this time.
1Ki 19:3 And when he saw that, he arose, and went
for his life, and came to Beersheba, which belongeth to Judah, and left his servant there.
1Ki 19:4 But he himself went a day’s journey into the
wilderness, and came and sat down under a juniper
tree: and he requested for himself that he might
die; and said, It is enough; now, O LORD, take away
my life; for I am not better than my fathers.
-

Gen 3:7 And the eyes of them both were opened,
and they knew that they were naked; and they
sewed fig leaves together and made themselves
aprons.
Gen 3:8 And they heard the voice of the LORD God
walking in the garden in the cool of the day: and
Adam and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the LORD God amongst the trees of the
garden.
Gen 3:9 And the LORD God called unto Adam, and
said unto him, Where art thou?
Gen 3:10 And he said, I heard thy voice in the garden,
and I was afraid, because I was naked; and I hid
myself.

Elijah’s Syndrome
1Ki 19:1 And Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had
done, and withal how he had slain all the prophets with the sword.
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Question: why was he running for life?
Why he didn’t fight back in prayer?
Left servant; self-preservation
Isn’t it like many Christians, running from things
we do not want to face? Maybe like Adam, who
was hiding in the bushes after he sinned. Fear of
facing God caused him to hide:
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- Elijah was afraid, gave in to fear
- Pride of Life was manifesting in Elijah
- This story shows us pride in Elijah, selfconfidence into which we all can give
in into; I call this Elijah syndrome,
Syndrome of Self-Pity (poor me spirit)
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LORD, and their righteousness is of me, saith
the LORD. “

- So many Christians wish to die instead
of facing challenges of life with God who
promised to never leave us and never
forsake us; Heb 13:5
- So many in times of crises give in to
self-cursing: I wish I was not born, I wish
to die (inviting the spirit of death or suicide); nothing ever good happens to me;
Jeremiah, Job wished themselves he same

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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He was running till he could run no more; when
you start to distrust, when you give up hope,
discouragement comes in, depression follows and
the next thing is: I want to die - Ruth story SOD
301: DISCOURAGMENT, DEPRESSION & SUICIDE –
BREAKING THE THREEFOLD CORD

What is Self-Pity?

QUESTION: WHY DID THE ENEMY ATTACK?
Because the prophet destroyed the works of the
devil and brought revival: 1 Kings 18 & 19
Elijah didn’t deal with the problem which was
fear and he just run. Why he didn’t pray?
He did great things through prayer: he prayed
and there was no rain, he rebuilt the altar, he
brought fire of God, he executed judgment upon
850 priests of Satan and by prayer he reversed
God’s judgment and brought rain
After such victory, did he expect things to be
rosy and be favored without any backlash from
the enemy?
WATCH FOR THE BACKLASH!
MANY GET SOME DELIVERANCE, JUST START
CONQUERING THE LAND AND QUIT FOR DIFFERENT REASONS; MAIN ONE, THE ATTACKS
OF THE ENEMY
TRUTH: it should be expected that the enemy
will attack, but God promised to lift up the standard against the enemy:
Isaiah 59: 19 says, “So shall they fear the name
of the Lord from the west, and his glory from
the rising of the sun. When the enemy shall
come in like a flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall
lift up a standard against him.”
Isa 54:17 “No weapon that is formed against
thee shall prosper; and every tongue that shall
rise against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of the
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Prophet Elijah has given to another spirit (2 Cor
11:4), left the guidance of the Spirit of God; run and
prayed unwise prayer asking God to take his life
What was it? What spirit was behind it? I believe
Elijah has given to the spirit of self-pity; sympathy for self

- TYRANNY OF SELF - PITY
- Tyranny; def; despotic exercise of
powered, cruelty, oppression
- Pity; def: to feel pain or grief for
somebody in distress
- Pity; sympathy for, feel for, bleed for, poor
thing, poor dear, poor fellow; poor Jozef,
he is such a good guy, he doesn’t deserve
this
- Self-pity; pity toward own self
- Self-pity; hideous form of pride; the self
which rather complain then humble
itself; envy; jealousy

-
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Looks like maybe Elijah became a bit self-confident the after victories.
WARNING: watch for Backlash of the enemy after victories or receiving blessing from the Lord
Elijah was used mightily by God, that is when
Satan starts to whisper: you are great, you are
great, there is none like you etc.…and you say
no, no…tell me more
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-

-

Self-confidence is the work of self, pride at
work; when we get built up with pride suddenly
a threat comes, and we fall:
Pro 16:18 Pride goeth before destruction, and a
haughty spirit before a fall.
Self- pity is being sorry for yourself:
you do not need any comforter,
any to pray with you,
you are the one who understands yourself
the best,
you just need somebody to tell them how
unjust life is for such a wonderful person
like you
I just quit

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

PRIDE OF LIFE: I, ME & MYSELF = the unholy
trinity
Jas 5:17 Elias was a man subject to like passions
as we are, and he prayed earnestly that it might
not rain: and it rained not on the earth by the
space of three years and six months.
Elijah, in James: “he was man like us,” capable to
do great things for God and yet subject to failure
if he gave in to lies of the enemy
Horeb – 1 Kings 19; God manifested earthquake,
fire, wind; He caused it but was not in it
Then, in the cave when silence is ringing in the
ears, when Elijah got quiet before the Lord, he
heard still small voice: what are you doing here?
“Lord I was so zealous for you and I, only I, I,
I…………THIS IS THE SELF SPEAKING
1Ki 19:9 And he came thither unto a cave, and
lodged there; and, behold, the word of the LORD
came to him, and he said unto him, What doest
thou here, Elijah?
1Ki 19:10 And he said, I have been very jealous
for the LORD God of hosts: for the children of
Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown down
thine altars, and slain thy prophets with the
sword; and I, even I only, am left; and they seek
my life, to take it away.
1Ki 19:11 And he said, Go forth, and stand upon
the mount before the LORD. And, behold, the
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LORD passed by, and a great and strong wind
rent the mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks
before the LORD; but the LORD was not in the
wind: and after the wind an earthquake; but the
LORD was not in the earthquake:
1Ki 19:12 And after the earthquake a fire; but the
LORD was not in the fire: and after the fire a still
small voice.
1Ki 19:13 And it was so, when Elijah heard it, that
he wrapped his face in his mantle, and went out,
and stood in the entering in of the cave. And,
behold, there came a voice unto him, and said,
What doest thou here, Elijah?
1Ki 19:14 And he said, I have been very jealous
for the LORD God of hosts: because the children
of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown
down thine altars, and slain thy prophets with
the sword; and I, even I only, am left; and they
seek my life, to take it away.

- God spoke and humbled Elijah telling him:
- 1Ki 19:18 Yet I have left me seven thousand in Israel, all the knees which have
not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth
which hath not kissed him.

Roots and Fruits of Self – Pity:
-

Pride of Life was manifesting in Elijah
This story shows us pride in Elijah, self-confidence into which we all can give in into; I call
this Elijah syndrome, syndrome of self-pity
Language of self - pity
We can fell into syndrome of self-pity over many
things; over the past, the here and now and
about the

-

•
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Self-pity over the past; you do not know
the things happened to me; the things I went
through; yes, maybe, but why are you still
clinging to it, dwelling on it? Why are you
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mentioning it over and over again? The Bible says: put the past behind you, “all things
passed away, all things are becoming new;”
of course if you want to. Bible says: “do not
cling to the things of the past, look for the
new things I am doing.” Can you go forward
if you are looking back at the same time?

-

-

-

-
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•

If you do that, you are giving to self-pity and
self-pity is of the devil. Self-pity is that you
want a sympathy for yourself but not solution. Self-pity is a lie of self and the devil. You
must crucify it and rebuke the devil

•

Self-pity about the present; all these bad
things are happening to me, nobody cares…
God does, He is still in charge

•

Self-pity about the future;
Oh, I do not believe good things will happen to
me
Well, if you keep saying that, you are already
planning bad things – as man thinketh in his
heart…Pr 23:7, Job 3:25; However, God has
good plans for us:
Jer 29:11 For I know the thoughts that I think
toward you, saith the LORD, thoughts of peace,
and not of evil, to give you an expected end.
Cross; we all are appointed to bear our cross
(Luke 14:27) our appointed trails, tests and tribulations; your response might show self-pity at
work; self-pity prefers to believe a lie and complain and does not want to go through the cross
to be refined
Some run from a bit of pain;
Vision about crosses; “A believer who was complaining to God how bad his life was, got a vision
of a workhouse in heaven which stored many different crosses, small, big and even velvet crosses.
He was asked to pick up a cross for himself, so he
picked up a small one. He was told that this was
the cross he already was carrying.
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- Self-pity manifests: “I am not blessed,
I am not blessed.” Well, Bible says: “we
are blessed with all blessings” (blessings
of Abraham) because ewe are children of
Abraham through faith in Jesus Christ;
Gal 3:7, 14
- Jer 29:11 For I know the thoughts that
I think toward you, saith the LORD,
thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to
give you an expected end.
- If you are not experiencing blessings,
there could be a good reason,
investigate. Do not doubt because God
wants you to be blessed
- Self-pity manifests: “nobody loves me”
(Jn 3:16, Wayne’s vision: “This young
man had an open vision of Jesus Christ
on the cross. From the cross Jesus cried
to Wayne: Wayne, I love you very
much. If I had to come and die for you
only, I would have done it. JESUS IS A
PERSONAL SAVIOR.”
- Anybody can relate to a dose of some
self - pity
- Some say: I do not have spiritual gifts as
others; well, it is the Spirit of God which
distributes the gifts; do you want to
argue with God? But, we can desire gifts
- Some say I cannot do it; well, Bible says;
“I can do all things through Christ.”
Philippians 4:13
- Foolishness of man: Pro 19:3 The foolishness of man perverteth his way: and his
heart fretteth against the LORD.
-

YOUTUBE

Seeking sympathy but not help; listen, do you
want help or not?
Some do not want to fight, sweat; rather complain then overcome
Self-defeating, quitting, murmuring (1 Cor 10:11)-inviting spirit of destruction
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-

Self-seeking and self-realization
Self-pity acts as there is not God Who cares
Self-pity does not want to trust God, line up with
God’s ways; rather pouts, murmur and complain
this inviting the spirit of a destroyer 1 Cor 10:10

Man of God had a vision: diabolical plot of the adversary, tyranny of self-pity. In the vision he saw spiritual gate way or access that was leading to a road of
destruction. It was a broad way which many would
approach. Many misguided sheep were entering this
road. That vision was addressing leaders to teach them
to warn God’s people of this road, the road to self-pity

Remedy:

-

-

Putting up temper tantrums
Rooted many times in rejection
Self-pity stops from going forward; cause you to
go around the mountain
When self-pity manifests, doubt and unbelief
are at work; Jesus could not do miracles…, Matt
13:58, Heb 3:18-19, 4:6 - doubt and unbelief
Self-pity; pride and rebellion at work; prefer
rather to rebel then to trust God
Denial, excuses, blaming others and God,
self-vindication
Self-righteousness
Self-love; p
Pride of life
Self-pity will stop person from taking responsibility and be accountable
Self-pity has fruits of fear, insecurity and unworthiness
Comparing with others; oh, I am not like others
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1Ki 19:5 And as he lay and slept under a juniper tree,
behold, then an angel touched him, and said
unto him, Arise and eat.
1Ki 19:6 And he looked, and, behold, there was a
cake baked on the coals, and a cruse of water at
his head. And he did eat and drink and laid him
down again.
1Ki 19:7 And the angel of the LORD came again the
second time, and touched him, and said, Arise
and eat; because the journey is too great for thee.
1Ki 19:8 And he arose, and did eat and drink, and
went in the strength of that meat forty days and
forty nights unto Horeb the mount of God.
What did the Lord do after Elijah’s request to die?
-

Arise and eat
Sleep, rest
Eat; feed on the Word of God
Presence of God; practice it

•
•

James 4:7; SUBMIT TO GOD, RESIST SELF - PITY
James 4:8-10; draw to God, repentance, break
curse of double mindedness, humble yourself
James 4:5-6; ask for grace and fight back
Get deliverance
DECLARE LOVE AND GOODNESS OF GOD.

•
•
•
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The Battle-Ready
Believer
by Michael Bold ea
There is a battle coming. Are you ready for it? When
compromise becomes our banner, and cowardice is
seen as virtue, is it any wonder that so few among
professing believers today are battle ready? In this introduction to spiritual warfare, Michael Boldea, Jr., answers key questions to help Christians stand upon the
truth of Jesus Christ in this age of political correctness:
■ How does the enemy camouflage himself in
today’s world?
■ How can I recognize my allies in the battle?
■ How can I effectively wield my weapons, and do
I know them all? How do I stand strong when
others around me are falling?
■ How can I learn to discern my Commander’s voice
from all others?

Battle is inevitable. Boldea’s book helps the wise
ready themselves through an analysis of the spiritual
maturity of today’s church, along with an analysis of
its understanding of duty. The book compares what
has been taught in the modern church to what the
Bible actually says.
The concrete instruction contained in this book will
prove invaluable to any believer whose aim is to become truly battle ready.

$17.99

A V A I L A T:

www.handofhelp.com

The Mountbatten Report

Investigative Journalist
Laurence de Mello
Desmond Morton’s Godson and
his subsequent grooming to become one of WWII’s most controversial secret agents.
It also touches on JAD’s introduction into privileged British and
German society through his father
Jack; a British Olympic Gold medalist and his father’s close friend,
the German Ambassador to London, Joachim Von Ribbentrop.

BEST SELLING AUTHOR

John Ainsworth-Davis aka Christopher Creighton
(Operation James Bond 1996)
(The Khrushchev Objective 1987)
(The Paladin 1982)
Teams up with Investigative Journalist Laurence de Mello to present
the only definitive authorized work of The Mountbatten Report.
Includes never before seen documents and the curious backstory
to the writing and publishing of
this Special Launch Digital Edition.
John Ainsworth-Davis (JAD) was a
British WWII Naval agent Spy-As-

sassin working directly for Prime
Minister Winston Churchill.
Commissioned by Lord Louis
Mountbatten, this report is JAD’s
very personal account of his growing up on the Chartwell estate as

Ribbentrop later became Hitler’s
trusted Foreign Minister and was
one of the first Nazis to be hanged
at Nuremberg in 1946. JAD speaks
candidly of his experiences of love,
war and betrayal up to early 1945.
“The Mountbatten Report” is
the prelude to Operation JAMES
BOND (OPJB): a highly covert
1945 British op, in which JAD assisted Commander Ian Fleming
RNVR in the rescue of Hitler’s
‘handler’ and money man, Martin
Bormann. Special Digital Edition
for limited period only.

Buy Here - SPECIAL EDITION PRICE US $7.00
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SALVATION, HEALING, DELIVERANCE &
A GOOD DOSE OF COMMON SENSE!
Every Thursday from Hamburg, Germany
J O I N

Pastor Elvis Neuhardt of the
Hamburg Church of Deliverance at 9am Hamburg,
Germany / 12 AM PST / 3 AM EST
brings the Word of God on OMEGA MAN RADIO.

Hebrews 13:8-9

“Jesus Christ the same
yesterday, and today, and
about with divers and
strange doctrines. For it
is a good thing that the
heart be established with
grace; not with meats,
which have not proﬁted
them that have been
occupied therein.”

Listen worldwide at: www.omegamanradio.com or www.mixlr.com/omegamanradio
Each broadcast includes a Mass Deliverance after the message.
Website: www.hcofd.de
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Email: elvishcd@aol.com
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YouTube: Elvis Neuhardt
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MINISTRY UPDATE
By Pastor Mel Novak
www.melnovak.com

G

reetings in the MIGHTY name of JESUS, &
as I said many times before, greeting you in
HIS name is NO small matter. HIS name is
infinitely above ALL other names (Phil. 2:9). Those
of us who have Him in our hearts as LORD & SAVIOR should willingly & enthusiastically profess that
JESUS is LORD (Rev. 19:13; 16).

May was also busy with prayer requests & counseling. Many are waiting for a WORD from the LORD.
When GOD says, “Wait…& again I say Wait.” I
know it is “TUFF,” but GOD calls us to “REST IN
HIM, LEAN ON HIM & TRUST IN HIM.” (Naham
1:7). Even when we see nothing happening, HE is still
working FOR us, FOR our better good (Rom. 8:28).

Unsaved rebels who have by CHOICE (II Peter 3:9; I
Tim. 2:4) rejected the provision of HIS GRACE (Eph.
2:8) will be forced to acknowledge HIS LORDSHIP
(Phil. 2:10, 11). There is NO bypassing an encounter
with CHRIST.

The 2 Omega Man 2-hour shows have been powerful, with so much of GOD’S WORD. Warfare is real
& warfare is raging. I have done 160 shows that go to
167 countries. Brother Shannon Ray Davis, who has
been a true blessing to me, is a powerful anointed
host. He has shows in the archives of my website,
which is www.melnovak.com — plus all over the internet. Please download my Spiritual warfare prayer
on my homepage. PRAY IT DAILY. IT is a powerful
prayer during these dark clouds of warfare.

Men & women will meet HIM by FAITH (Romans
10:9, 10) as the LAMB OF GOD who takes away
the sin of the world, OR they will meet our LORD
JESUS at the Great White Throne Judgement (Rev.
20:11-15) as the LION of Judah who will judge men
& women for their sin.
I have been blessed by several letters from those who
encourage me, & donors. Very sweet! I appreciate
each one. One asked me since 2014, how many souls
did you win? I said it is the HOLY SPIRIT who draws
them to the cross (John 6:44), but in those 5 years
20,680 prayed the Salvation Prayer in 1162 services.
She had been sending monthly donations in those 5
years & is part of my ministry. LORD bless you all
that bless me.
May took me to Skid Row & the Fred Jordan Mission.
All of the services had a packed chapel. There were
so many people that I have never seen before. You
wonder where they all come from. Here in the L.A.
area, there are thousands.
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Are you praying your “Whole Armor of GOD” DAILY? Why Not? It is a command (Eph. 6:11)!
Would you like to know GOD’S mind regarding a
crucial decision, gain HIS perspective on a problem,
or be encouraged by CHRIST to persevere in a stressful situation?
Knowing our frailty, sympathetic to our weakness &
more than willing to extend HIS compassion to us,
our loving & WISE LORD speaks HIS truth to us in
our time of NEED.
I am sure the Apostle Paul must have experienced
great encouragement when the LORD spoke to him
at a crucial moment in his life & at a strategic stage
of the Gospels proclamation. Paul, having doggedly
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reached Jerusalem, was in his accustomed position
— arrested & imprisoned.
Jews from Asia had inflamed the entire city with false
accusations. Only a Roman Commander’s intervention saved Paul from the mobs’ murderous fury. Following a spirited defense before the throng at the
Sanhedrin, Paul heard GOD speak one night in a Roman barracks. Acts 23:11 tells us, “The LORD stood
at his side & said, “Take courage for as you have solemnly witnessed to MY CAUSE at Jerusalem, so you
must witness at Rome also.”
The LORD knew that Paul would need this clear communication from on high to confront tense challenges during the next several years. GOD is willing to
speak to you today in your place of testing — trials,
troubles & tribulations (Zech. 13:9; Jer. 17:10; Prov.
17:3). There is no better place to hear the LORD’S
voice than thru the inspired, full revelation of GOD’S
HOLY WORD. HE may address your concern thru
your REGULAR daily reading of the BIBLE. A verse
may jump out at you & apply to your need.

WORD, you can endure almost anything. Find
GOD’S “I WILLS” in the Bible. You don’t have to
think about it. GOD cannot lie, break a promise or
covenant (Heb. 6:18; Numbers 23:19; Titus 1:2).
GOD may speak directly to your heart with His quiet assurance. The SPIRIT of CHRIST & the peace of
GOD bear witness with your spirit that it is GOD,
NOT your imagination speaking. GOD never speaks
to confuse us (I Cor. 14:33). HE speaks to enlighten,
encourage, cheer, guide & uplift us (Ps. 32:8). If you
are CHRIST’S disciple, you will recognize HIS VOICE
(John 10:27). Quiet your racing mind, listen & wait (I
Samuel 3:10-12).
The testimony of this month shows you what GOD
can do with someone who used to sell drugs & carry 2 guns. My Brother from a different Mother, Ron
Zaucha. Order his autobiography, “From Lockdown to
Freedom” at www.lighthouseedministries.org. It is a
great read.
Until next month, Lord bless you. In HIS Majesty’s
Service,

By FAITH, stand on it, claim HIS promises (II Cor.
1:20). When HE gives you a promise from HIS

SOUL-DIER FOR CHRIST
Mel Novak, a dedicated SOULdier for Christ, is an
Ordained Minister called by God to share the Good
News of Jesus Christ and salvation to the homeless
on skid row and in prisons. (Matt. 25:34-40, Isaiah
58:6,7,10,11).
For the past 36 years, Mel has faithfully ministered
on the streets of L.A., and in the chapel services at
the Union Rescue Mission, Fred Jordan Mission, L.A.
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Mission and the Long Beach Rescue Mission. Mel has
also ministered at prisons for 34 years, in penitentiaries from San Quentin and Pelican Bay in California,
to New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Florida, Alabama, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Washington, and Oregon.
Over 175,000 have accepted God’s precious gift of
salvation through Grace, by receiving Jesus Christ as
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their Lord and Savior or rededicating their lives.(Eph.
2:8) Jesus sets the captives free (Isaiah 61:1) and by
his stripes they are healed (Isaiah 53:5) spiritually,
mentally, emotionally, and physically.
Although Mel believes that Christ heals more important things than bodies, he has personally experienced
God’s miraculous healing power. As a child, Mel’s leg
was saved from amputation through prayer. Years
later, his throat was healed by the Lord after having
ten failed surgeries in ten years. A serious injury to the
eye, a torn cornea, was healed by the Lord only hours
before surgery, During Easter of 1983, Mel was spared
from death after serious hemorrhaging from surgery.
On March 14, 1998, Mel almost died from peritonitis
caused by an anti-inflammatory prescription medication. God spared Mel’s life seven times and he had 28
surgeries. Mel was also healed of prostate cancer in
October of 2010 without chemo or radiation.
A native of Pittsburgh, Mel was an outstanding athlete in several sports. He passed up 60 football scholarship offers and signed a pro baseball contract with
the Pittsburgh Pirates. His career was cut short by a
massive rotator cuff injury. Despite the pain and setback from his injury, Mel learned even more clearly
“that God works all things together for the good of
those who love him and for those called according
to His purpose” (Romans 8:28). God has blessed Mel
with many miracles. God does NOT change (Mal. 3:6,
Heb. 13:8).
Mel has starred or co-starred in 50 feature films. Mel
is well known for Bruce Lee’s “GAME OF DEATH”;
BLACK BELT JONES; Yul Brynner’s “THE ULTIMATE
WARRIOR”; Steve McQueen’s TOM HORN; & Chuck
Norris’s “EYE FOR AN EYE”. Some of his recent completed roles are: SYNDICATE SMASHER; TALES OF
FRANKENSTEIN; WHEN IT RINGS; AN HOUR TO
KILL; ABEYANCE; NEMESIS-5; FIGHT OR DIE; HOLY
TERROR; ROBO WOMAN; SAMURAI COP 2, DEADLY VENGEANCE; CHECK POINT; BAD FELLAZ. Other starring roles Mel has done are: giANTS; POWER
ELITE; S.W.A.T.; WARHEAD ONE; THUNDERKICK;
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VAMPIRE ASSASSIN; EXPERT WEAPON; SWORD OF
HEAVEN; FORCE OF DARKNESS; FAMILY REUNION;
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT and others. Having died
twenty-one times on screen, he says happily, “I get
what I deserve in the end. The Lord’s justice is very
much like that.”
Mel has been a member of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts for 16 years. Even through his testimony is powerful and thousands find Christ through his
preaching and teaching, Mel insists he’s not the one
doing the work. “I give God the honor, worship and
glory.” Jesus Himself said, “No man can come to Me
unless the Father first draws him.” (John 6:44). So I
count it an honor and a privilege to be able to share
my faith and lead lost souls to Christ. The Lord truly
bless-es me as I serve Him in whatever way He leads.
After all, Jesus Himself came to serve, not to be served.
can we do less?(Matt. 20:28) I believe God designed
my life’s message.
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TESTIMONY Of THE MONTH
TESTIMONY OF RON
I was raised in a divorced family. My father was very
physically and verbally abusive to us. Because of peer
pressure from kids at my school, I made some very
poor choices to do whatever it took to fit in, which
contributed to my poor choices that led me into
the Devil’s playground. As a result I began using and
dealing drugs in High School which led me into drug
use and dealing.
I spent more than 20 years using narcotics of all
types. Other than Heroin, I have pretty much used
them all. I spent 15 years of my life dealing and trafficking drugs across the country and across the borders of Mexico and Canada.
When it came dealing and trafficking, I used all types
of violence, fear, and force. For years, I carried weapons with me wherever I went. It is only by God’s
grace that I am alive today.
But, after years and years of this I was lost. I felt
empty, scared and hopeless. I didn’t care whether I
lived or died.
After months of wanting to die, I asked God if he was
really real. I wanted to know if he was really there,
and, would he, could he, help me! The following
night I was arrested!
While I was in LA County Jail I had a visitation from
Jesus. He spoke to me and said that ‘he came for
people like me.’ I argued with him that he couldn’t
want me after all of the evil things I had done in
my life. His response was that ‘he knew all the evil
things I had done and that he still wanted me.’ Fi-
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nally I said, “if you want me then I will try and follow you.” After that statement, he disappeared and
I called my Mother. Through my Grandmother, I
was bailed out in order to go to her church and ask
Christ into my life. It was then that I experienced
a miracle. It was that night that I asked Christ into
my life that the Lord saw fit to deliver me from 20
years of substance abuse. My Saul to Paul experience according to Acts 9.
I have now been clean for 19 years and involved in
recovery for 17 years.
As a result of my crimes I spent one year in jail,
which could have been much more if not by God’s
grace. Shortly after my release, I was introduced to a
man named Wally Nelson, who asked me to go into
a local prison in Chino, CA to give my testimony to
a group of women. After my testimony, half of them
came forward and gave their lives to Christ. This is
when I knew that God had a calling upon me. Over
the last 20+ years our ministry has influenced over
30,000 people to make decisions for Christ.
I am Executive Director/Founder of Lighthouse Educational Ministries Inc. (LEM) a nonprofit 501 C/3
self-supporting ministry which was started in 1996.
I am an ordained and licensed Minister of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ.
LEM has ministered in California Institution For
Women for over 24 years and Chuckawalla Valley
State Prison for over 4 years. I have ministered in
Chino Men’s Prison and California Youth Authority
along with Orange County and L. A. County jails.
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For two years, I was the Administrator and Director of
Steinkamp Bible Study Prison Ministry, a nation-wide
Bible study correspondence course for prisoners.

My personal life, experience and training have
equipped me to be an encouragement, help and inspiration to those who are impacted by the Criminal

Justice system. Or have experienced problems with
substance abuse. I have found through my prison
ministry there are thousands of people all across
the country serving time who are in the same position I was before I met Christ. He died for them too.
They need to know Jesus is real and he loves them no
matter what they have done. God is no respecter of
persons. If God thought it was important enough to
reach out and save me, and reveal to me that he has
a plan for my life then we must show that he cares
for them too, and wants to show them that God has
a plan for their life and willing to meet them right
where they are.

SPECIAl MINISTRY NEEDS:

MEl IS AvAIlAblE TO SPEAK

In August of 2008, I survived open heart surgery
from a genetic defective aortic valve. Since the surgery, I have realized that the battle belongs to the
Lord, not to Ron Zaucha. It is often difficult to know
when to surrender and when to be responsible.

at churches and Christian events

• Hardcover NKJ bibles
• Gift Gas Cards - Stamps

(818) 895-8742

MY GIFT TO HEAVENLY MANNA
Dear Mel,
I believe in your work and want to support this ministry.
Enclosed is my tax deductable gift of:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP:

PHONE:

❒ 5$

❒ 25$

❒ Where most needed

❒ 10$

❒ 50$

❒ Prison outreach

❒ 15$

❒ 100$

❒ Bibles

❒ 20$

❒$

❒ ___________________

HEAVENLYMANNAINC • 8942WILLISAVE.#9 • PANORAMACITY • CALIFORNIA •
91402 TaxID. #93-1112647 for your records
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40 SCRIPTURAL REASONS
TO FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
In searching for answers to financial problems, the Lord
has revealed to me there are at least 40 scriptural reasons
for financial problems. I trust this word study will bless
your life as it has mine. This is not a gimmick nor is it an
appeal for money. My intent is to bless the body of Christ.
In order to put yourself in a blessable position, repent
over each of these scriptures taking accountability for
your sin and the generational iniquities of your forefathers.
In Jesus name break curses off your finances which came
on you through your sin and the generational iniquities of
your forefathers.

1. Dishonoring Mother and Father
by: Geri Mcghee

To judge mother or father for being poor or rich, greedy,
stingy, etc. is dishonor. Life will go well in every area where

www.gerimcghee.com
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we honor mother and father and life will not go well in
any areas, we do not honor our parents.
Deu 5:16 “Honor your father and your mother, as the
Lord your God has commanded you, that your days may
be prolonged, and that it may go well with you on the
land which the Lord your God gives you.”

2. Wickedness
Prov 13:22 “And the wealth of the sinner is stored
up for the righteous.”
Prov 15:6 “Much wealth is in the house of the
righteous, but trouble is in the income of the wicked.”
Prov 11:18 “The wicked earns deceptive wages,
but he who sows righteousness gets a true reward.”
Job 15:25-29 “Because he has stretched out his hand
against God and conducts himself arrogantly against the
Almighty…“he will not become rich, nor will his wealth
endure; and his grain will not bend down to the ground.”

4. Neglecting Discipline
Pro 13:18 “Poverty and shame will come to him
who neglects discipline, but he who regards reproof
will be honored.”

5. Lack of Diligence
Pro 21:5 “The plans of the diligent lead surely to
advantage, but everyone who is hasty comes surely
to poverty.

6. Foolishness
Pro 21:20 “There is precious treasure and oil in the
dwelling of the wise, but a foolish man swallows it up.”

7. Pride
Pro 22:4 “The reward of humility and the fear of
the lord are riches, honor and life.”

8. Wearying Yourself to Gain Wealth

3. Obtaining Wealth by Fraud
Pro 13:11 “Wealth obtained by fraud dwindles, but
the one who gathers by labor increases it.”
Prov 15:27 “He who profits illicitly troubles his own
house, but he who hates bribes will live.”
Prov 10:2 “Ill-gotten gains do not profit, but righteousness delivers from death.

Pro 23:4-5 “Do not weary yourself to
gain wealth; cease from your consideration of it.
When you set your eyes on it, it is gone. For wealth
certainly makes itself wings, like an eagle that flies
toward the heavens.”

9. Being a Heavy Drinker and a Glutton
Pro 23:21 “For the heavy drinker and the glutton
will come to poverty, and drowsiness will clothe a
man with rags.”

10. Being a Sluggard
“A Little Sleep a Little Slumber”
Pro 24:34 “Then your poverty will come as a robber, and your want like an armed man.”
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Pro 20:13 “Do not love sleep, lest you become poor;
open your eyes, and you will be satisfied with food.”

Pro 28:8 “He who increases his wealth by interest and
usury, gathers it for him who is gracious to the poor.”

11. Following Empty Pursuits

17. Being a Thief

Pro 28:19 “He who tills his land will have plenty
of food, but he who follows empty pursuits will have
poverty in plenty.

Pro 6:31 “But when he is found, he must repay sevenfold; he must give all the substance of his house.”

12. Working with a Negligent Hand
Pro 10:4 “Poor is he who works with a negligent
hand, but the hand of the diligent makes rich.”

Zec 5:4 “I will make it go forth, “declares the Lord
of Hosts, “and it will enter the house of the thief
and the house of the one who swears falsely by my
name; and it will spend the night within that house
and consume it with its timber and stones.”

13. Not Being Gracious to the Poor
Pro 28:27 “He who gives to the poor will never want,
but he who shuts his eyes will have many curses.”
Pro 19:17 “He who is gracious to a poor man lends
to the lord, and he will repay him for his good deed.”
Pro 21:13 “He who shuts his ear to the cry of the
poor will also cry himself and not be answered.”

14. Loving Pleasure

18. Making Altars to False Gods
(Loving Anything More Than Jesus)

Pro 21:17 “He who loves pleasure will become a poor
man; he who loves wine and oil will not become rich.”

15. Oppressing the Poor or
Giving to the Rich
Pro 14:31 “He who oppresses the poor reproaches his
Maker, but he who is gracious to the needy honors Him.”
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Jer 17:3 “O mountain of mine in the countryside, I will
give over your wealth and all your treasures for booty,
your high places for sin throughout your borders.”
Jer 20:5 “I shall also give over all the wealth of this
city, all its produce, and all its costly things; even
all the treasures of the kings of Judah I shall give over
to the hand of their enemies, and they will plunder
them, take them away, and bring them to Babylon.”

Pro 22:16 “He who oppresses the poor to make
much for himself or who gives to the rich, will only
come to poverty.”

19. Imposing Heavy Rent Upon the Poor

16. Increasing Wealth by Usury (Charging Excessive Interest and Interest to Brother Christians)

Amo 5:11 “Therefore, because you impose heavy
rent on the poor and exact a tribute of grain from
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them, though you have built houses of well-hewn
stone, yet you will not live in them; you have planted
pleasant vineyards, yet you will not drink their wine.”

20. Sowing Sparingly Causes You to
Reap Sparingly

2Co 9:13 “Because of the proof given by this ministry they will glorify God for your obedience to your
confession of the gospel of Christ, and for the liberality of your contribution to them and to all.

21. Being a Covenant Breaker

Luke 6:38 “Give, and it will be given to you; good
measure, pressed down, shaken together, running
over, they will pour into your lap. for by your standard of measure it will be measured to you in return.”
2Co 8:15 As it is written, “he who gathered much
did not have too much, and he who gathered little
had no lack.”

Deu 8:18 “But you shall remember the Lord your
God, for it is He who is giving you power to make
wealth, that He may confirm His covenant which He
swore to your fathers, as it is this day.”

2Co 9:6 “Now this I say, he who sows sparingly
shall also reap sparingly; and he who sows bountifully shall also reap bountifully.”

Pro 22:4 “The reward of humility and the fear of
the Lord are riches, honor and life.”

2Co 9:7 “Let each one do just as he has purposed
in his heart; not grudgingly or under compulsion; for
God loves a cheerful giver.”
2Co 9:8 and God is able to make all grace abound to
you, that always having all sufficiency in everything,
you may have an abundance for every good deed.

22. Not Fearing the Lord
(To Turn from Evil)

Psa 112:1 “Praise the Lord! How blessed is the man
who fears the lord, who greatly delights in his commandments.”
Psa 112:2 “His descendants will be mighty on
earth; the generation of the upright will be blessed.”
Psa 112:3 “Wealth and riches are in his house, and
his righteousness endures forever.”

2Co 9:9 As it is written, “he scattered abroad, he
gave to the poor, his righteousness abides forever.”
2Co 9:10 “Now he who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food, will supply and multiply your
seed for sowing and increase the harvest of your
righteousness;”
2Co 9:11 “You will be enriched in everything for all
liberality, which through us is producing thanksgiving to God.”
2Co 9:12 “For the ministry of this service is not
only fully supplying the needs of the saints but is also
overflowing through many thanksgivings to God.”
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23. Failure to Love the Lord and
Walk in Wisdom

29. Swearing to the Lord and Swearing
to a False God (Milcom)

Pro 8:18 “Riches and honor are with me, enduring
wealth and righteousness.”

Zep 1:13 “Moreover, their wealth will become
plunder, and their houses desolate; yes, they will
build houses but not inhabit them, and plant vineyards but not drink their wine.”

Pro 8:21 “To endow those who love me with
wealth, that I may fill their treasuries’.”

30.Being Greedy and Selfish

24. Unrighteous Forefathers
Pro 13:22 “A good man leaves an inheritance to his
children’s children, and the wealth of the sinner is
stored up for the righteous.”

Pro 22:9 “He who is generous will be blessed, for
he gives some of his food to the poor.”

25. Having an Evil Eye
Pro 28:22 “A man with an evil eye hastens after
wealth and does not know that want will come upon
him.”

26. Keeping Company with Har-lots
(Physical and Spiritual)
Pro 29:3 “A man who loves wisdom makes his father glad, but he who keeps company with harlots
wastes his wealth.”

31.Withholding What is Justly Due

27. The Getting of Treasures by
a Lying Tongue
Pro 21:6 “The getting of treasures by a lying
tongue is a fleeting vapor (it evaporated), the pursuit
of death.”

28.Talking When You Should
be Working
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32. Burying Your Talent Because of
a Distorted View of God
(Seeing God as Harsh, Stiff and Stern)

Pro 14:23 “In all labor there is profit, but mere talk
leads only to poverty.”
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Pro 11:24 “There is one who scatters yet increases
all the more and there is one who withholds what is
justly due, but it results only in want.”

Mat 25:26 “But his master answered and said to him,
‘you wicked, lazy slave, you knew that I reap where I did
not sow and gather where I scattered no seed.”
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33.Laziness and Indolence
Pro 19:15 “Laziness casts into a deep sleep, and an
idle man will suffer hunger.”

Jesus became a curse for us at Calvary, but we must
appropriate his blood through taking accountability
for our sins.

34.Robbing God of the Tithe

Pro 3:33 “The curse of the Lord is on the house
of the wicked, but He blesses the dwelling of the
righteous.”

Mal 3:8 “Will a man rob God? Yet you are robbing
me! But you say, ‘how have we robbed thee?’ In
tithes and offerings.”

Mal 3:8 “Will a man rob God? Yet you are robbing
me! But you say, ‘how have we robbed Thee?’ In
tithes and offerings.”

35. Not Honoring the Lord
from Your Wealth

Mal 3:9-11 “You are cursed with a curse, for you are
robbing me, the whole nation of you! Bring the whole
tithe into the storehouse, so that there may be food
in my house, and test me now in this, ‘says the Lord
of Hosts, if I will not open for you the windows of heaven, and pour out for you a blessing until it overflows.”

Pro 3:9-10 “Honor the Lord from your wealth, and
from the first of all your produce; so your barns will
be filled with plenty, and your vats will overflow with
new wine.”

36.Being Under a Curse
We Can Be Under a Curse
Gal 5:18 “But if you are led by the spirit, you are
not under the law.”
Gal 5:22-23” But the fruit of the spirit is love, joy,
peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, self-control; against such things there is
no law.”
1Tim 1:9-10 “Realizing the fact that law is not made
for a righteous man, but for those who are lawless and
rebellious, for the ungodly and sinners, for the unholy
and profane, for those who kill their fathers or mothers, for murderers and immoral men and homosexuals
and kidnappers and liars and perjurers, and whatever
else is contrary to sound teaching (any sin).”
Gal 3:10 “For as many as are of the works of the
law are under a curse; for it is written, ‘cursed is everyone who does not abide by all things written in
the book of the law, to perform them.’”
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“Then I will rebuke the devourer froyo, so that it may
not destroy the fruits of the ground; nor will your vine in
the field cast its grapes,’ says the Lord of Hosts.”
“and all the nations will call you blessed, for you
shall be a delightful land, says the Lord of Hosts.”

Blessings and Curses Contrasted
Deu 28:1-19 “Now it shall be, if you will diligently obey
the Lord your God, being careful to do all His commandments which I command you today, the Lord your God
will set you high above all the nations of the earth.
And all these blessings shall come upon you and
overtake you, if you will obey the Lord your God.
Blessed shall you be in the city and blessed shall
you be in the country. Blessed shall be the offspring
of your body and the produce of your ground and the
offspring of your beasts, the increase of your herd
and the young of your flock.
Blessed shall be your basket and your kneading bowl.
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Blessed shall you be when you come in
and blessed shall you be when you go out. The Lord
will cause your enemies who rise up against you to be
defeated before you;
They shall come out against you one way and shall
flee before you seven ways.
The Lord will command the blessing upon you
in your barns and in all that you put your hand to,
and He will bless you in the land which the Lord
your God gives you.
And the Lord will make you abound in prosperity, in
the offspring of your body and in the offspring of your
beast and in the produce of your ground, in the land
which the Lord swore to your fathers to give you.

Deu 28:31 “Your ox shall be slaughtered before
your eyes, but you shall not eat of it; your donkey
shall be torn away from you, and shall not be restored
to you; your sheep shall be given to your enemies,
and you shall have none to save you.”
Deu 28:33 “A people whom you do not know shall
eat up the produce of your ground and all your labors, and you shall never be anything but oppressed
and crushed continually.”
Deu 28:38 “You shall bring out much seed to the
field, but you shall gather in little, for the locust shall
consume it.”
Deu 28:39 “You shall plant and cultivate vineyards,
but you shall neither drink of the wine nor gather the
grapes, for the worm shall devour them.”

The Lord will open for you His good storehouse,
the heavens, to give rain to your land in its season
and to bless all the work of your hand; and you shall
lend to many nations, but you shall not borrow.

Deu 28:40 “You shall have olive trees throughout
your territory, but you shall not anoint yourself with
the oil, for your olives shall drop off.”

And the Lord shall make you the head and not the
tail, and you only shall be above, and you shall not
be underneath,

Deu 28:44 “He shall lend to you, but you shall not
lend to him; he shall be the head, and you shall be the
tail.”

If you will listen to the commandments of the
Lord your God, which I charge you today, to observe
them carefully, but it shall come about, if you will
not obey the Lord your God, to observe to do all
His commandments and His statutes with which
I charge you today, that all these curses shall come
upon you and overtake you.

Seek God for the cause. A curse with-out a cause
cannot alight.

Cursed shall you be in the city and cursed shall you
be in the country.
Cursed shall be your basket and your kneading
bowl. Cursed shall be the offspring of your body and
the produce of your ground, the increase of your
herd and the young of your flock.

Pro 26:2 “Like a sparrow in its flit-ting, like a swallow
in its flying, so a curse without cause does not alight.”
Fear the Lord and turn away from evil and expect
to be blessed.
Psa 112:1-3 “Praise the Lord! How blessed is the
man who fears the Lord, who greatly delights in His
commandments. His descendants will be mighty on
earth; the generation of the upright will be blessed.”
Wealth and riches are in his house, and his righteousness endures forever.

Cursed shall you be when you come in and cursed shall
you be when you go out.”
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About Geri
“divine purpose.” The goal of Abiding Life Ministries is
to encourage other believers in their spiritual walk and
help each person fulfill their God given destiny.
Geri McGhee has been in the deliverance ministry
since 1982 and is the President of Abiding Life Ministries. She is a Member of the Advisory Board for the
International Spiritual Warfare Team Committee. She
is a featured speaker for the retreats held year round
at Lake Hamilton Bible Camp in Hot Springs, AR. Geri
has become a regular guest host sharing God’s Word
on Omega Man radio and Blog Radio/Crothers. Her
message is broadcast live worldwide with phone lines
open to listeners during the last hour.

Abiding Life Ministries is a nonprofit organization
existing solely for the building of God’s kingdom
through preaching the gospel, healing the sick, casting out demons, and the writing and publishing of
books and pamphlets.
Abiding Life Ministries was founded in 1978 by Bob
McGhee, the late husband of Geri McGhee. It presently consists of a volunteer staff and secretary, and
various churches and ministries who partner with
Abiding Life to host seminars and conferences across
the United States. Geri McGhee travels with her
team and singly, teaching “Overcoming Life’s Obstacles Seminars,” in churches and conferences across
the globe as God permits.
Abiding Life Ministries’ vision is to be one of God’s instruments to heal, deliver, train, and disciple leaders
through teaching principles of the “overcoming life”.
It is our prayer that these disciples are equipped to
carry out Christ’s ministry here on earth for the building up of the Body. God created each individual with a

Geri is the author of “Clearing the Land,” a repentance
booklet preparing people for deliverance, as well as
“The Story of Wise Pig and Foolish Pig,” a children’s
book. She has written several other books: “Resetting
Life’s Negative Reaping Patterns” and “Grief.”
Since 1990, Geri has been teaching “Overcoming
Life’s Obstacles -- In the Word Deliverance and
Healing Seminars,” throughout the United States.
Through these seminars, she has seen God work
mighty signs and wonders. Individuals who attend
her meetings are experiencing God’s healing touch
spiritually, physically, mentally, and emotionally
in addition to learning principles of the “overcoming life.” The knowledge and spiritual insight God
has given Geri sets many free to walk in victory.
She teaches and ministers with wisdom and is well
grounded in Scripture. Concise, clear teaching coupled with love, warmth, humor, and compassion allows Geri to communicate with her congregation an
informative and life changing message.
In February 1992, she founded the Abiding Life Fellowship in Lindale, Texas where she was pastor for ten years.
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Books

by

Apostle Ivory Hopkins

New
manual

New
book

NEW MANUAL 75 Pages in Color Pictures

Occult Subjection
Explained Clearly
This manual is loaded with powerful insight
on how subjecting yourself to the occult
activates a host of portals for demons to
enter though.
We deal with such subjects as spirits sending
energy through the body, shadow people, and
other demonic attacks in the sleep realm.

$20.00

VOODOO, SANTERIA,
AFRICAN CURSES, HOROSCOPE
AND HINDUISM
This manual is written to help deliver those
who have been involved with voodoo, root
workers, conjure men, root doctors, Haitian, African, and Black Southern Witchcraft,
Horoscopes, and Hinduism and the spirits that
operate within these practices.

$12.00

DOWNLOAD MP3 MESSAGES

ORDER ONLINE AT:
www.pilgrimsministry.org

Check here to order - MP3's
INSTANT DOWNLOAD
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Books

by

Apostle Ivory Hopkins

Deliverance From Spirits of
Sexual Abuse Breaking The
Chains of Rape and Incest

Dream Killers

The information in this book is intended to
give spiritual insight of the ministry of deliverance and its purpose in breaking strongholds
that effect rape and incest victims.

I’ve noticed that whenever people try to
improve themselves and reach for more than
the normal or average goals of life, they are
often hated, resented, talked about, read the
wrong way, or considered prideful.

PRACTICAL WISDOM ON HOW TO NOT
ALLOW DREAM KILLERS TO STOP YOU!

Once we prayed deliverance for a sister that
was complaining about her memory being
bound and blocked. When we started praying
for her, the Spirit of God spoke to me and said,
“Take authority over spirits of rape and incest
that she has been burying in her emotions by
trying to hide it.”

All of these feelings are nothing more than
Satan’s desire to stop them from sowing into
the earth the purpose and destiny that God put
them here for. His goal is to destroy all their
gifts and potential that their generation needs.

$15.00

When we did, the demons came to the surface
and the sister was delivered and set free from
hidden spirits of rape since she was a child.

ORDER ONLINE AT:

$10.00
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Books

Memoirs of a General
by Apostle Dr. Ivory Hopkins
Memoirs of a General attempts
to equip the believer with warfare tactics used in deliverance
ministry and in spiritual warfare. I personally believe that
the entire Body of Christ should
be ready and knowledgeable
enough to cast out demons.
I do not believe that any Christian should be ignorant of the
devil’s devices. Somewhere
along the line, you are going to
have to know how to pull down
strongholds and destroy the
works of the devil. In fact, it is
your privilege and your honor.
This book will inspire and prepare you to set the captives free.
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Apostle Ivory Hopkins

New
book

New
version

Deliverance and
The Prophetic

WARFARE TRAINING
MANUAL -

NEW BOOK
by Apostle Dr. Ivory Hopkins

NEW REVISED VERSION
WITH NEW MATERIAL

Deliverance and the Prophetic
working together to bring
accuracy to the body of Christ.

This is my most powerful Deliverance training manual 161 pages an
excellent tool for giving a strong
Biblical basis for how and what to
do, generational curses explained,
how and why demons manifest
shown clearly. Biblical by using the
original Hebrew and Greek.

I must begin by saying I believe
100% in prophecy, but don’t
believe that we are to exempt
them from being discerned or
judging them by the word of God
to make sure they’re not mixed
with demonic counterfeits.
I have had to deliver many people
who have been taken over by
spirits that use misunderstandings
and deception to bind people by
using deception in prophecy.
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THIS MANUAL CAN BE USED
AS A CLASS TRAINING TOOL!
MY BEST MANUAL

$15.00
ORDER ONLINE AT:

$25.00

$15.00
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BOOKS BY TOM MACK AND MAJOR TOM BAIRD (RET)
THE SHARP EDGE OF THE SWORD

After years of sending out newsletters and emails to family and friends, Major Tom
Baird has written The Sharp Edge of the Sword to place all of his major prophecies
into one source. Some of them have already happened, others are in the process of
happening, and some of these prophecies are still in the future. Some of them are
pleasing to the ear, while others are disturbing. Read about the future of Israel and
the United States. Learn how you can prepare for the end times.
This book will give you information on how the “Deep State” is working to
undermine the legitimate government of the United States and push this country
into a world shadow government run by the world elite under Satan.
Paperback for $12.95
Order at Amazon

ALIVE ON THE EDGE

ALIVE ON THE EDGE is the story of Major Tom Baird, a veteran of the Vietnam War,
one of the pioneers of the Internet, a bush-pilot in Alaska, and now a missionary
in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Tom became a Christian at a very young age.
Shortly thereafter, Tom received the Gift of the Holy Spirit, which gave him the
basic tools to help him survive and live a fruitful Christian life.
Paperback for $14.95
Order on Amazon

21ST CENTURY WARFARE PRAYERS
EFFECTIVE SPIRITUAL WAFARES IN THE 21ST CENTURY
With the arrival of the 21st century, Christianity has moved into its greatest era of
challenge. With governments seeking to take totalitarian control of their populations
and Christian religious institutions becoming less and less relevant, the battle in the
end times had become more intense. Like the Apostles and their followers of the first
three centuries, the Christian church has been forced to abandon the formality of
their church buildings, meeting in homes and ministering in the streets. As a result,
Christians have discovered that a spiritual war awaits them. The evil ones who
countered Jesus and the apostles in the first century has returned in even greater
force to stop the Christian ministry in the 21st century. Unlike the apostles, who were
trained at the feet of Jesus, the church of today is poorly prepared to battle these evil
spirits. To improve the spiritual preparedness of the Christian church, author Jon van
Helsing has released this second edition this book of warfare prayers to address the
deficiency and bring the church of Jesus Christ into a level of victory not seen since
the first century. Professor van Helsing addresses the issues of personal and family
protection, the breaking of curses, various types and forms of witchcraft, the devil’s
Akashic database, and the Quantum Matrix. Join the battle and begin the process of
living a successful Christian life.
Kindle for $8.95
Order on Amazon
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REACH OUT TO HEAL,
AND GOD HEALS YOU
Pastor Gary Stafford
Just In Time Ministries
www.justintimeministries.com

I

t was Spring like weather that day, and I was
going to attend a Full Gospel Meeting. As always, a testimony would be given on how God
had moved in an awesome way in some people’s
lives. There would be salvations, as people realized
that a personal relationship was needed, and it
was available, just for the asking. Their lives would
be dramatically changed and transformed.
Later, I would leave for home exhausted, since I’d
had Lyme Disease for two years, and the effects
were notable. This disease left me able to function
for only about six hours a day before I needed
to sleep. This was especially hard on my job, my
family, and my countless responsibilities. Sadly,
medication was not healing the Lyme Disease.
Daily injections of intravenous fluids weren’t helping, but I was thankful that I was able to function On the way back to New York, we stopped at a
restaurant for dinner, surprised to see some friends
for a portion of each day.
there. They were going to a “healing service” just
A friend of mine had called me when I had first got- down the road. Knowing the group conducting
ten home, asking me to go with him to New Jersey. the service, we agreed to go.
He wanted me to pray for his uncle, who had been
sent home from the hospital with a serious cancer An hour later, we were enjoying the worship before
diagnosis and was told to get “his affairs in order.” the “laying on of hands” and prayer for whatever ails
The Lyme Disease had drained me of all energy, but you. Someone I knew said, “Gary, ask for healing of
your Lyme Disease.” I agreed to do so. When the
after a nap, I agreed to go with him.
ministry person came around, I asked rather quietWe arrived at his aunt and uncle’s home, and ly, “I need healing of my Lyme Disease, which I’ve
shortly after, my friend asked me to pray for his had for two years.” With that, she laid her hands on
uncle. I was flustered. He was Jewish, and most me… I felt nothing… I sensed nothing…! Oh well, it
Jews don’t believe in Jesus as The Messiah. I didn’t was nice of her to pray for me. My friend and I said
know any Jewish prayers, so I prayed for his com- goodbye to the others, and he brought me home.
plete healing in Jesus’ name. His uncle smiled, I felt tired and drained from all that had happened
that day.
nodding in appreciation for the prayer.
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Exactly one week later, I was catching up on raking
the winter leaves that had collected for several
months. Lyme Disease hadn’t allowed me the
energy to do any significant outside work, but
I wanted to try. Then I got a call from my friend,
who I’d been with the week before, and he had
an emergency. He asked if I could do him a favor?
His parents had been in a car accident because
his father mistakenly hit the accelerator instead
of the brake. The car was severely damaged, and
both of them were in the hospital, badly bruised
and his mother had a fractured arm. He asked if
I would go and pray for them, as he was out-ofstate and unable to get home.

mine. You see, you do not control the time and
place of your prayers being answered. Many have
not received their healing because they have let
bitterness and unforgiveness stand in the way
of God bringing forth His blessing in their lives.
Well, let’s get back to this week of things that
happened and what God’s response was. For me,
reaching out to others with the debilitating illness
of Lyme Disease was not easy, but others were
significantly worse off than I was. When I prayed
for people, I focused on their pain, not my own.
What did God do? You may find it difficult to
believe, but this is what happened…

My friend’s uncle, with cancer, was “sent home
to get his affairs in order” and ended up living another 15 years before passing. That same friend’s
father and mother who had been in the car accident were released from the hospital a few days
later. Oh, remember the fractured arm his mother
had? We prayed for complete healing and for the
arm to be made whole in Jesus’ name. The next
day, a second and a third X-ray could find no
fracture! It was healed! Praise God! This same
Jewish couple also ended up giving their lives to
Jesus Christ, The Messiah, and The Son of God.
Being a bit late, we stopped to have dinner. I was Will miracles never end? Thank you, Father God.
thinking of the many events of that last day. Suddenly, I realized the work I’d done outside that Now I end with this, my praise report. A follow-up
day I hadn’t been able to do for the past two test could find NO Lyme Disease in my system.
years! What’s happening? My God! I’m healed of God completely healed me through the faithful
my Lyme Disease! Quietly, I wept. “I’m healed!” prayers of a woman in the “healing service.”
My wife and I stopped what we were doing and
drove to the hospital. His father was on one floor
and his mother on another. Both had countless
black and blue bruises, all over their bodies. My
friend asked me to pray for them, but they were
Jewish, and I didn’t know any Jewish prayers, so
I asked that they be totally healed in the precious
name of Jesus. We “laid hands” on the mother’s
arm and prayed for it to be made whole. They
smiled and accepted the prayers before we said
goodbye.

There’s a conclusion to all of this that happened Today, if you ask in faith, believing that no prayer
in one week. We serve a living God, and nothing goes unanswered, your miracles and healings
is impossible with God! He answers all prayers, could truly be around the corner!
for He is the author and finisher of your life and
AMEN!
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Booklets by Pastor Monty Mulkey

Quantity

ORDER FORM
Booklet # 1 ...................................................................................... Warfare Prayers
Booklet # 2 ....................................................................................... The Bitter Man
Booklet # 3 ..............................................................................The Cords of Control
Booklet # 4................................................................................. The Unsound Mind
Booklet # 5 ........................................................The Acceptable Sin in the Church
Booklet # 6 ....................................................................Breaking Alcoholic Pattern
Booklet # 7 ..................................................................... The Paths of Destruction
Booklet # 8........................................................................ Gods School of Growth
Booklet # 9 ................................................................................ Insecurity’s Victims
Booklet # 10 ............................. The Believers’ Position & Power in the Heavens
Booklet # 11 ................................................................ The Snare of False Comfort
Booklet # 12 ..................................................................... The Symptoms of Abuse
Booklet # 13 ...........................................................Slackness To Possess The Land
Booklet # 14 ................................................. How to Conquer the Spirit of Death
Booklet # 15 .................................................................. The Clutter Queen & King
Booklet # 16 ............................................................................... Crippled by Shame
Booklet # 17 ........................................................................ Arrested Development
Booklet # 18 .................................................................. The Sword of Compassion
Booklet # 19 ..................................................... Deliverance, The Children’s Bread
Booklet # 20 ............................................................ Fatherless Sons & Daughters
Booklet # 21 ..............................................................What Kind of Prayer Delivers
Booklet # 22..................................................................... The Spirit of the Rescuer
Booklet # 23 ...................................................................How God Builds an Army
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Booklet # 24 ................................................ What to do with night time Visitors
Booklet # 25.......................................................................What to do with Voices
Booklet # 26 ..............................................................Healing the Broken of Heart
Booklet # 27 ....................................................................... The Roots of Confusion
Booklet # 28 ............................................................................... Why Won’t It Go?
Booklet # 29 ............................................................................... The Broken Hedge
Booklet # 30 ................................................................................Jealousy’s Victims
Booklet # 31 ..........................................................................The High Cost of Fear
Booklet # 32 .............................................................Battling Spirits of Witchcraft
Booklet # 33 ............................................................................. Pearl of Great Price
Booklet # 34 .................................................................Disqualified by Impatience
Booklet # 35 .....................................Dealing with Legal Grounds in Deliverance
Booklet # 36 ...............................................What’s Wrong with Jezebel teaching

Booklets are $6.00 each.
Shipping $7.00 for 1-15
Free shipping if order is more than 15 booklets
Order online at: www.wccd.com
or mail order form and enclose check or M.O payable to:

West Coast Church of Deliverance
WCCD 15077 6125 Rd, Montrose, CO. 81403
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S

atanist-Turned-Evangelist Gives You the Inside Strategy to Defeat the Devil’s Plans!

close the demonic doors satan uses to enter your life: entertainment, unhealthy relationships, greed, and false religion.

Many people, even Christians, deny the devil’s power. John Ramirez doesn’t have that luxury – he experienced the prince of darkness up close and personal.

activate the spiritual weapons of prayer, intercession, and
Scripture to render hell powerless over your life.

In the impoverished streets of the South Bronx, John Ramirez
found "acceptance" from a family of witches and warlocks. These
practitioners of dark arts trained him to be a high-ranking satanic
priest – a story told in his first book, Out of the Devil’s Cauldron.
However, everything changed when he met the living Christ.
In Unmasking the Devil, John Ramirez shares an insider view of
how satan operates so you can avoid his traps and learn how to:
discern between the voice of God that directs to victory and
satan’s voice that leads to destruction.
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recognize how the spirits of Jezebel and Delilah attempt to
infiltrate the church, create disunity, and render God’s people powerless.No army goes into battle without first knowing
the tactics of their enemy. Receive behind-the-scene glimpses of satan’s strategies and equip yourself to live victoriously
over the powers of darkness! "Spiritual warfare is a must for every Christian if they are going to survive in the coming years,"
says John Ramirez. "It’s time to stop playing patty-cake with
the devil and learn how to put hell on notice."
Order Online at Amazon.com or go to www.johnramirez.org
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Namibia: Signs & Wonders
Thrilled Packed Hall!
by: Jay Bartlett
Pastor of the Jesus Church
Vancouver, British Columbia
Los Angeles-Pasadena, California

In recent weeks I have trekked across multiple continents, visiting many different nations, in Asia, the Middle East, Africa and in Europe, conducting various kinds
of missions with the hope of rescuing souls from Satan!
While on this tour, in Windhoek, Namibia, I encountered some extreme supernaturalism that awed me.
While in Windhoek, Namibia, I was not feeling well.
While battling various ailments, I stepped into a vacant, cold, disappointing meeting hall. I questioned
myself: Am I supposed to be here? Did I fail in some
way to merit a darkened room? Perhaps, I need to get
back to North America and get on with my missions
there? I was dismayed. Nobody showed up to my
seminar—not even my African Coordinator. I texted
him and he swiftly responded:
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“Pastor Jay, look at the advertisement. You are at the
wrong hotel hall. Room is full, they are waiting for you.”
HA! I quickly booked a taxi and arrived some minutes
later—to a packed, enthusiastic, joyous hall. I also
walked into an explosive hall—as many disciples were
praying and interceding for me and for my family.
Thank God for these prayers, I needed them, as I have
been under some unrelenting physical attack.
However, as I walked up to the podium–all my ailments
vanished and was able to teach from the WORD forcefully. Even my African Mission Coordinator, remarked
afterwards, that I was full of FIRE! I was on fire—the fire
of God. The crowd was attentive, respectful and FULL of
belief—which made a world of difference.
As I taught from the WORD, numerous demons
surfaced throughout the large meeting hall. Some
convulsed, some complained of dizziness, some
shook violently. I continued with the preaching of
the WORD and then ministered to those who assembled. Many of the demons were commanded into the
abyss in the name of Jesus!
One highlight of the night was a young mother, who
started convulsing when I read the WORD, she was
terribly oppressed. I approached her and prayed for
her—numerous demons of death, witchcraft and
Lucifer surfaced. They had been there for thousands of years.
“We have been here a long time,” the demons informed me, “We bring her cancer, high blood pressure, stress and torment. We have placed many darts
in her body!”
I commanded the demons to release this young lady.
They, first, battled back and placed her in a frozen state.
So, I called forth the holy angels of God and they swiftly
arrived. They carried the young lady, without any human aid, to the front of the hall, so I could minister
to her. All night long, the holy angels assisted me,
causing many to be awed by God’s superior power.
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Along with the demonic warfare... I was also battling some inner witches that had invaded her. They
placed spells of death and destruction upon her life.
Suffice to say, it was a spiritual battle, but Jesus came
out victorious.
In the midst of the deliverance, a little 4-year-old
broken heart part surfaced and spoke to me. She cried
and was terribly sad. I gently guided the little one to
Jesus and almost immediately she was supernaturally
transported into the Third Heaven. There were some
stunning things that transpired while in the heavenly
realms, including the meeting with the Heavenly Father in His THRONE ROOM!
While with Abba, she was able to receive love, peace,
deep healing and strength. You’ll need to watch the
video, below, to hear more. It was astonishing to see
the Holy Spirit work in our midst in such an intense
manner.

Easy Access with One Click
Watch Hundreds of Supernatural Jesus Videos
Join the World’s Largest Miracle-Working
Training Center
Read More then 800+ Miracle Stories at the
World’s Largest Deliverance Blog
Read Jay Bartlett’s Fascinating Biography
Schedule a Personalized, Caring,
Confidential, Personal Ministry Session
View Jay’s Upcoming Event Schedule
NEW! Special Jesus Sessions
Securely Donate to Jay Bartlett Missions with
One Click
Shop Online & Discover Jay’s Thrilling
Resources
“Deliverance with Jay Bartlett” Compelling
Podcasts
Need More Info?
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TRANSFORMED
FOREVER
It appears that in the 1st Century Church some had
forsaken the gathering of assembling together, perhaps because of the persecutions that were going on.
However, clearly the Lord has instructed us to gather
together in order that we should exhort one another
to stay in faithfulness, more and more, as the Day of
Christ draws near. We are to be watching and preparing for the return of Christ, as we read and learn
from 1 Corinthians 1:8,

” WHO SHALL ALSO CONFIRM YOU
UNTO THE END, THAT YE MAY BE
BLAMELESS IN THE DAY OF OUR
LORD JESUS CHRIST.”
Since we are called to walk a narrow path of holiness,
I cannot help observing today, how it appears to me
that most people are expecting to be entertained by
going to church instead of being The Church. Somehow instead of bringing the Gospel into this world,
the world seems to have gotten into the churches, in
contrast to what the Lord has said it should be. It appears to me that, since the Gospel isn’t always being
presented properly and as faith comes by hearing
and hearing by the Word of God, prophecy is being
fulfilled in these last days. We observe the rise of motivational speakers, gaining great popularity, speakers
giving feel good messages that tickle the peoples’ ears.

by: Caspar McCloud

Email: pastorcaspar@gmail.com

We read in Hebrews 10:25,

”NOT FORSAKING THE ASSEMBLING
OF OURSELVES TOGETHER, AS
THE MANNER OF SOME IS; BUT
EXHORTING ONE ANOTHER: AND SO
MUCH THE MORE, AS YE SEE THE
DAY APPROACHING.”
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2 Timothy 4:3,

”FOR THE TIME WILL COME WHEN
THEY WILL NOT ENDURE SOUND
DOCTRINE; BUT AFTER THEIR
OWN LUSTS SHALL THEY HEAP TO
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THEMSELVES TEACHERS, HAVING
ITCHING EARS. 4 AND THEY SHALL
TURN AWAY THEIR EARS FROM THE
TRUTH, AND SHALL BE TURNED
UNTO FABLES.”
As a result, people think they need counseling, when
what they really need is ministry, because the real
issue is that we all need to learn to deal with and
get rid of the sin in our lives, and get right with the
Lord. This is why the Lord created Repentance, so we
could use it, “come clean and become clean”. Our
Holy Guide Book to the Supernatural says our spirits
can get dirty just like our flesh can.
2 Corinthians 7:1,

HAVING THEREFORE THESE
PROMISES, DEARLY BELOVED,
LET US CLEANSE OURSELVES
FROM ALL FILTHINESS OF THE
FLESH AND SPIRIT, PERFECTING
HOLINESS IN THE FEAR OF GOD.”

It always comes down to this one thing, S in is the
basic problem at the root of all the troubles we encounter in this fallen world. Also, there is another important issue concerning our personal sins and that
relates to those experiences that have happened to
us in our lives over which we have had no control.
Consequently we are all dealing then with generational sins and iniquities as well, which means that
the sins of our fathers have been past down and have
even altered or modified our DNA.
Those sins in our generations, that no one repented
for, have somehow altered the eggs and sperm with
information that actually rewrote the DNA in such
a way that it changed some genetic codes indelibly.

DONATE

Although we live in a fallen world, praise God for
sending the Lord Jesus/Yeshua to save us and for
sending us the gifts of the Holy Spirit to use as the
Holy Spirit teaches us all things that the Lord has
told us. (John 14:26).The Lord desires that we be
blessed when we obey him, and be in divine health,
and prosper. He is more then willing in most cases to
restore and heal us supernaturally as we come into
agreement with His Holy Word.
1 Thessalonians 5:23,

No one really needs a 12-step program. What we
need is a one step Holy Spirit encounter that will
transform you forever.

OMEGAMAN ТМ

These codes then are passed onto the children up
to the third and fourth generations. The changing
of genetic code, is called transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. Research is showing that something
outside the cell is influencing it and altering things
by turning on and off certain controls and switches
in the genes.

”AND THE VERY GOD OF
PEACE SANCTIFY YOU WHOLLY;
AND I PRAY GOD YOUR WHOLE
SPIRIT AND SOUL AND BODY BE
PRESERVED BLAMELESS UNTO THE
COMING OF OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST.”
All ministry is really about placing the Gospel truth
in our hearts and casting out the devil’s lies. From
living in a fallen world, all of us have pretty much experienced hurtful and or traumatic events that seem
to have had a lasting influence over our life.
Papa God designed us with the ability to remember
the past good times and the bad times. But what do
we do when these past bad memories are sometimes
so painful that they effect our present and our future?
What is the remedy? Where in the Holy Scriptures do
we offer help to those who are hurting emotionally,
relationally, physically, or financially from experiences they did not choose? How do we minister to the
person who has been abused and now suffers from a
broken heart?
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AND RECOVERING OF SIGHT TO THE
BLIND, TO SET AT LIBERTY THEM
THAT ARE BRUISED, TO PREACH THE
ACCEPTABLE YEAR OF THE LORD.”
Then he closed the book and gave it back to the minister and sat down. The eyes of all them that were in
the synagogue were fastened on him. Jesus/Yeshua
then said to them something amazing, “This day is
this scripture fulfilled in your ears.”
All those people started to question and reasoning
among themselves, saying, Is not this Joseph’s son?
Jesus read out of Isaiah 61, quoting part of the prophetic passage written about himself, saying, “today
this scripture is fulfilled”, to His friends and relatives
that were present. Can you imagine how they must
have struggled with the truth here? Just like people
today struggle with hearing the truth.

Source: www.commons.wikimedia.org

The Lord Jesus/Yeshua was tempted of the devil just
as we are today. After being tempted by the evil one,
who had misquoted the scriptures by taking them out
of context, Jesus was able to answer and resist every
temptation and taunt by the power of the Word of
God. Jesus/Yeshua quoted the Scriptures properly and
defeated the devil. We read in Luke 4:13-22 how the
supernatural power of the Lord came on Jesus/Yeshua after this and he went into Galilee and the places
round about, healing the sick and doing miracles and
in this way, he became well known. He ends up in the
synagogues, where he grew up in Nazareth, and as was
his custom, he went into the synagogue on the Sabbath day, and stood up to read. When he had opened
the book, he found the place where it was written,

THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS
UPON ME, BECAUSE HE HATH
ANOINTED ME TO PREACH
THE GOSPEL TO THE POOR; HE
HATH SENT ME TO HEAL THE
BROKENHEARTED, TO PREACH
DELIVERANCE TO THE CAPTIVES,
“
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I often say, “the truth shall make you free, but first it
might make you a wee bit angry.”
John 8:32,

”AND YE SHALL KNOW THE
TRUTH, AND THE TRUTH SHALL
MAKE YOU FREE.”
Now when the Spirit is “ upon someone” it indicates
His moving that individual to do some supernatural
work. Let me remind you that Jesus/Yeshua said to
all his disciples then and now in John 14:12,

“VERILY, VERILY, I SAY UNTO YOU,
HE THAT BELIEVETH ON ME,
THE WORKS THAT I DO SHALL HE
DO ALSO; AND GREATER WORKS
THAN THESE SHALL HE DO; BECAUSE
I GO UNTO MY FATHER”.
Nowhere do we see an example given of the Holy
Spirit coming upon someone who remains power-
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less to do that which the Lord has called them to
do. The Gospel means Good News, good news to the
poor, destitute and needy, for those who have been
abused and had their hearts broken. It means deliverance to the captives from their sin, sickness, and
death. When the atonement of Christ is fully embraced, the sick, sinful, helpless, broken hearted and
needy are restored. When we meet the conditions of
the Holy Bible, like humbling ourselves and worshipping the Lord, by being a doer of His Word, staying
in faith and submitting our whole heart to the Lord, I
believe we shall see answered prayers.

trines of men and devils that have infiltrated over the
last 1700 years or so. Let us get back to what the Lord
told us to do. Let us employ the supernatural gifts we
have been given according to 1 Corinthians 12.
So I am going to keep pursuing the basics here with
you, and encourage you to do the same. Because as
true disciples and representatives of the Lord, we are
to preach, teach and share the Gospel, heal the sick
and cast out demons in Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
Messiah Yeshua’s almighty name.
Ephesians 6:19-20

James 1:22,

”BUT BE YE DOERS OF THE
WORD, AND NOT HEARERS ONLY,
DECEIVING YOUR OWN SELVES.”
All those who are suffering in this life now have good
news, through the promised Messiah Jesus/Yeshua’s
all powerful name.

TO PREACH THE ACCEPTABLE YEAR
OF THE LORD.
Luke 4:19 is a reference to the year of Jubilee. Our
Holy Guide Book to the Supernatural instructs us
that every Israelite who had become enslaved was
to be made free. How much more shall we be made
free today who are born again since Jesus/Yeshua
paid the ultimate and complete price for our freedom at the cross?
This same Jesus Christ of Nazareth, as you know, is
the one who has come to bring freedom to all those
suffering the consequences of past events ,over
which they may never have had any control.
I tell you the truth, I am not comfortable with a number of things that go on in this world as the day of our
Lord approaches. Nevertheless, rather than allow the
world into the Church, let us take the Church into the
world, without all the paganism, witchcraft and doc-
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“AND FOR ME, THAT UTTERANCE
MAY BE GIVEN UNTO ME, THAT I
MAY OPEN MY MOUTH BOLDLY,
TO MAKE KNOWN THE MYSTERY
OF THE GOSPEL, FOR WHICH I AM
AN AMBASSADOR IN BONDS: THAT
THEREIN I MAY SPEAK BOLDLY, AS I
OUGHT TO SPEAK.”
Just consider how the Lord Jesus/Yeshua took some
of the most unlikely people and did absolute great
things through them. He made disciples out of some
smelly old uneducated fisherman who he then empowered and commissioned to go heal the sick and
raise the dead and cleanse the lepers, and the did.
Then he sent out the 70 and then he sent the rest
of us in every preceding generation. So he is sending
you today with the great commission.
When the disciples said to Jesus seeing the multitude
of crowds of people, “send these people away into
the villages so they can find something to eat”. Jesus
turned and said ,”you feed them”! And all those 5000
men in the wilderness ate cooked fish and bread and
that included all the women and children there, so
there were perhaps thousands of more people that
ate until the were all filled with only five loaves of
bread, and two small fishes. Then the disciples collected 12 baskets filled up with leftovers. In the Lords
economy he never wastes anything excepting those
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2000 swine who ran off the cliff in Matthew 8 and
Mark 5 making the first deviled ham in history...
The Lord Jesus also had compassion on everyone
there and he healed everyone who was sick. (Matthew 14:13-21) Jesus healed that paralyzed man and
commanded him “Take up your bed and walk”, and
then Jesus ruined a perfectly good funeral of that
widow’s only son and commanded the corpse of that
young man to come back to life and presented him
alive again to his mother. (Luke 7:11-17) Jesus told
his friend who was entombed 4 days in that grave,
“Lazarus, come forth and Lazarus’ spirit obeyed and
reentered his body. No one ever did the things Jesus
did before. They all did just what Jesus said. Jesus told
Peter to come and Peter walked on water. Jesus commands the impossible and then makes it possible, be-

cause all things are possible with God. He is the same
yesterday today and forever. That is why we as true
disciples in Christ cannot lose. Again I remind you
of Romans 14:8, “For whether we live, we live unto
the Lord; and whether we die, we die unto the Lord:
whether we live therefore, or die, we are the Lord’s.”
So keep your joy and keep your peace and let us
help bring in the End Time Harvest together whilst
there is still time. Fight back overcomers, trust Papa
God for every detail and stay in faith! Because “All”,
things are possible with God! I pray the Lord’s supernatural peace, healing, provision and protection
cover you always with oceans of agape love in the
almighty name of Jesus/Yeshua!
PASTOR CASPAR
Be sociable and share

PASTOR CASPAR

www.theupperroomfellowship.org
www.youtube.com
Spiritual Encounters
Every Week with
Pastor Caspar McCloud on
Deception Detection Radio Network.
Here is the link to
“Unmasking the Future”
and some music CD's
https://www.amazon.com
www.casparmccloudmusic.com
New Release - Revelation Rocker
Available Now 2018
https://www.youtube.com/
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BASIC DELIVERANCE
COURSE

www.vannhutchinsonministries.org

Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ:

Please allow us to introduce ourselves.
We are Doctors Vann and Sandy Hutchinson from Mullins, SC. We have been in Christian ministry for over thirty years emphasizing the transformation of church members
into warriors for Christ. In our personal ministry, we have seen many miracles, healings,
and deliverances from demonic oppression

through the name of our Lord Jesus. Sandy
has a tremendous testimony of God’s healing power after twenty years of asthma, allergies, and COPD. Vann has a testimony
of raising a lady from the dead through the
power of the name of Jesus.
As the latter-day church prepares the
way for an end-time revival, we believe
that the Holy Spirit is raising up an army of
trained, motivated, and equipped believers from all denominations to go forth and
demonstrate the power of a living God. He
has trained and anointed us to be teachers
in the body of Christ in order to help pave
the way for this revival of power, signs, and
wonders.

Books Written

Personal History
Vann has been married to Sandy Hutchinson for 40 years. They have two children and
two grandchildren. Prior to entering into fulltime ministry in 2011, Vann was the owner
of Hutchinson Rehab and was a registered
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Deliverance School:
Vann Hutchinson Ministries is available to
hold Deliverance Schools at your church or
Christian group location.
Contact us for further information at
info@vannhutchinsonministries.org
Basic Deliverance Course – $50.00 with
Free Shipping in USA

It is our goal to assist the church in moving
beyond the "grasshopper" mentality (Num.
13:30–33) to that of Caleb who said, "Let
us go up at once and possess it, for we are
well able to overcome." Please allow us to
assist you and your congregation by sharing the vision and revelations that God has
given us. We are available for all church services, revivals, conferences, and seminars.
You may get in touch with us by visiting
the contact page, or sending an email to
info@vannhutchinsonministries.org

Healed of Asthma, Allergies, and COPD
Basic Deliverance Manual
Systematic Theology ( A n I n - d e p t h
Study of Every Book of the Bible)
Fundamentals of Christian Doct r i n e ( A C o m p r e h e n s i v e P r e s e n t ation of Doctrines of the Christian
What We Believe as Christians Instructional
Manual with 90-hour cds
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physical therapist for 35 years. Sandy has a
B.S. in education, a Master’s degree in special education, a specialist’s certification in
autism, and a doctorate in theology. She
also teaches in Pee Dee Bible College and
Seminary and is active in ministry.
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Drs. Vann and Sandy Hutchinson have
produced a demonic deliverance guide
which is a complete instructional program
for conducting a deliverance session. The
course includes a 45-page manual with 14
CDs and 15 1/2 hours of instruction. They
teach the nature and character of demons,
how to identify them, and how to expel
them from yourself and other people. The
course will progressively lead you through
all the aspects of deliverance. It gives stepby-step procedures for conducting the deliverance session. It concludes with instructions for taking a comprehensive history in
order to identify demonic strongholds and
a note-taking sheet to guide you through
the deliverance session.
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Freemasonry: Unmasked

In this 2-CD teaching, Dr. Sandy Hutchinson unmasks the secrecy of Freemasonry, Eastern Star, Shriners and all of their affiliated organizations. She explores
the history of these organizations and gives multiple quotations from the writings
of prominent Masonic authors. She reveals how their oaths and rituals are anti-Christian and how they lead members and their descendants into bondage to
the curses of sickness and poverty. In the second CD of this series, Dr. Hutchinson
leads the listeners through a detailed renunciation of Freemasonry and through
a deliverance session in order to set them free from the Masonic curses. Freemasonry curses need to be broken whether they are from direct participation or
from ancestral participation in this organization.
– $10.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store

Bitterness

In this 2-CD teaching, Dr. Sandy Hutchinson explains the destructive effects of
bitterness on people’s lives. She shows you how Satan uses the root of bitterness
as an open door for attacking you and your family with sickness, poverty, and
strife. The teaching goes on to demonstrate how old racial hatreds and seeking of vengeance will cause God to remove his protection from your life. The
teaching concludes with instruction in how to set yourself and your family free
from all roots of bitterness and how to restore relationships that have been damaged by bitterness.
$10.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store

The Mind: A Gateway for
Demons

In this 4-CD series, Dr. Hutchinson presents a model for basic deliverance. He
describes mankind as a triune being of spirit, soul, and body. He explains how
the human spirit and flesh war against each other with the battle ground being
in the mind. Dr. Hutchinson reveals through scripture how spirits of seduction, deception, lying spirits and spirits of error open the mind for receiving spirits of stress,
abnormal emotions, and sinful actions. The series concludes with an explanation
of the disastrous effects on the human spirit and body when these demons are
not confronted and cast out.
$14.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store
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After Deliverance: Now What?

In this 5-CD series, Dr. Hutchinson shows that believers are commanded, in the word of
God, to cast out devils. This is part of the great commission that Jesus gave to the church
and it should accompany the preaching of the kingdom of God. Deliverance from demons is the spiritual right of all believers through covenant relationship and faith in Jesus. Points on casting out demons and conditions for successful deliverance are taught.
$17.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store

They Shall Cast Out
In this 5-CD series, Dr. Hutchinson shows that believers are commanded, in the word of
God, to cast out devils. This is part of the great commission that Jesus gave to the church
and it should accompany the preaching of the kingdom of God. Deliverance from demons is the spiritual right of all believers through covenant relationship and faith in Jesus. Points on casting out demons and conditions for successful deliverance are taught.
$17.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store

Basic Deliverance Course

Drs. Vann and Sandy Hutchinson have produced a demonic deliverance guide which
is a complete instructional program for conducting a deliverance session. The course
includes a 45-page manual with 14 CDs and 15 1/2 hours of instruction. They teach the
nature and character of demons, how to identify them, and how to expel them from
yourself and other people. The course will progressively lead you through all the aspects
of deliverance. It gives step-by-step procedures for conducting the deliverance session.
It concludes with instructions for taking a comprehensive history in order to identify demonic strongholds and a note-taking sheet to guide you through the deliverance session.
$50.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store

Breaking the Kundalini Release
and Chakra Deliverance

In this book, Drs. Vann and Sandy Hutchinson have described the Kundalini spirit and
the seven chakra systems of both the upper body and lower extremities. They have listed
the detrimental affects related to the release of the Kundalini spirit and have presented
their revelation of how to break the release and its affects. The demonic characteristics of each chakra are described and detailed instructions for deliverance are given.
$12.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store
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The Strongman
In this 6-CD series, Dr. Vann Hutchinson has explained the presence of a demonic strongman that controls all of the demons that have gained entrance into
a person. This strongman is called by various names in different cultures. However, this demon, the Kundalini spirit, appears to have multiple aspects which are
revealed by different names. You are given an in-depth look at Kundalini, Leviathan, Python, Cockatrice, Behemoth, and Jezebel which are all aspects of the
strongman. Having had a great deal of experience with this spirit, Dr. Hutchinson
has been able to systematically examine each aspect of the Kundalini personality. Furthermore, he reveals how to recognize the different manifestations of the
Kundalini spirit and how to defeat it.

$20.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store

The Blood of Jesus

In this 5-CD series, Dr. Hutchinson has presented an in-depth instruction on the
Blood of Jesus. He begins by showing the purpose and limitations of the animal
sacrifices in the Old Testament. He shows why the blood of Jesus was a better sacrifice than that of animals and how Jesus paid the penalty for the law of sin and
death. Dr. Hutchinson teaches that the New Covenant with God came through
the blood of Christ. Next, ten benefits of the blood of Jesus are described in detail. The teaching concludes by showing how each Christian can appropriate the
blessings of the blood in order to overcome the kingdom of Satan. Dr Hutchinson
suggests taking communion daily so that the blessing of His blood sacrifice are
frequently brought to our remembrance. A guide for taking home communion
is included with the series.

$17.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store

What is Demonic
Deliverance?

In this 5-cd series, Dr. Hutchinson takes an in-depth look at the human conscience. It begins with a general discussion of the conscience and lists conditions that can affect it adversely or positively. Biblical accounts are examined to
reveal how the conscience functions and to show God’s plan for allowing all of
mankind to distinguish between right and wrong. The different conditions of the
conscience are discussed as they are revealed by the scriptures. The teaching
concludes by looking at each condition and explaining how to reinforce those
that are beneficial and how to repair those that are destructive.
$17.00 with Free Shipping in USA
Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org/store
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Deliverance From Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs)
by

Drs. Vann and Sandra Hutchinson
There have been many studies
conducted and books written on
Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACEs) and their effects on the
quality of life in adulthood. However, none have included demonic
deliverance as a possible means for
overcoming these adverse events.
Drs. Vann and Sandy Hutchinson
feel that this present work is the
most important book that they
have written. They explain how
demonic spirits enter through
toxic stress and affect brain development, emotional control,
and physical health both in childhood and throughout life.
The book is based on hundreds of
articles and statistical research
studies on the effects of ACEs.
It concludes with instructions on
how to be delivered from ACEs
that have tormented you and destroyed your health and emotional well-being.

$15.00

with Free
Shipping in
USA

Order at: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org
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Breaking the Kundalini Release and
Chakra Deliverance
by

Drs. Vann and Sandra Hutchinson

In this book, Drs. Vann and Sandy Hutchinson
have described the Kundalini spirit and the seven chakra systems of both the upper body and
lower extremities. They have listed the detrimental effects related to the release of the Kun-

dalini spirit and have presented their revelation
of how to break the release and its affects. The
demonic characteristics of each chakra are described and detailed instructions for deliverance
are given.

Order this book from The Hutchinson’s Website: www.vannhutchinsonministries.org
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The Light of Truth
Radio Broadcast with Michael Boldea
Thursdays @ 7pm EST
Tune in here
Ministry Website:

www.handofhelp.com

Mike Boldea was born in a small northern Romanian Village. At the age of nine, his entire
family was deported from Romania for smuggling Bibles. His grandfather, Dumitru Duduman started an outreach ministry called “Hand of Help” of which Mike is now Chairman.
Mike has traveled internationally with Dumitru for over 11 years acting as Dumitru’s translator. They shared their testimonies, as well as an important message God gave Dumitru for
the United States.
Recently Mike has translated the book entitled “Life In Christ” which Dumitru had penned
prior to his death. The testimonies of those that were persecuted for their faith must live
on to build up the body of Christ. Mike continues to operate in his gift as an Evangelist to
exhort the body of Christ to present itself with a garment clean before our Lord. Michael has
a strong Christian heritage coming from a line of 4 generations of Christians. In the village
of Hinceste Romania his Great grandfather was one of the first Christians converted there
and his grandfather was a pastor and his father pastors the “Messiah” church in Botosani
Romania with over 800 members.
Their family worked with Richard Wurmbrandt, Harlan Popoff, and brother Andrew taking
bibles to the underground Church. Michael has seen the presence of God in accomplishing
the work that his family was called to. In the face of great persecution and opposition thousands of bibles were given to the Christians of Romania even though it was punishable by
imprisonment if caught. His grandfather Dumitru Duduman did suffer greatly being imprisoned for his faith. Under extreme torture he never recanted his faith and stands as a witness
of faithfulness to this day in Romania.

THROUGH
THE FIRE
Without Burning
by

Dumitru Duduman
For 25 years, Dumitru Duduman was a
faithful pastor and Bible smuggler in his
native land, Romania. In August of 1980,
Dumitru was arrested, imprisoned and interrogated for five months. He was beaten
almost every day and repeatedly shocked
in an electric chair.
Arrest and interrogation became a continuous way of life for Dumitru. During this
time of torture, he was hung by his waist
and beaten on three different occasions.
He suffered nine broken ribs, leaving permanent deformities on his rib cage. Finally,
the authorities gave Dumitru three choices;
a mental hospital, prison. . . or expulsion to
the United States.
The choice was hard for Dumitru because
of his loyalty to his homeland, but he felt
his first loyalty was to God. In 1984, after
years of persecution and torture, Dumitru and his family were exiled to the West.
This is the true story of the man and the
message that God gave him.

$12.00

A V A I L A T:

www.handofhelp.com
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BOOKS BY APOSTLE IDEMUDIA GUOBADIA
Overcomers In Christ Faith Assembly
www.overcomersinchrist.us

DEEPER DIMENSIONS OF POWER

Deeper Dimensions of Power discusses the various levels of power in the spirit realm and how
you can connect to the highest of all powers which is, the Source of all power.
Order online at Amazon

OVERCOMING CRISIS:
A SPIRITUAL APPROACH

A crisis will either make you or break you. See it as an opportunity to make you. Crisis will
demand adjustments from you. Overcoming Crisis presents a spiritual approach to dealing
with crisis and making the best of it. Overcoming Crisis shows you exit strategies from
different types of crisis and how to advance in life without carrying the poisons of anger,
bitterness, unforgiveness, and disappointments that crisis tends to generate. In crisis, you
cannot afford to be ignorant. This book highlights the relevance of having spiritual revelation
and insight into complex problems that will give you an advantage when the need arises. Do
not be overwhelmed by crisis because opportunities always exist to overcome the crisis.
Order online at Amazon

FIGHTING FOR DELIVERANCE

This is a book on spiritual warfare and deliverance that teaches how to thwart the plans of
powers of darkness and walk in victory. It provides insightful knowledge on how to recover
your peace, prosperity, joy, destiny and much more through effective prayers, spiritual
warfare and real deliverance.
Order online at Amazon

WORKING FOR CHRIST

Working for Christ challenges the believer to do work that Christ would recognize and
commend. It shows that work, no matter how good, that is done outside of Christ is no value
in the kingdom of God. Until you work in Christ, you have not worked for Christ. The worker
for Christ must be kingdom minded ready to wage spiritual warfare and to intercede as often
as the Spirit of Christ demands. There is so much work to be done and Christ is looking for
committed workers! This book is written to show you how to make your work for God count.
Order online at Amazon
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DR.
PAT
HOLLIDAY
www.miracleinternetchurch.com

BOOKS BY

THE WITCHDOCTOR AND THE MAN: CITY UNDER THE SEA:

A fourth generation witch doctor receives Jesus. He gives important information to the church about how to defeat
Satan! Revival is raging in Ghana West Africa because he taught ministers to pray and how to engage in spiritual warfare!
Astonishing!

Order on Amazon

THE WALKING DEAD:

“The Spirit speaketh expressly that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing
spirits and doctrines of devils.” (1 Tim. 4:1). The Walking Dead book chronicles the story of the Lamb family (a
fictitious name) that was living in Central Florida where a white witch that cast deadly spells upon them almost
cost Rita Lamb her life.
It also reveals how witchcraft power was used against the teenagers in the community to influence them to become
involved with the powers of darkness. They became like the walking dead after the white witch gave them drugs
and taught them witchcraft rituals in the local cemetery opening them up to demon possession. No one can dabble
in witchcraft and come away unshackled however through Jesus, one can be delivered! (Matt. 18:18)

Order on Amazon

HOLLIDAY FOR THE KING:

An astounding story of God’s supernatural move in Evangelist Holliday’s life. Many Jewish men received the Baptism
of the Holy Spirit while the evangelist spoke in their language; Hebrew! Guess what? She doesn’t speak Hebrew. It was
supernatural. It is like an Acts 2 experience. You will never believe what God did -- it was electrifying and incredible! God
is moving in Israel!
Order on Lulu.com
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Yahovah Protocol Buster
I
’ve long been at odds with
the evolvement of ritualistic
protocol attachments to the
ministry of deliverance from
evil spirits. I’m speaking of the
instructions given candidates by
ministers.

The fellow begged to join
with Jesus’ entourage. Nowadays, that would have instantly been answered with
a substitute rehab program
for anyone with his severity
of background.

In many instances, it has muThe Lord’s response: Nothtated into an exhaustive list of
ing doing! Go back to your
preparations for having demons
friends who inhabit the enexpelled and for keeping free
vironment that contributed
post deliverance sessions. My
to your demonization. Tell
observation is that claims about
them of the wonders that
what it takes to prepare for minby: Jim Croft
I’ve performed for you.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/jim.croft.31
istry and to prevent re-demonization is so hyped that it’s closeHere’s the deal: The Lord
ly akin to superstition. People are
Let’s look at the example of the
and His disciples had greater conroutinely instructed about fore &
madman of Gadera who lived
fidence in the Spirit’s willingness
aft rituals that aren’t mentioned
in tombs. He ran about naked,
to keep the delivered free before
once in Scripture.
screaming intimidations, breaking
the shedding of Jesus’ blood than
shackles meant to restrain him and
some Spirit-filled ministers do
I’m willing to risk raising ire with
cutting himself with stones. He
2,000 years afterward. Plus, the
those who jump to the notion
lived in the Ten city region of the
Church Apostles demonstrated
that I’m against the sound biblitribe of Gad. Hundreds of years prino concern that the resident grace
cal practices that are often found
or to Jesus’ arrival they’d intermarof salvation in Jesus’ name would
in the aforementioned lists. Bible
ried with non-Jews and had become
fail to have keeping power.
reading, praise, prayer, avoiding old
known as tanners of hog hides.
associations, binding, loosing, reThe many whom Philip delivered
buking Satan, fellowship & forgivTheir religion was a bastard mixture
and the fortune teller whose deing all who’ve wronged us are great.
of Judaism with Greek & Assyrian
mon was expelled by Paul weren’t
Nonetheless, remember we’re
idolatry. The population didn’t apprescribed syllabus of how to stay
speaking specifically about the conpreciate Jesus’ miraculous powers
free. And, so should we stay free
text of expelling demons. While
though the man had been delivered
of chicken bones & rabbit’s footengaged in that activity, neither
of thousands of demons. In short,
like admonishments.
Jesus, His disciples nor the Acts of
there could not possibly have been
the Apostles issued instructions to
a worse environment for this man
enact any of those as qualifiers to
Be blessed & be a blessing,
to return to all alone without a supget or keep one’s deliverance.
port system.
Jim Croft
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Invisible Enemies
Invisible Enemi
by

Jim Croft featured by Dick Leggatt
by Jim Croft featured by Dick Leggatt

In the last 40 years, there has been
a resurgence of New Testament deliverance ministry.

In the last 40 years, there has been
a resurgence of New Testament deliverance ministry.

On the forefront of this movement
is Jim Croft, pastor, teacher, and deliverance minister.

On the forefront of this movement
is Jim Croft, pastor, teacher, and deliverance minister.

In Invisible Enemies, Croft takes
readers on a journey into the heart
of deliverance ministry.

In Invisible Enemies, Croft takes
readers on a journey into the heart
of deliverance ministry.

Full of personal testimonies from
Croft, his family, and others who
have been delivered, Invisible Enemies also exposes and counters
some of the more aberrant methodologies that have become the norm.

Full of personal testimonies from
Croft, his family, and others who
have been delivered, Invisible Enemies also exposes and counters
some of the more aberrant methodologies that have become the norm.

Even better, Croft shows believers
how to free themselves and others from demonic powers and how
they can maintain that freedom.
Including topics such as:
■ The reality of the demonic realm
■ The different types of evil spirits
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Even better, Croft shows believers
how to free themselves and othersdemons
from demonic
powers
and how
■ How
enter and
display
their presence
■ How demons enter and display their pres
they
freedom. to need ministry
■ Why
it’scan
notmaintain
unusualthat
for Christians
■ Why it’s not unusual for Christians to ne
■ How
to miniwster
Including
topics deliverance
such as:
■ How to miniwster deliverance
■ The reality of the demonic realm
■ The different types of evil spirits

Order online at: www.amazon.com
Order online at: www.a
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AGAPE BIBLE BOOKROOM
P.O. Box 236 598 Buffalo Road
EAST AURORA, NY 14052
Tel. No. (716) 655-5008
E MAIL: PJSERVANT @ AOL.COM
Website: AGAPEBIBLE.ORG
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THE POWER OF PRAYER IS ASTONISHING!
So why is a key element of prayer being left out all together? Prayer is one of our biggest
weapons against the enemy. Sheila Zilinsky & Carla Butaud have assembled the ultimate
arsenal of scripture- based prayers that will GET YOU IMMEDIATE RESULTS!!!

www.powerprayers.ca
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Books by Apostle Gene Moody
Order here
online at Amazon
www.genemoody.com

My name is Gene Moody and I
have been in the ministry over 35
years.

ABOUT GENE
meetings and for traveling ministers
to stay in. I work with other
ministers to assist them in special
ministry that the Lord has placed
on their hearts.

Earline, my late wife, was with me
in the ministry until she went to be
with the Lord on July 22, 1998.
We were a husband and wife team
having the goal of setting the
captives free.
Our main publication is the
Deliverance Manual.
It took about twenty years to
complete, and about a year of my
life and a year of Earline’s life to write. The manual is
being circulated around the world. This is our primary
way of teaching people how to do deliverance as they
are led by the Holy Spirit. God told us to help train Him
an army to minister deliverance.
Spiritual Warfare Manual, How To Do Deliverance
Manual, Sexual Deliverance Manual, Witchcraft
Deliverance Manual, Curses Deliverance Manual and
Healing Deliverance Manual are additions to the
Deliverance Manual. We have some Christian booklets
(Good Homemaker – Proverbs 31, The Curse of the
Bastard and Inherited Sexual Sins) and our testimony:
From Death Into Real Life. On this website you can
access our Deliverance Manual and other Manuals, and
writings by us and End-Time Deliverance Ministries.
Before Earline had kidney failure, we spent about a
month out of each year at Lake Hamilton Bible Camp
at their six camp meetings ministering deliverance and
healing. Otherwise we spent about another month
ministering in churches, fellowships, prayer meetings,
homes, jails, prisons and other public places. There
we would teach, minister and counsel to groups and
individuals. We ministered to the lay Christians and
five-fold ministry. This is basically a ministry of helps
to the Body of Christ.
We would work with people over the telephone, in the
mail, in our home, in Christian settings and in public
places. The ministry still continues in this manner as
the Lord sets the schedule. My home is open for prayer
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General
I am 83 years old. I have over 45
years of engineering experience. I
spent 25 years designing industrial
plants and 5 years designing
airports. I spent 15 years in
engineering design and 15 years in
engineering management. I have
been an expert witness for 20 years.
I have been a minister for 35 years.
Engineering
I have a broad engineering background. As an expert
witness, I do Motor Vehicle Accident Reconstruction;
Accident Reconstruction; Civil Engineering; Structural
Engineering; Transportation Safety; Traffic Engineering;
Safety Engineering; Forensic Engineering; Hydraulic
Engineering; Mechanical Engineering; General
Engineering; Consulting Engineering; Road Design,
Construction and Maintenance; and Land Surveying.
Ministry
I have a broad ministry background. As a minister,
I write, teach, minister and counsel. The ministry
is worldwide due to an Internet web site, through
materials mailed around the world and through
personal contacts.
I was licensed by Bethany Baptist Church, now
Bethany World Prayer Center. I was ordained by Manna
Baptist Church Full Gospel Ministry. I was ordained by
Independent Assemblies of God International. I was
anointed by International Apostolic Ministries as an
Apostle and Teacher. I presently attend The Chapel on
The Campus.
Gene Moody | Deliverance Ministries
14930 Jefferson Hwy
Email: gbmoody@bellsouth.net
Baton Rouge, LA 70817-5217 | Phone:225-755-8870
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This is a 378 page Spiritual Warfare/Deliverance Manual written
by Gene B. Moody which can be used for self deliverance or for the
deliverance worker. It is a nondenominational and comprehensive
work which is the result of years of Bible Study, research, and
personal experiences. It covers practically every topic on Demonic
deliverance that can be discussed. Thousands of copies are already
being used by pastors, church leaders, home group fellowships
and bible studies, as well as by multitudes of Christian laymen.
This excellent ministry tool would make a marvelous gift for your
pastor.
An instruction manual on
how to break curses
A manual to guide in healing and deliverance from diseases, assisting in the following
steps: 1. First, we should seek GOD for deliverance and healing. This means applying the
principles of casting out demons and anointing with oil for healing. 2. Second, we should
fast and pray to the LORD for our deliverance and healing. We should allow time for GOD
to answer us. This may not be a short period of time. 3. Third, if GOD does not heal or
operations. 4. Fourth, have someone take us through deliverance (or do self deliverance)
return evil curses that may have been put upon you.

A deliverance manual dealing
with issues pertaining to the
End Times.

A comprehensive guide
to receive freedom from
witchcraft.

An understanding of the
coming events in the world as
foretold in God’s word.

A manual to assist in
deliverance from Sexual
demons and sins.

A Manual that contains
effective prayers for the
serious Christian

A How To Guide for the
Deliverance Worker
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A ‘how to’ for engaging in
effective spiritual warfare

A book of effective
spiritual warfare prayers.
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The

Message
(Part 4)

THE JUST SHALL LIVE BY FAITH
Hab 2:4, Rom 1:17, Gal 3:11, & Heb 10:38
The Church could learn a few things from the Israelites when they were delivered out of their captivity to Egypt and heading for the promised land: God
provided them everything they needed. Food, water,
protection from the heat and the cold, healing, guidance -- and it was all done by His supernatural power.
Saints, he is the same God today. Why do we strive
to obtain for ourselves the things he has promised
us? It’s time that we as believers truly believe and
enter into his rest and live by faith. We are people of
faith. We have faith, but do we LIVE by faith?
Satan’s wrath came to our house in 1997. The word
‘wrath’ in Strongs concordance means: to rush;
breathe hard against; blow smoke, passion with
fierceness, indignation; to sacrifice by fire, but generally, by extension, to emulate: which word comes
from the custom of sprinkling victims with sacrificial
meal; to kill as a sacrificial victim, or to offer and sacrifice; kill, destroy, slaughter, slay.

by: Carla Butaud
www.carlabutaud.com
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His victim was our middle child, our son, Kyle, who
turned 16 years old that year. May I tell you right
here, parents, that Satan is hard-pressed for our
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children, and especially the children of the Saints,
the Righteous. He is, and has always been, and will
forever be after “the seed “to destroy it. Whether
it be God’s seed; i.e. Jesus Christ, the Word of God,
(Luke 8:11 & 12) or our seed; i.e., our children.
No one in our home escaped the repercussions of the
attack. And for a while, I was paralyzed, blindsided,
and left staggering, like the very breath had been
knocked out of me with a “sucker-punch from my
opponent! But then, God revealed to me what was
going on...that “He had given me a work to do, and I
was doing it, and Satan had tried several tactics--all
unsuccessful in making me shut up and quit, so he
moved in on our children, because that’s where my
heartstrings are.” That was all it took! The fight was
on, and God has taught me how to fight...and how to
live by faith, and not by sight! He taught me how to
walk in the victory He had already attained.
How do we do that? God showed me through Abraham. Abram/Abraham had received a promise from
God...a son. He understood the promise and he believed God’s promise. And being human, as we are, he
and Sarah grew impatient and thought perhaps they
needed to “help God along”, And they tried to “make”
the promise happen. Thus, Ishmael and disaster!
We have all made the same mistake at times, and yet,
isn’t it nice to know that God didn’t cancel the promise. God has shown me that to live by faith means
to take his promises, believe them, obey them, and
walk in them knowing that the manifestation of the
promise is already a done deal -- we just can’t see it
yet. Read Romans 4:16-22 to see the process:
1. Vs 18—WHO AGAINST HOPE, BELI
EVED IN HOPE. What was Abraham belie-

ving? That what God said...would, in fact, BE! He
couldn’t see how the promise could come to pass; and
“why?”, why is it taking so long? After all, in the physical, Sarah was no longer able to conceive or give birth!
Nevertheless...he still hoped. He kept his hope alive...
even when all he could “see” seemed helpless.
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1. Vs 19—AND BEING NOT WEAK IN
FAITH, HE CONSIDERED NOT. What
did he not consider? The facts! Oh yes-there were
the facts: the truth that stared him in the face every day. First, there was no son. Secondly, Sarah and
Abraham were growing older every day... and yet,
where was this promise seed? Even after Ishmael was
born, they knew he was not the promised seed, and
they had to live with that...look at it...deal with their
mistake every day, as we do when we make a mess
of things. Saints, we should learn from this when we
receive a promise from God...to wait for our “Isaac
“. Too many times we get in a hurry and try to make
the promise happen, and end up with an Ishmael,
and then we wonder why God would “allow” such
a mess to happen to us. We have the same choice
Abraham had. (Hebrews 10:36) FOR YE HAVE

NEED OF PATIENCE THAT, AFTER YE
HAVE DONE THE WILL OF GOD, YE
MIGHT RECEIVE THE PROMISE.
Saints let’s be faithful in the waiting.

Remember this, every time Abraham said his name,
or every time he heard someone else call his name,
he was reminded of the promise. And every time he
spoke his name which meant, father of a multitude, he
was “calling those things which were not -- as though
they were.” That was God’s idea: to cause Abraham
to basically prophesy over himself, and his situation.
We, as Saints, as believers, as faith people, could
learn from this principle. Abraham CONSIDERED
NOT! Not only do we, The Church, consider, look at,
behold, acknowledge, receive as true, see what “is “,
but we call it that. We speak what we “see”. We are
upset by what we see. We talk about what we see.
We act like what we see...will always be. What we see
discourages us and worries us. Doing this causes us
mental anguish. We become grieved in our spirit, and
the results of the mental anguish and grieved spirit
works into our physical bodies manifesting as various
afflictions and causes us to run for relief. We resort to
some kind of pill, or an herbal concoction, or form of
exercise, i.e., Yoga or any of the other new age prac-
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tice is offered by other non-Christian religions to relieve the stress. Therein, Believers end up running to
other “gods” for help but would be offended if anyone told them that. Why? Because once again, Hosea 4:6 MY PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED

FOR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE.

The world has much to offer. False refuge is anything to gain “peace of mind “even through a false
peace even though I feel space, so we can function;
keep our feet down; or help the food come out; or
help us to sleep; or keep us awake and give us more
energy; heighten our alertness; give us “feelings “of
well-being. Romans 4:19 indicates all this as “being
weak in the faith”.
1. (Part 1) he staggered not at the promise of God
through unbelief. The definition of stagger: to doubt;
drawback. The definition of unbelief is faithlessness;
disobedience, infidel, unbelieving.
Abraham did not doubt or “judge” God’s promise
as a heathen, like one he has no help, or faith, or
promise, or as one who has no God.
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3. (Part 2) but was strong in faith, giving glory to God
and being fully persuaded: that what God had promised-he was also able to perform. God was able. He
was able! He not only promised he was also able to
cause what he had promised to “be “! He who made
the promise can make it come to pass. He is the
promise her! And he is the keeper of promises. The
church needs to become fully persuaded!
God said it-Abraham believed it-God would perform
it-Abraham would see it! Have it! He didn’t care
what it looked like he considered not. He didn’t give
it place the fax had no effect on the promise he was
believing for. He walked “by faith quote that he
would have what God promised him, not “the site
“the circumstances that said the opposite. He remained faithful to God giving him glory: dignity,
honor, praise, and warship.
Abraham was faithful to God living a life that was
praiseworthy before God during the waiting period.
He was patient: long-spirited; long-suffering; patiently enduring. He was using force: going after and
not stopping until he obtained the promise! How? By
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believing and resting in the promise. He “work “his
face. His “faith quote was not “dead “.
You see, (James 2:20) faith without works is dead.
Abraham showed his faith to God and us. If when you
say you have faith, and then you are faced with adversity, you crumble -- then your faith is“dead “. If you do
not put your faith to work, it is as if you have no faith.
Faith, then, when put to work, i.e., activated, applied,
exercised, stood upon, becomes the very vehicle to
deliver what you are hoping for. Faith will move what
we cannot see be invisible in the spirit realm into the
visible, physical room. The invisible is given substance:
physical material from which something is made, or
which has discrete existence; the quality or some of
the qualities that makes a thing what it is. It really is
unexplainable because it is a supernatural principle,
and since we are “Faith “people, we are supernatural,
spiritual beings and should be living in the realm of
faith. THE JUST SHALL LIVE BY FAITH.

the holy one who desires to continue to destroy the
works of the devil, and come into the fullness full
inheritance of all that he obtained for us and walk in
the victory he won for us!
It’s time for his body to come together, lying down
spiritual prejudices, pride, religious and worldly traditions which bring the word of God to know affect
and become the whole, powerful, victorious, overcoming body of Christ instead of a fragmented one,
so that we can employ the corporate anointing of
his power. Daniel 11:12 But the people that do you
know they are God shall be strong and do exploits.
I’ve often wondered how many of us who call ourselves believers would fit the description Jesus gives
of those who believe in Mark 16:17-18, These signs
shall follow those who believe: in my name shall they
cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues;
they shall take up serpents; And if they drink any
deadly thing, It shall not hurt them; they shall lay
hands on the sick, and they shall recover.

Saints, we have a long way to go.
The reason we are struggling so is because we the
church, gods people, believers have yet to realize
“who we are “in Christ. We have a supernatural people trying to “fit” a natural world system. The church
today should look like the Israelites after they were
delivered from the bondage of Egypt. They lived a
supernatural lifestyle under God’s powerful care.
He is looking to the church living in the fullness
of himself to bring his kingdom or his way into this
artfully ram. And yet he asked, “when the Son of Man
coming, will he find faith in the earth? “
It’s time for the church to rise up and step into her
place; to become the violent bodily active, energetic, and forceful, to walk in and exercise the power
and authority that has been given to us to continue
and finish the works Jesus began. It’s time for us to
set a sad day at work so far on choosing and present
our bodies to him as living sacrifices which houses
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However, what I see is better described in Hebrews
5:12, For when the time ye ought to be teachers, ye
have need that one teach you again the first principles of the oracle of God, and are become as have
need of milk, and not of strong meat.
Times are fast approaching that will judge the
church, and many are not ready for the battle. When
the quote floods come, and the winds blow, and beat
up on the house “, many will fall. The time to guard
up his nail! Let’s wake up, get serious, and quit wasting time, for the time is short and the days are evil.
In closing, let us be as Jesus and he was only a young
boy when he made the statement, “Know ye not
that I must be about my Father’s business?” Isn’t it
time we, the Church, the Body of Christ, Believers,
be about our Fathers business?
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God Bless you,
Carla Butaud
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PRAYER FOR DELIVERANCE FROM
SPIRITS OF HOMOSEXUALITY

by: Carla Butaud
carlabutaud.com
Insert the name of the person you are praying for in the blanks below…
Father, in the name of Jesus, I thank you that you have given us power over all the power of the enemy (Luke
10:19), I exercise that power now, and I bind and break the power of CONFUSION off _____________________.
I bind the strongman over _______________’s life and break his power, in the name of Jesus Christ. I bind and
break the power of the SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST at work in __________’s life.
Satan, I bind you, rebuke you, and render you POWERLESS in ____________’s life and I command you to LOOSE
HIM/HER! In Jesus’ name.
I bind and break the power of the SPIRIT OF HOMOSEXUALITY, PERVERSION, and REBELLION against God’s will
and Word, in Jesus’ name. I bind and break the power of the LYING SPIRIT and loose the SPIRIT OF TRUTH, the
SPIRIT OF GOD, and SALVATION upon ______________, in the mighty name of Jesus.
Father, I ask that You reveal Yourself to _________ in a way they’ve never known You before. I pray that You
would heal the hurts that have driven him/her in this wrong direction. I Break the power of generational curses
and the familiar spirits that would guide him/her in this wrong direction.
Father, I ask that you would open _____________’s eyes and turn them from darkness to light, his life from the
power of Satan, unto You--that __________ might receive forgiveness of his/her sins and share in the inheritance
of the Saints. In Jesus’ Name, Amen and Amen.
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FIGHT FOR YOUR LIFE (A Handbook for Healing)
is a perfect booklet for anyone needing healing.

A quick but condensed look at healing in the Word of God.
Testimonies included to build faith and enable a believer to receive HEALING.
ORDER ONLINE AT:
www.carlabutaud.com
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If you are experiencing puzzling problems in your life, this booklet may help
you “connect the dots” in areas you may not have considered. For years I
have been tormented—but NO MORE!”
$10.00 Paypal donation. Be sure to include name of booklet and return
address. Please allow 10 days for delivery. PDF download is also available for
same price. Please specify. Audio of this subject is available on this website
under “Media” messages.

ORDER ONLINE AT: www.carlabutaud.com
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ABOUT CARLA
Bio: Carla Butaud
(Pronounced like the state of Utah with a “B”…. “Bu-tah” )
Born January 25, 1954.
Raised in the Methodist Church and was a member until meeting Jesus in 1977.
Since then, I have been a student of the Word of God. I have been a Bible Teacher since 1988, teaching God’s
Word and ministering healing to all who would listen. In 2001, I was called into the ministry of casting out of
demons in the Name of Jesus Christ. I have ministered nationally in Texas, Georgia, Florida, Arkansas, Connecticut, Louisiana, California, Internationally in the Bahamas, and a guest on several internet radio shows:
Omega Man Radio with Shannon Davis

www.omegamanradio.com
Lake Hamilton Bible Camp

www.lhbconline.com <- Scroll down to Carla Butaud
Weekend Vigilante with Sheila Zilinsky

www.weekendvigilante.com

The Appearance with Augusto Perez

www.theappearance.com
Prophetic Message

www.propheticmessage.org
My husband, Mike, and I have been married since September, 1975. We have three grown children and three
grandchildren. Mike owns and operates Mike’s Optical, on the square, Jasper, Texas.
Over the years, I have taught Sunday School classes, led Bible studies, served two years as a summer youth counselor for a national youth organization, and served 10 years on a committee of a national warfare conference.
In 2004, I began teaching on a regular basis at Lake Hamilton Bible Camp in Hot Springs, Arkansas. LHBC is
most known as a ministry of deliverance – yes, where demons are cast out in the Name of Jesus as written in
Matthew 10:7 & 8 and Mark 16:15-18. I am also part of the prayer team leaders at Lake Hamilton Bible Camp
that meets at 6 a.m. each morning during camps.
“My passion is to equip and empower the body of Christ, through the teaching of God’s Word,
to reach her full potential in walking in the dominion, authority, and power of the
Kingdom of God in the Earth.”
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Queen of Serpents:
the Day Demoness
PART TWO
Continued: Ashtoreth influenced Jezebel who is mentioned in the bible
By: B. W. Melvin
www.afterhoursministries.com
Electronic Copyright 2019

W

e see this in the History of Jezebel who
was neglected by her
father, who was a king and priest
of Ashtoreth, and abused by her
mother to be groomed to bear the
Spirit of Ashtoreth.

Example: 1Ki 16:31 reveals that
Jezebel was the daughter of Ethbaal, king of the Sidonians; and
he went and served Baal and worshiped him. Her father was a king
and priest of Ashtoreth/Astarte
and the moon god, also known as
Nanna … and the Baal’s. (7)
Josephus in “Apion 1, 18, Antiquities viii. 3, 1 of the Jews” writes that
Jezebel, was daughter of a regicide (slaying of leaders/kings) and
fratricide (slaying of one’s own
brothers and sisters. She was neglected by father and dominated
by her mother and groomed to be
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the forever chaste bride of baal, a
Lord.” (Thus she was groomed to
be ‘Ashtoreth/Astarte’ incarnate
as was royal custom, so she could
bring forth the sun god into the
world to rule the world per storyline of that false deity - known
to us as the anti-Christ in bible).
From this we discover that this
spirit seeks to operate out of folks
who have had severe fear issues
of being rejected and thus recruits
such into its auxiliary ranks. Some
sort of abuse/ trauma usually
happened early in life. This rejection/trauma causes them to act
in ways that they must control,
dominate in order not to feel rejected and ever be hurt again in
order to survive. Thus, Ashtoreth,
the big Jezebel, sends her forces to
gain entrance into one’s soul thus
making men and women into little
Jezebel’s. (8)
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Christians talk much about the Jezebel spirit but forget they are also
tangling with its master…who
seeks to take out God’s people, by
deceit, manipulation, death, discouragement, illnesses etc.
Identifying Ashtoreth/
Aphrodite/Ishtar influence in a
person or persons
They demand submission or else!
They obstruct and seek to remove
God’s leaders and mature Christians or control them if possible or
attack them with thoughts of giving up. They seek to make Ahab’s
to control. They pit people against
each other. They weasel quickly
into positions of Leadership.
In Home, community, or politics this spirit seeks to dominate,
control, abusive one moment and
kind the next. It is a whinny spirit if
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positions because they want a
pastor/family/agency’s CEO’s
protection. This serves to hide
them from the leader’s view
while it often manifests in front
of others by being demeaning
or abusive.
D They make commitments and
promises quickly and use recommendations or promotions
from others to impress others.
E They seem super-spiritual or wise
know it all’s in an exaggerated
way to gain acceptance and
attention. They are never wrong.
They play the victim very well.
F They play on compassion to
block discernment and are
big on being under authority
(theirs).
it cannot get its way. It exults itself
and demands obedience and manipulates. People are made to feel
like they are victims, and uneasy
about crossing it. It is intimidating,
and people feel compelled to submit to it though they hate it.
Celtic version consisted of the
full triple goodness theme of the
young seductive huntress maiden
(Ashtoreth/ Ishtar) who seduces
and wars. Next, the mother (Ninlil) as the kindly wise mother who
directs life, and old crone (Ninshursag), who is disagreeable,
dominating, maliciously sinister,
with supernatural associations
that can make her supportive or
obstructive. These three are all
rolled into one in paganism but
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all act in unity to bring ruin, afflictions, strange diseases, accidents,
even death.
According to Above and Beyond
Christian Counseling website (8):
Those under the influence of a
true Jezebel do the following:
https://aandbcounseling.com/
A Seek to control others so that
they will not be hurt again.
B Are manipulative, cunning,
crafty, and often prophetic
types, and wise in own eyes.
C They target the Leadership by
offering free help to be their top
assistant. Or be in a leadership
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G They have their own agendas
and look for disciples, or others
who are hurt and wounded to
mentor them – groom them for
control as liken to play things.
H They whine until they get their
way. They blame everyone else,
and abusive when crossed.
I Verbal, sexual, or psychical
abuse begins in slow stages
after a period of love bombing.
J They isolate and pit people
against each other privately and
individually behind closed doors.
11 They use false humility and feel

entitled or owed something.
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12 They are not accountable to

anyone and often accuse others
of bucking their authority.
13 They accuse people falsely, of

being a Jezebel, or in error, and
they retaliate by manipulating.
People or circumstances and
if all else fails they revert to
numbers 8,10 and 16.
14 They operate with insecurity –

in families they are abusively
dominating/threatening.
15 They

initiate
witchcraft
prayers in churches or word
conjuring based on selfish
motivation to block, stop,
obstruct, remove people they
view as a threat or hindrance
to attain and maintain their
power and control. They will
manipulate holding meetings
in order to block, obstruct,
remove threats.

16 They look to turn leaders into

Ahab’s – for example Rev 2:2023 Jezebel made a church Ahab
like to work through.
Above and Beyond
Counseling website (8) notes
these things happen to those
who cross it - experience:
A Becoming fearful, loss of confidence, want to give up, and you
isolate yourself more.
B Experience unreasonable exhaustion.
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C Thoughts and dreams often can
become sexually perverse or
ramble or even become suicidal.
D Strange and prolonged illnesses
hinder you.
E Freak accidents become commonplace.
F There seems to be a block- hindrance that obstructs from attaining freedom, blessings, etc.
If allowed there will be a spirit of
confusion in a church or organization, sickness, and strange illnesses happen and even death to those
viewed as threats. They make confusion, chaos then come and save
the day which improves their status so none suspects them. Soon
control- dominance increases in a
church or organization or family
after this.
How do we deal the head
Jezebel spirit and his minions?
Pray to break the Command and
Control from this head principality by going before God to gain the
insights needed to do battle as it
is written:
Proverbs 24:6, “…for by wise
counsel/guidance you can wage
your war, and in abundance of
counselors there is victory.” NKJV
Go before the throne of Grace
– the Heavenly council room because: “Blessed be the LORD my
Rock, who trains my hands for war,
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And my fingers for battle.” Psalms
144:1 NKJV
Wage war wisely by God’s wise
heavenly council to attain God’s
decree – not your demands or your
decrees over the leading top 7 fallen angels (There are 7 top commanders more on this later). Why?
God when speaking to Job mentions the head principality, Leviathan, God said this: “ Lay your
hand on him; Remember the battle— Never do it again! Indeed,
any hope of overcoming him
is false; Shall one not be overwhelmed at the sight of him?”
Job 41:8-9 NKJV
Jude 1:9 reveal this as well: “But
when the archangel Michael, contending with the devil, was disputing about the body of Moses, he did
not presume to pronounce a blasphemous judgment, but said, “The
Lord rebuke you.” ESV
They have role in future prophetic
events – you cannot stop this – if
you try, that is how you bring a reviling accusation against them and
you open the door of self-righteous pride and will be beat up by
the very host you reviled.
Our authority comes from our
commander – Jesus Christ. We have
access because of our new birth as
God’s adopted children to go into
the council room of God to find out
how to do battle and go out to war.
Think of it as your prayer closet,
war room, go there anytime.
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This is where you report to God
what is going on, what the hindrances are, remind God of his
promises to spread the gospel, etc.
and if the head leaders continue –
how can his will be done on earth
as it is in heaven. Ask him to decree to head principalities to be
restrain and you be protected.
Ask him to send forth His Holy Loyal Angels – let him send these and
assign them their task. God knows
better and more than you do what
they need to do - Avoid pride. Ask
the Lord God to keep you far from
the evil one and ask that he breaks
its control over family, church, etc.,
grant a reprieve – so His will be done
– Lord deliver us from the evil one!
Our names are written where?
Luke 10:19-20, “Behold, I give you
the authority to trample on serpents and scorpions, and over all
the power (Dunamis) of the enemy,
and nothing shall by any means hurt
you. Nevertheless, do not rejoice in
this, that the spirits are subject to
you, but rather rejoice because your
names are written in heaven.” NKJV
The serpents and scorpions represent all the lower ranks and Jesus gave us authority to mop up
ALL of these. In other words, the
99.999% are for us to mop up,
bind and lose, etc. God reserves
the top seven head leaders for
himself to deal with.
For example, In Luke chapter 10 we
find out the Jesus took on the head
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commanders when he crossed the
Galilee and calmed the storm and
then took out Legion, then onto
the Mount of transfiguration show
all who is really boss. After this, he
sent out the 70 to mop up – think
on this for a moment.
Before Legion was dealt with, the
crossing of the Sea of Galilee and
calming both waters and storm
represent Jesus rebuking the cause
of the storm – the Baal Storm
gods, the fallen angels known as
Enlil and Ninlil, who were over the
commander Legion. Later, Jesus
sent the man and the 70 into the
region to mop op Legion. Our authority = mop up legion by binding
and loosing etc. etc.
A Christians, our names are written in heaven. This means we as
Christians are members of God’s
heavenly council as his representative leaders on earth to report
on the works of the enemy in
churches, family, home, community, nation, to get insight on how
God wants to handle it and how
he directs this in spiritual warfare.
The leading principalities do not
want repentance or conviction of
sins to be felt over an area. Therefore, by faith go before the heavenly council by running boldly to
the throne of Grace. Ask the Lord
rebuke and restrain the head leaders, so they cannot stop God’s
outpourings of conviction and true
heartfelt repentance. Tell them
the Lord Jesus rebukes you…as did
the archangel Michael did.
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Next pray and seek the Lord on
what he wants to do and how obey
and do what Isaiah 61:1-4 reveals
such as Good news given, broken
heart healed, repeating captivating sins stopped, set free from the
prison of sickness, thought, oppression etc., is actualized. It is a
wrestling match - folks a war!
We have authority because of who
and what Jesus accomplished. In
this, we can go boldly to throne of
grace to find help in time of need
to battle the head Principalities correctly. In the bible the Lord himself
took out the 5-star generals (there
are only 7 of them total). The Lord
Rebuke/restrain thee is a wise course
of action and wise use of our authority as a believer in Jesus Christ.
Think of going before our commander in chief and get his orders/
decrees against this spirit. Such
as, “Lord keep us far from the evil
one! Lord tell this spirit to relent so
your word and will of sanctification, folks coming to know you, be
made known here, etc. etc.”
The rest we can bind and loose and
rebuke and cast out as we have
been taught. This is how we have
power over all the works of the
enemy. What soldier acts without orders from on high? What
happens when the command and
control centers of the enemy are
disrupted – who is there to give
the lower ranks their orders?
God reserves the top 7 demonic
commanders for himself to deal
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with. He has us mop up the rest.
Let’s use our authority Christ Jesus
gave us wisely with intelligence.
Stop acting without orders and
charging up the hill or you will find
yourself in over your head in pride
and compromised.

I ask for the Jezebel influence and
attacks be stopped in my life. Search
me Lord God and reveal to me the
deep things of your council beyond
my scrutiny that I cannot see causing me to agree with the enemy and
how to fully stop this in my life.

Let’s active this by
demonstration so you
learn how to do this –
Pray this prayer

Reveal any and all open doors I
opened through anger, bitterness,
unforgiveness (Add your own list
here) that causes me to give place
to the devil. I repent of these and
renounce them. I asked you to
empower me to resist the enemy,
in Jesus name and cleanse of their
effects of discouragement, hopelessness, fear (add your own list
here) – cleanse me in Jesus name. I
submit myself to you.

Heavenly Father, I come before
your throne of Grace now, I stand
by faith in your heavenly council
chamber, the throne of Grace, as
your child, born again, and bought
by the blood of Jesus on the cross
and sealed forever yours.
I have need to be forgiven by the
blood of Jesus shed upon the cross
to be cleansed and released from
tolerating all Jezebel spirits and entraining them in my thought life, in
my fears, by my loss of backbone,
by my loss of a moral compass and
courage. Forgive of my sins and
stupidity that opens the door to
the devil to stop me.
I ask that you decree your word
to restrain all Jezebel spirits from
afflicting me, as it is written, we
are to be your light and salt on
this earth. If they extinguish this,
your light, then this cannot be
carried out and your will – is not
be done in my life and you’re your
kingdom is prevented from coming and shining thru me, (us, your
people, etc.) on earth as it does in
heaven.
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Heavenly Father I ask you to decree to the Jezebel spirits attacking
me to stop so that your will and call
be fulfilled in my life. Thank you for
these words to speak to these spirits – Lord Jesus rebukes you … Lord
Jesus rebukes you… Lord Jesus rebukes you…in Jesus name!
I ask by the same Holy Spirit power,
your power, that raised Jesus from
the dead that dwells in me to raise
me up -- heal my soul and heart
from all wounds inflicted that shattered my heart that opened doors,
windows, of my soul, to all demonic
influences to be healed and closed
now in Jesus name. Fill me now,
fill me now, fill me now – in Jesus
name!
Infuse me with your resurrection
power to grant me moral pow-
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er-courage to resist the devil and
the effects of all trauma and drama
influencing my life to compromise –
forgive me of this by the blood of Jesus. Grant me my marching orders
and cause me to complete your will
on earth as it is decreed from heaven by you.
Empower me with your resurrection power to make my soul, whole,
sound, and healed so I can carry out
your will on earth as it is in heaven
in - Jesus name… Amen

(7) Notes from various bible
commentaries on Ashtoreth:
Utley’s Bible Study Commentary,
Keil and Delitzsch Commentary,
Cambridge Bible Commentary
(8) Above & Beyond Counseling website on Jezebel Spirit https://aandbcounseling.com/
Recommended Books on the
subject on Nephilim, Fallen
Angels, Watchers, and ancient
Mesopotamian and Greek gods
God’s and Thrones by
Carl Gallops
Last Clash of the Titans by
Derick Gilbert
The Unseen Realm by
Dr Michael S Heiser
Judgment of the Nephilim by
Ryan Pitterson
The Genesis 6 Conspiracy by
Gary Wayne
(See notes on Chaldean Number
system - in next post)
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A LAND
UNKNOWN:
HELL'S
DOMINION
by B.W. Melvin

Hell, is it real or the product of myth? Are the
accounts from people who claim to have seen it
during a near-death occurrence genuine or mere
imaginings? The near-death experience - is it
fact, fiction, or fable?
In A Land Unknown: Hell’s Dominion, Bryan
Melvin who died after drinking tainted water
on a construction site gives a vivid account of
seeing what lies beyond the grave from the
perspective of a near-death survivor’s journey to
hell. The concept of hell raises many questions

about its relevancy in today’s busy modern
world.
Questions abound concerning God’s fairness, His
justice, His very existence, and why evil exists.
A Land Unknown explores these questions,
and more, from someone who has seen hell
personally. This astonishing true story of an
incredible journey to hell and back will surely
leave a positive evangelical impact on the
reader.

ORDER ON: WWW.AMAZON.COM

AFTER HOURS MINISTRIES
Phone: (970) 206-4620
bwmelvin1@gmail.com
www.afterhoursministries.com
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NORWOOD CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Fellowship with us in: London, England
Join us at the NORWOOD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
(a Non-denominational fellowship)

WHERE YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
Meet our Pastor Sam Mazreku who accepted Jesus Christ
as his Saviour in 2002, and shortly after began street
evangelizing.
The following year he met one of NCF’s founders, Brother
John Linden-Cook of NCF and growingly participated in
the ministry at NCF.
By 2012 John felt impressed, also through prayerful deliberation, that Sam carry on his work.
www.ncf.me.uk or
Email us at: info@ncf.me.uk
NORWOOD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP meets at:
Churchill Gardens Primary Academy
Ranelagh Road, London SW1V 3EX
Nearest Tube Station: Pimlico Bus services: C10 or 360
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Bro John went to be with Our Lord and Sam has led the
Fellowship.
Besides ministering to the Fellowship, the Lord has
opened doors for Pastor Mazreku in Sri Lanka where his
anointing witnessed the Lord’s Power in healing, deliverance and lives given to Christ. Pastor Sam Mazreku is
happily and faithfully, both married and serving the Lord,
in His calling and giftings.
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PICK UP a copy of these

great books on deliverance written by
the late John Linden-Cook who did
a weekly broadcast on OMEGAMAN
Radio before being promoted.
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Miracle Tabernacle
(Healing For The Nations) CD's

Dr. Ron Cohen, DTh., Miriam Cohen
302-559-1766
roncohen47@aol.com

_____ God Wants You Well – Anthems Of Healing And Miracles ...........................................$15
_____ Is There Anyone Sick Amongst You? ................................................................................$10
_____ God’s Will To Heal ! ............................................................................................................$10
_____ Raising Up A Healing Team - The Ministry Of Power!

4 cd’s .................................. $29

_____ A Yogi Meets the Messiah – My Personal Testimony .....................................................$10
_____ I Am Spirit – Two cd’s - Forgetting The Past .. Reaching Forward ............................$18
_____ Defeating The Giants In Your Life! Wow! .......................................................................$10
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_____ Journey To The Heavenlies – Join Me In This Great Journey ..........................................$10
_____ Let Religion Die! The Word Of The Lord (specify CD or DVD) ...................................... $10
_____ The Miraculous Intervention Of God In Your Place Of Need .........................................$10
_____ The Ministry Of An Ambassador – Who You Are! ...........................................................$10
_____ The Blessings Of Living Above Your Circumstances! Wow............................................$10
_____ Walking Free Of Condemnation .......................................................................................$10
_____ Calvary Pentecostal Tabernacle – Two CD’s –
Living Life From The Heavenlies With Christ ...................................................................$18
_____ Calvary Pentecostal Tab – Two CD’s – Breaking Chains Of Guilt And Shame .............$18
_____ The Nature Of God Revealed Through His Names recorded at C.P.T.........................$10
_____ Forgiveness – A Door To The Heavenlies, with Miriam Morales CD or DVD ..............$10
_____ The Making Of A Ministry! Eph. 4, 1Cor. 12:13 recorded at C.P.T. ..............................$10
_____ Freedom From Your Past! - recorded at Calvary Pentecostal Tabernacle ...................$10
_____ The Faith Of Abraham – See The Reality Of Abraham’s Walk .......................................$10
_____ The Blood Of Jesus, Breaking The Curse Of Generations ...............................................$10
_____ Breaking Vows Of Affliction – Numbers Chapter 30.......................................................$10

__

FREE SHIPPING!

OVER – MORE ON BACK

Mail Check to: Miracle Tabernacle, 2171 Britton Rd, Suite 208, Leland, NC 28451
For: VISA, M/C, Debit, AMEX

(print clearly)

Additional Donation $ ________________________

AMOUNT $ ___________________
Total $ ________________________

Card # __________________________________ Expir. ____________ Sec. code __________
Name on card: __________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________

City: ____________________________

State: _________________________ Zip ________ Phone # ___________________________
Email Address ( print clearly) _____________________________________________________
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_____ God Wants You Well – Teaching DVD ..............................................................................$10
_____ Alive In The New Man – Put Off The Old Nature ............................................................$10
_____ Lift Up That Rod! Part The Sea Of Adversity! .................................................................$10
_____ Think On These Things – Colossians 3:1-3 .......................................................................$10
_____*Dr. Jim Burck, PhD, NeuroTherapist, Brain And Memory Renewal ! DVD* ............$10 *

Teachings ... Preachings in Spanish / English: ............................................................all $10
_____ Yo Soy Espiritu!
_____ Quebrantando Votos do Afliccion!
_____ Deja Moris a la Religiosidad!
_____ Embajadores de El Reino
_____ La Intervencion Divina do Dios
_____ La Fe de Abraham
_____ La Persona del Espiritu Santo
_____ La Sangre de Jesus
_____ Lo Que Jesus Hizo Por Tu

Aaronic Blessing on vinyl mat: .................................................................................................... $24
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Life In Christ
by Dumitru Duduman

It is one thing to preach holiness as a theory, or as
one of the doctrines of the Church, and quite another thing to preach it as an experience and for the
purpose of urging it upon believers. It is common for
a message on holiness to be received with applause
when preached as doctrine, but to be condemned
when presented as God’s will for our lives.
Those who hunger and thirst after righteousness
and long for the “mind which was also in Christ

$10.00
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Jesus” will embrace the crucifixion of self and
receive these words of exhortation with joy and
gladness. May the messages that follow in “Life In
Christ”, be an encouragement to you, and a comfort as you journey onward into the ways of God.
Godliness puts a man in heaven before his time.
Brethren, aspire after godliness. Look to Jesus, the
author and finisher of our faith and never look away
until you have His image stamped upon your soul.

A v a i l a t : www.handofhelp.com
DONATE
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Matters of the

HEART

FALLEN ANGELS OF THE SECOND HEAVEN

They were required to maintain a level of holiness in order
to remain in the service of the
Lord. Today, God is looking for
those who will commit their
hearts fully to Him without
reservation and without the
mind to continue to walk in sin.

Jeremiah 17:9-10

by: Dr. Deborah A. Vails
Email: apostled50@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/deborah.a.vails.56

Mark 7:20-23
Jeremiah 17:9-10

M

inistry is something
that should not be
taken lightly. In the
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Old Testament before the Levites could serve they had to go
through a cleansing process.
This involved both the natural
and spiritual man. Once God
gave His approval then and
only then could they serve.
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The heart is
deceitful above
all things, and
desperately
wicked: who can
know it? I the Lord
search the heart;
I try the reins,
even to give every
man according
to his ways, and
according to the
fruit of his doings.
DECEITFUL – fraudulent,

crooked and polluted.
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DESPERATELY – the heart

is frail, feeble and incurable
without the power of the Holy
Ghost. It takes the blood of Jesus to change our heart. We
cannot do this on our own.

SEARCH – God penetrates
and examines intimately. God is
a discerner of the intents of our
heart. God goes beyond the surface and brings up those things
that are hidden from view. The
light of the word reveals even our
motives. These areas must be
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surrendered to God in order for
us to have a healthy relationship
with God.

to see if we can stand the test
that he puts us through. It is not
enough to proclaim salvation.
We must be able to walk out our
salvation in purity, holiness and
righteous living.

heart, in doing so He will be able
to bring about lasting change in
our lives. Service to God without
a true heart change is religious
service and will not last. God
through the motions of salvation
is not enough. The blood of Jesus
makes us whole and complete in
God. Sin separates us from God.
Our heart apart from Christ is
desperately wicked and evil.

Without a heart change there
will be no lasting change in our
lives. God seeks to enter our

God will judge what lies within our
heart for out of the abundance of
the heart the mouth speaks.

REINS – God tries our heart
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Mark 7:20-23

And He said, that
which cometh out
of the man, that
defileth the man.
For from within,
out of the heart of
men, proceed evil
thoughts, adulteries,
fornications, murders, Thefts, covetousness, wickedness,
deceit, lasciviousness,
and evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness; All these things
come from within,
and defile the man.

brother’s life. He was selfish and
thought he could appease his
flesh by taking his brother’s life.

THEFTS – to take what belongs to someone else.
COVETOUSNESS – extor-

tion, greediness.

WICKEDNESS – malice,

plots, sins and iniquity.

DECEIT
EVIL EYE - meaning an evil,
covetous, envious, and corrupt desire that are never satisfied (Prov.
23:6-7; 27:20; Eccl. 1:8; 1Jn. 2:16).

BLASPHEMY – evil speaking
and railing.

PRIDE - haughtiness
FOOLISHNESS – senselessness, recklessness and folly.

EVIL THOUGHTS – evil surmising, lustful lascivious thoughts,
any mind activity not brought under the obedience of Christ.
ADULTERIES – both nat-

ural and spiritual adultery will
cause your soul to be lost.

FORNICATIONS
MURDERS – this is a work of

the flesh. This deals with a desire to see another person lose
his her life. Cain killed Abel because of jealousy, anger, and
rage. He had no regard from his
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Luke 12:15

And He said to
them, Guard yourselves and keep free
from all covetousness
(the immoderate
desire for wealth,
the greedy longing
to have more); for a
man’s life does not
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consist in and is not
derived from possessing overflowing
abundance or that
which is over and
above his needs.
Give God your heart completely.
Make up your mind to serve God
without reserve. This is a true matter of the heart.

Word from the Lord
I will not waste my anointing on
those who continually refuse to repent. My spirit will not always strive
with man. My judgment is sure. I
am looking for those who will surrender their all to me. Watch, pray
and seek my face. Stay close to me.
The enemy desires to devour those
who are truly committed to me but
know that I have set the standard.
I will fight for you as you stand on
my word and not compromise. Set
your face as a flint and walk in my
word and my perfect will. I will
prove myself faithful. I the Lord
would say stand. Stand and know
that I am God and that I change not.
I am God on the mountain and I am
God in the valley. I am God and
there is nothing impossible for me
to do. As I moved for my people Israel I am moving for my body. Trust
me says the Lord. I watch over my
word to perform it says God. I will
manifest myself to my people in
this hour. I say watch, pray, be diligent and stand and you will see my
glory says the Lord.
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A Walk Through the Book of Proverbs This prophetic book will
take you through the book of Proverbs in its entirety. Each day
the Lord will speak to you personally, it will enrich your life. It is
my pray that the words from this book is a blessing to you!

Devotions from the Fathers Heart are timely messages straight
from the heart of God. They will minister to you each day as
you spend quiet time with Him. God knows what we need and
he knows how to minister to the areas that may be pressing in
your life. Allow the Holy Spirit to minister to you as you read
the messages from the Fathers Heart!

I’m covered is an honest look into my life and walk with the
Lord. In this book, I share some person events that help to
shape my life, ministry and my walk with the Lord. Many times
things happen in our lives that cause some to question your
walk or character. The great thing about God is He does allow
things to happen in our lives good and bad. Through it all, He
will cause you to triumph in Him. I pray that God will minister
to you, as you read about my life up close and personal!

The Clashing of the Swords deals with eight wars from the
Bible that God engaged in on our behalf. Each chapter will
reveal God to you in a way that will give you understanding
on fighting the good fight of faith. As believers, we will
battle but the Lord is the one who gives victory as we stand
fast in the faith and in the power of the Lord.

Most of these titles can also be purchased from Set Free Outreach
Ministries or Amazon.com
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Rev. William French

Rev. Valerie French B.A.

Rev. Sherri Wakeman

OUR MISSION
We exist to make Jesus known
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Luke418radio.com has been commissioned in these
last days to proclaim Jesus Christ as the Son of God
who is the only name written under heaven by which
men might be saved.

Luke418radio.com has been commissioned in
these Our
lastMission
days istotoproclaim
Jesus
Christ
asChrist
the
teach and train
up the
body of
Son ofinGod
whoCommission
is the only
written
under
the Great
toname
share the
Gospel of
Jesus
heaven
by to
which
men
mightpray
be over
saved.
Christ,
cast out
evil spirits,
the sick that
they may be healed.

You may also donate by sending check or
money order to:
Luke 418 Church

to set at liberty those who are oppressed.” If this

736
N. State
Suite
program
is aStreet
blessing
to101
you and you would like
Hemet
92543,
to takeCalifornia
part in this
end time harvest of souls, join
with Bless
us byYou.
donating online.
God

Our Mission is to teach and train up the body Luke418radio is a outreach ministry of Luke 418
of Christ in the Great Commission to share the Church Inc. Hemet CA
As Isaiah 61:1 says, “For the Spirit of the Lord is upon
Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to cast out evil spirits,
Me, Because
He has
anointed
to preach
the gospel You may also donate by sending check or monpray over
the sick
that
they Me
may
be healed.
to:
PREACHING
to the poor; He has sent Me to heal the brokenheart- ey order
As Isaiah
61:1
says,
“For
the
Spirit
of
the
Lord
ed to proclaim liberty to the captives and recovery
Luke 418 Church
is upon
Me, to
Because
has
anointed
Me are
to Luke418Radio
is dedicated in advancing the Kingdom
of sight
the blind, He
to set
at liberty
those who
736
N.
State
Street Suite 101
preach
the gospel
toprogram
the poor;
He hastosent
oppressed.”
If this
is a blessing
you Me
and of God through preaching the Gospel to a deaf and
Hemet California 92543,
to heal
the
brokenhearted
proclaim
you
would
like to take part to
in this
end timeliberty
harvestto
of dying world. Faithfully preaching, teaching and evanGod Bless
the captives
of online.
sight to the blind, gelizing
is the You.
ultimate aim of Luke418Radio.There is
souls, joinand
with recovery
us by donating
Luke418radio is a outreach ministry of Luke 418 Church
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no
greater joy than to see someone’s life changed and
WWW.LUKE418RADIO.COM
born into the Kingdom of Heaven. Jesus Christ is the
only way to eternal life.
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ADVANCED KUNDALINI CURSE BREAKING
By Luke 418 Church
$35.00
Order here:
www.payhip.com
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Symptoms of Kundalini Spirit infestation:
Spiritual:

8. nervousness
9. pain in muscles

1. In the crown chakra area you will feel a sudden
rise of energy.

10. muscle cramps
11. flashes of light in mind

2. Visions, vivid dreams, insights, synchronistic
events, changes in perspective and beliefs,
questioning one’s faith. Sporadic nervous
system reactions.

12. rushes of energy in the spine
13. increased sexual energy
14. visions

3. You will have a change in perception and see
nature differently with vivid colors.

15. change in sleep patterns

4. Perceive the interconnectedness between objects
in the world.

17. numbness

16. clicking and popping of joints

5. Have a sensation of time standing still.

18. crying, laughing
19. vibrations, pulses of energy in the body

6. Experience rushes of energy.

20. hearing tones

7. Flashes of light.

21. buzzing in the ears

8. Kaleidoscope of colors and smells.

22. headaches

9. Have colorful and mysterious, ‘out of this world’
stories.

23.hyperactivity

10. Meeting of higher inner self.

25. altered states of consciousness

11. Profound re-wiring of nervous system.

26. visits from extraterrestrials

12. Expanded perception and heightened sensory
abilities.

24. shivers

Physical:

Advance Kundalini
Curse Breaking eBook

1. tingling

.epub.-

2. muscle twitches

Opens in Computer or Ibook
.mobi.- Opens in Kindle

3. kriyas (throwing head back and
forth, side to side)

You will get the following files:

4. prickles

• EPUB (5MB)
• MOBI (287KB)
• PDF (205KB)

5. freezing
6. hot flashes
7. sweating
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Symptoms of Freemasonry Curse in the family blood line:
1. Being born with the umbilicalcord warped around the neck.
2. Breathing problems, choking, and neck afflictions allergic reactions, asthma, emphysema, hayfever,
wheezing, and all other breathing problems.
3. A broken heart and all emotional breakdown.
4. Curses of bankruptcy over all relationships, partnerships and marriage coming from Freemasonry covenants
5. Blockage of being healed completely.
6. Curses over employment and personal relationships for the following:
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7. Losing favor in any area, rejection coming from Freemasonry favoritism, Exile from home, family, job and country.
8. Humiliation because of oaths and rituals,Takeover spirits in employment, finances and position in the
Church because of Freemasonry curses and the resulting pain and humiliation of loss.
9. The curse of the Freemasonry poor box. giving away my blessings and assets and feeding and giving to
people under witchcraft manipulation.

ITEM

MEANING:

Apron

(Lambskin covering Mason deity

Axe

(cutting edge of occult)

Belt Clasp (S)

(Snake –occult symbol of Satan)

Black Case

(Holds regalia)

Breastplate

(false priesthood)

Collar

(Servant's yoke)

Freemason's Ring

(Occult covenant with Lucifer)

Jewels

(False, faith, hope and charity)

Medallions & Chains

(Yoke of spiritual bondage)

Sword and Dagger

(Power, control & death)

Wand

(Symbolic of being born again)

White Gloves

(False clean hands)

Advanced Freemasonry Curse Breaking is a very important tool for those who are or have been involved in
Freemasonry. It will break off any legal rights associated with Freemasonry and set those free who have suffered repercussions from this religion.

Advanced Freemasonry Curse Breaking eBook files
You will get the following files: PDF, EPUB and MOBI

Advance Freemasonry Curse Breaking
By Luke 418 Church
$39.95
Order here:
www.payhip.com
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This Beautiful Cross which was especially designed for Deliverance Ministers.
This Holy Anointing Oil is “Authentic Biblical Oil made with genunie ingredients “
Behold, I give you the authority to trample on serpents and scorpions,
over all thepower of the enemy, nothing shall by any means hurt you.
Luke 10:19
They cast out many devils, and anointed with oil many that were sick,
and healed[them]. Mark 6:13

Deliverance Cross & Oil
By Luke 418 Church
$125.00
Order here:
www.payhip.com
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Check out the Soulman’s Gospel Songs of
Praise, Worship and Deliverance
Download all songs free! – at NO CHARGE.
Music Available on these Websites
Reverbnation https://www.reverbnation.com/italomartisoulman
Macjams.com https://www.macjams.com/artist/Soulman4270
Youtube.com www.youtube.com/channel/UC2ZhoyPqSI6V8BopEFj3ISQ
154
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THE DELIVERANCE REGISTRY
CALIFORNIA

DELAWARE

Mel Novak

Ivory Hopkins

Heavenly Manna, Inc.
Mailing Address: 8942 Willis Ave.,
UNIT 9 Panorama City, CA. 91402
Tel:
Website: www.melnovak.com
Email: nails007@netzero.net

Pilgrim’s Ministry of Deliverance
Church Address: 25053 DuPont Blvd,
Georgetown, Delaware 19947
Mailing Address: PO Box 81, Harbeson,
DE 19951
Tel: (302) 542-2047
Website: www.pilgrimsministry.com
Email: evelynhopkins54@comcast.net
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
apostleivory.hopkins

Monty Mulkey
The West Coast Church of Deliverance
Website: www.wccd.com

John Torell
European-American Evangelistic Crusades
Mailing Address is: P.O. Box 166
Sheridan, CA 95681
Tel: (916) 944-3724
Website is: www.eaec.org
Email: john.torell@gmail.com
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FLORIDA
Dr. Pat Holliday
Miracle Internet Church
www.miracleinternetchurch.com

Soul Bait Ministries

CHICAGO

Prophet Scott and Pastor Jen Lathrop
www.soulbait.org

James Mobley

Evangelist Lana Anamalechi

Called Out Assembly Church
Church Located at: 1370 W. North
Avenue Melrose Park, IL 60160
Tel: (708) 446-9745
Website: www.calledoutassembly.org

www.godfaithministries.us
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GEORGIA

MICHIGAN

Dr. Erica Shepherd

Church of the Branches

Tedline Ministries
www.tedline.com

Church Located at:
59600 Michigan Ave. Lacota, MI 49063
Telephone: (269) 253-4213 

Pastor Terry Jefferson
www.wordofrevelation.com

MONTANA

INDIANA

John and Linda Kyle

Michael Thierer
Hegewisch Baptist Church
Church Address: 8711 Cottage Grove Ave.
Highland, IN 46322
Telephone: (219) 838-9410
Website: www.hbcdelivers.org
Online Bookstore :
www.wrwpublications.com

LOUISIANA

NEW JERSEY
Charlie Costello

Gene Moody
Deliverance Ministries
Mailing Address: 14930 Jefferson Highway Baton Rouge, LA 70817-5217
Tel: (225) 755-8870
Fax: (225) 755-6120
Email: gbmoody@bellsouth.net
Website: www.genemoody.com and
www.bedelivered.com
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The Oasis Church
Church Located at:
2102 Old Hardin Rd Billings, MT
Mailing Address:
PO Box 50162 Billings, MT 59105
Website: www.theoasisplace.org
Email: theoasis1@localnet.com

DONATE

The Ministry of Salvation Church
Church Located at: 76 Belvidere Avenue
Oxford, NJ 07863
Tel: (201) 803-3083
Website: www.theministryofsalvation.org
Email: charlesjcostello@hotmail.com
Skype: charlesjcostello5084
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NEW YORK

PENNSYLVANIA

Michael Blacker

Victor Mravlag

World Evangelism Bible Church
PO Box 15
Bedford, NY 10506
Email: pastormichael@webicamerica.org
Website: www.webicamerica.org

Fragrant Oil Ministries
Tel: (610) 972-3423
Email: vp123@rcn.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/victor.
mravlag
Skype: victor.p.mravlag

Pastor Joseph Cohen
www.newhopeinthelord.com

SOUTH CAROLINA

Idemudia Guobadia
Overcomers in Christ Faith Assembly
Website is: www.overcomersinchrist.us
Email: idguobadia@me.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
overcomers.pastorid

Pastor Gary Stafford

John Goguen

Carla Butaud

Agape Bible Fellowship Church
Church Address: 598 Buffalo Road
East Aurora, New York 14052-0236
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 236 East
Aurora, New York 14052-0236
Tel: (716) 655-5008
Website: www.agapebible.org
Email: pjservant@aol.com

www.carlabutaud.com

www.justintimeministries.com

TEXAS

Carl Henderson
Email: pastorcarl5@yahoo.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/carl.
henderson.98

Jim & Alberta Landry

John Ramirez
Website: www.johnramirez.org
Email: johnramirezministries@yahoo.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/john.
ramirez.3705
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Christ Outreach Ministries
Mailing Address: 2894 Magnolia Beaumont, TX 77703
Website: www.christoutreachministry.com

YOUTUBE
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Pastor William and Lucille Lau

Jozef Jasinski

www.theelijahchallenge.org

Promised Land Ministries
Church Address: 12145 - 67 Street Edmonton, Alberta
Telephone: (780) 944-0526
Website: www.jesusdelivers.com
Email: harvestime@shaw.ca

Geri McGhee
www.gerimcghee.com

Chaplain Jonathan Scaggs
Email: jwscaggs31@yahoo.com

TASMANIA

VIRGINIA

Peter Townsend
Al Cuppett

Skype: peter.townsend03

PO Box 111
Wolftown, VA. 22748
www.alcuppett.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Pastor David Measures

AUSTRALIA

Leicestershire, UK
Website: ytfchurch.org
Website: www.dwmmi.org

Peter and Verlie Hobson
Full Salvation Fellowship
Telephone: (02) 9436 3657
Website: www.fullsalvationfellowship.com
Email: verlie4@bigpond.com

CANADA
Italo Marti aka The Soulman
Toronto, Canada
Email: soulman.songs@facebook.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
soulman.songs
Skype: im_soulman
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Sam Mazreku
Norwood Christian Fellowship
Located in: London England
Website is: www.ncf.me.uk
Email is: godheardme@googlemail.com

The International Spiritual
Warfare Team
Website: www.spiritualwarfareteam.com
Email Jim Landry at:
deliveranceteam@sbcglobal.net
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Grace or Works
and Salvation
by: Dan Corner

www.evangelicaloutreach.org

WHAT IS AND ISN’T
SAVING GRACE,
ACCORDING TO
GOD’S WORD
We are saved by grace and not
by works (Eph. 2:8,9), but we
also live in a day of rampant false
teachings (Mt. 24:4,5; 24:11;
24:24; Mark 13:22; 2 Pet. 2:1; 2
Tim. 4:3,4; 1 Jn. 4:1). Consequently, we must know what both
grace and works are and how
they differ from each other. That
is especially true in this day when
the grace changers of Jude 3,4
distort the true meaning of grace
into a license to sin.
The clearest and most concise details about true saving grace are
cited by Paul, who also gave us
Eph. 2:8,9 is:
For the grace of God that brings
salvation has appeared to all men.
It teaches us to say “No” to ungodliness and worldly passions,
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and to live self-controlled, upright and godly lives in this present age (Titus 2:11,12).
For saving grace to appear to all
men implies it is God’s will for everyone to be saved, which is more
explicit stated elsewhere (Jn.
12:32; Acts 17:30; 1 Tim. 2:4; 2
Pet. 3:9). Most importantly, grace
is not shown to allow for immorality; just the opposite for true
saving grace teaches us to say
“No” to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live self-con-
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trolled, upright and godly lives in
this present age.
In his same epistle mentioning
what grace is and isn’t, Paul wrote
that Christians are to be careful
to devote themselves to “doing
what is good”:
This is a trustworthy saying. And
I want you to stress these things,
so that those who have trusted
in God may be careful to devote themselves to doing what is
good. These things are excellent

OMEGAMAN ТМ

just as he who called you is holy,
so be holy in all you do (1 Pet.
1:14,15).
They were addressed as “obedient” not “sin all the time” children, or the like, as present day
dangerous teachers misrepresent
the Christian image. True grace,
as shown there, teaches:
•
•
and profitable for everyone (Titus 3:8).
Therefore, a comparison between
Titus 2:11,12 and 3:8 shows grace
teaching is not violated by stressing to be careful to devote yourself to do what is good.

PETER’S DETAILS
ABOUT “THE TRUE
GRACE OF GOD”
Peter also helps us to understand
saving grace, as he summarized
his entire first epistle with this:
With the help of Silas, whom I regard as a faithful brother, I have
written to you briefly, encouraging you and testifying that this is
the true grace of God. Stand fast
in it (1 Pet. 5:12).
Importantly, the whole epistle of 1 Peter is the true grace of
God, which we Christians are to
stand fast in. Since Peter clearly
wrote people who had already
been born again (1 Pet. 1:23),

OMEGAMAN ТМ

then what he taught is directly related to grace as well as the true
Christian life itself. [This is very
clear, but the whole New Testament is also related to salvation
and the Christian life too (not
only 1 Peter).] As far as detailing
what grace is, and showing what
works is not, carefully note Peter›s teachings:

SELECTED PETRINE
PASSAGES
(WRITTEN BY PETER)
For you are receiving the goal of
your faith, the salvation of your
souls (1 Pet. 1:9).

Do not conform to your
past evil desires; and
Be holy in all you do.

For, “All men are like grass, and
all their glory is like the flowers
of the field; the grass withers and
the flowers fall, but the word of
the Lord stands forever.” And this
is the word that was preached to
you (1 Pet. 1:24, 25).
Since everything is temporary
(withering away) except the enduring word of God, on that basis
true grace says:
Therefore, rid yourselves of all
malice and all deceit, hypocrisy,
envy, and slander of every kind.
Like newborn babies, crave pure

Christians are receiving the salvation of their souls, thus implying
the possibility of something interfering with it. Also, their saving faith (in Jesus) is the means of
their soul’s salvation.
As obedient children do not conform to the evil desires you had
when you lived in ignorance. But
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spiritual milk, so that by it you
may grow up in your salvation (1
Pet. 2:1,2).
Paul repeated the essence of the
same:
But now you must rid yourselves
of all such things as these: anger,
rage, malice, slander, and filthy
language from your lips. Do not
lie to each other, since you have
taken off your old self with its
practices and have put on the
new self, which is being renewed
in knowledge in the image of its
Creator (Col. 3:8-10).
That is true grace teaching, according to Peter and Paul, but
surely is not readily known today.
Again, Peter stated:
•
•

Get rid of sin.
Crave God’s word to
grow up spiritually.

Once again, none of that is a
“work’s salvation” or legalism, as
such teaching in our day is too often misrepresented as. That is the
true life-giving grace teaching in
Christianity.
For in Scripture it says: “See, I lay
a stone in Zion, a chosen and precious cornerstone, and the one
who trusts in him will never be
put to shame.” Now to you who
believe, this stone is precious.
But to those who do not believe,
“The stone the builders rejected
has become the capstone” (1 Pet.
2:6,7).
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Trusting in Jesus, not our own
good deeds, is the key. Too many
in our day are trusting in Jesus
AND Mary, church membership,
the sacraments, praying, giving to
the poor, etc. Again, our submissive faith and trust for salvation
is to be in the PRECIOUS Lord Jesus Christ. Trusting in Jesus is also
equate with believing on Jesus,
and such people who do believe
on Jesus, view Jesus as PRECIOUS.
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Dear friends, I urge you, as aliens
and strangers in the world, to abstain from sinful desires, which
war against your soul. Live such
good lives among the pagans that,
though they accuse you of doing
wrong, they may see your good
deeds and glorify God on the day
he visits us (1 Pet. 2:11,12).
Living holy and doing good even
before pagans is magnified That
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too is true grace teaching, according to Peter -- not works or
legalism. He further told wives
how to win their unsaved husbands to the Lord with this:
Wives, in the same way be submissive to your husbands so that,
if any of them do not believe the
word, they may be won over without words by the behavior of their
wives, when they see the purity and
reverence of your lives (1 Pet. 3:1,2).
PURITY in behavior is magnified
under true grace, which obviously is possible, unlike how some
teach. That passage also shows
the power of a godly example.
Finally, all of you, live in harmony
with one another; be sympathetic, love as brothers, be compassionate and humble Do not repay
evil with evil or insult with insult,
but with blessing, because to this
you were called so that you may
inherit a blessing. For, “Whoever
would love life and see good days
must keep his tongue from evil
and his lips from deceitful speech
(1 Pet. 3:8-10).
Among other things, humbly walk
in sympathy and love to Christians and refrain from insults and
deceit. The latter two has now
been cited twice by Peter. Then
that Apostle stated to love life
and see good days:
He must turn from evil and do
good; he must seek peace and
pursue it (1 Pet. 3:11).
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True grace (not “works”) says:
•
•
•

Turn from evil;
DO GOOD; and
Seek peace and pursue it.

In contrast, the most
common, but false
version of grace is the
one associated with the
lie of Once Saved Always
Saved. That counterfeit
says you better not be
stressing the things
Peter (and Paul) taught
for that is “works”. So
the false teachers have
labeled the very
command of God as
“works” and shamefully
smear Christian people
who teach like Peter
as legalists.

BE EAGER TO DO GOOD
Peter and Paul both taught true
grace and battled “works” for salvation, but also taught “be eager
to do good”. Hence, it is impossible that doing good is “works”,
as commonly accused in our day.

Clearly, being eager to do good
is true Christian grace teaching
and sound doctrine, but not
when the grace changers of Jude
3,4 are spewing out their horrible distortions. When they finish
their indoctrination of the unweary such truth is sadly disdained
and rejected as evil! Imagine that.
Peter went on with more:
But in your hearts set apart Christ
as Lord. Always be prepared to
give an answer to everyone who
asks you to give the reason for
the hope that you have. But do
this with gentleness and respect,
keeping a clear conscience, so
that those who speak maliciously against your good behavior in
Christ may be ashamed of their
slander (1 Pet. 3:15,16).
True grace says be ready to answer people with gentleness and
respect about the hope you have,
but there is more to notice about
the Christian life:

Who is going to harm you if you
are eager to do good? (1 Pet. 3:13).

As a result, he does not live the
rest of his earthly life for evil human desires, but rather for the
will of God. For you have spent
enough time in the past doing
what pagans choose to do--living
in debauchery, lust, drunkenness, orgies, carousing and detestable idolatry (1 Pet. 4:2,3).

Who gave himself for us to redeem us from all wickedness and
to purify for himself a people
that are his very own, eager to do
what is good (Titus 2:14).

A Christian’s life is now righteously different. Among other sins of
the past, lust and idolatry are cited. Lust in the heart is one of the
ways to commit adultery (Mt.
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PETER’S SUMMARY OF
TRUE “GRACE”

5:27,28). There are also two other ways to commit adultery: (1) by
immoral sexual male/female union
and (2) remarriage, while one’s
spouse is alive. There are also
multiple ways to commit idolatry:
(1) to bow before and kiss images, as Catholics commonly do or
as Muslims do by kissing the Black
Stone of the Kaaba in Mecca and
(2) greed (Col. 3:5; Eph. 5:5). True
grace teaching also declares it is
“hard” for the righteous to be saved:
And, “If it is hard for the righteous
to be saved, what will become of
the ungodly and the sinner?” (1
Pet. 4:18).
It is a basic fact of all humanity to
desire to be accepted, appreciated
and love by people. The Christian
life instead yields hatred, exclusion,
insults and our name being rejected
as evil for faithfully following Jesus
(Lk. 6:22,23 cf. 2 Tim. 3:12). Hence,
just for those reasons alone the
Christian life is “hard”, but there is
more. This time Peter mentions our
common enemy:
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Be self-controlled and alert. Your
enemy the devil prowls around
like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour. Resist him, standing
firm in the faith, because you know
that your brothers throughout the
world are undergoing the same
kind of sufferings (1 Pet. 5:8,9).
True grace shows it is our own responsibility to be self-controlled,
alert, resist the devil and stand
firm in the faith. God is not going to do that for us. Again, the
whole epistle of 1 Peter is “the
true grace of God” that Christians
are to stand fast in (1 Pet. 5:12).
Clearly, being eager to do
good is true Christian grace
teaching and sound doctrine,
but not when the grace
changers of Jude 3,4 are
spewing out their horrible
distortions. When they finish
their indoctrination of the
unweary such truth is sadly
disdained and rejected as evil!
Imagine that.
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• Be holy in all you do (1 Pet. 1:15);
• Rid yourselves of all malice and
all deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and
slander of every kind; crave pure
spiritual milk, so that by it you
may grow up in your salvation (1
Pet. 2:1,2);
• Trust in Jesus (1 Pet. 2:6,7);
• Abstain from sinful desires,
which war against your soul. (1
Pet. 2:11);
• Maintain the purity and reverence of your lives (1 Pet. 3:1,2);
• Be sympathetic, love as brothers,
be compassionate and humble
(1 Pet. 3:8);
• Do not repay evil with evil or insult with insult, but with blessing
(1 Pet. 3:9);
• Keep your tongue from evil and
your lips from deceitful speech;
turn from evil and do good.
Seek peace and pursue it (1 Pet.
3:10,11);
• Be eager to do good (1 Pet. 3:13);
• Always be prepared to give an
answer to everyone who asks
you to give the reason for the
hope that you have, but do this
with gentleness and respect (1
Pet. 3:15);
• Keep a clear conscience (1 Pet.
3:16);
• Live for the will of God (1 Pet.
4:2); and finally
• Be self-controlled and alert,
resist the devil and standing firm
in the faith (1 Pet. 5:8,9);
Again, that is the true grace of
God. Stand fast in it (1 Pet. 5:12).
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PETER TAUGHT
GRACE AND OPPOSED
SALVATION BY WORKS
AT THE JERUSALEM
COUNCIL
The only true church council is
the one we read about in Acts
15. It occurred because of false
teachers declaring a lethal and
counterfeit way to be saved to
Christians, which was vigorously
combated by Paul and Barnabas:
Some men came down from Judea to Antioch and were teaching
the brothers: “Unless you are circumcised, according to the custom taught by Moses, you cannot be saved” This brought Paul
and Barnabas into sharp dispute
and debate with them. So, Paul
and Barnabas were appointed,
along with some other believers,
to go up to Jerusalem to see the
apostles and elders about this
question (Acts 15:1,2).
Peter spoke the following at that
church council about that very issue:
He made no distinction between
us [Jews] and them [Gentiles],
for he purified their hearts by
faith. Now then, why do you try
to test God by putting on the
necks of the disciples a yoke that
neither we nor our fathers have
been able to bear? No! We believe it is through the grace of our
Lord Jesus that we are saved, just
as they are (Acts 15:9-11).
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Consequently, both Jews and
Gentiles alike are saved by grace
and our hearts are purified by
faith in the PRECIOUS Lord Jesus Christ. [To know how our
hearts are purified -- by faith in
the PRECIOUS Lord Jesus -- is
vital to know. Compare to Matt.
5:8; Rev. 21:27; 1 Tim. 5:22.]
Grace is also importantly contrasted to circumcision for salvation, as taught by Moses. So, Peter
fought again justification by the
law of Moses, but taught grace
and being holy in all you do, being
eager to do good, etc. as he stated
in 1 Peter. Each command further
compliments and illuminates the
meaning of grace and works.

MORE GRACE TRUTHS

fall from grace and be alienated
from Christ (Gal. 5:2-4).
Since grace is contrasted to
works (Rom. 11:6), then none of
the aforementioned about living
holy, doing good, being self-controlled, etc. can be “works”, that
is, the things by which we are not
saved by (Eph. 2:8,9). That is not
to say we are saved by anything
other than a submissive faith in
the Lord Jesus Christ. All this is
enough to solidly assure that all
teachers who de-emphasize obedience by implying it is “works”
are terribly wrong and a stumbling stone to the misinformed.
Clearly, we are to keep all 100%
of our faith and trust in Jesus and
0% in our obedience and holy living. As compelling as all that is,
there is more to note.

Paul wrote:
Therefore, since we have been
justified through faith, we have
peace with God through our Lord
Jesus Christ, through whom we
have gained access by faith into
this grace in which we now
stand. And we rejoice in the hope
of the glory of God (Rom. 5:1,2).
NOTE: we get in “grace” by faith
(in the PRECIOUS Lord Jesus),
but elsewhere we learn our saving faith can cease to exist (Luke
8:13), be destroyed (2 Tim.
2:18) and become shipwrecked
(1 Tim. 1:19). Therefore, if such
a spiritual tragedy occurs to
one's faith in Jesus, then he is no
longer in saving grace. One can
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And if by grace, then it is no longer
by works; if it were, grace would
no longer be grace. (Rom 11:6)
“Works” is equated to the Law of
Moses, which is NOT simple obedience to those things specifically
cited by Peter, Paul and others. Remember, after Paul made the distinction between grace and works,
he then taught this in the epistle:
To those who by persistence in
doing good seek glory, honor and
immortality, he will give ETERNAL LIFE (Rom. 2:7).
Clearly, that is not a work’s salvation, but pure grace teaching,
which we need to receive and
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act upon. The same Greek word
translated “works” in Romans
11:6 is also found here by James:
What doth it profit, my brethren,
though a man say he hath faith,
and have not works? can faith
save him? (James 2:14, KJV).

In other words, a saving
faith in the PRECIOUS
Lord Jesus Christ has
“works” with it, but we
are not saved by those
works (or deeds), but
instead by our submissive faith and trust in
Jesus. Again, our trust
is to be in Jesus and not
anyone or anything else,
including our own good
deeds.
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ONE CAN GET OUT OF
SAVING GRACE
The teaching “Once in Grace Always in Grace” is pulverized by Paul:
Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you
that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of no value to you at all. Again, I declare
to every man who lets himself be
circumcised that he is obligated to
obey the whole law. You who are
trying to be justified by law have
been alienated from Christ; you
have fallen away from grace (Gal.
5:2-4).
Again, there is NO “once in grace
always in grace”. If one falls from
grace he will also be “alienated
from Christ”, which definitely
means such a person no longer
has eternal life (1 John 5:12).
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Paul taught the moral commands
under GRACE: no idolatry, no
sexual immorality, no theft, etc.
but Paul also taught we are NOT
under the ceremonial or dietary
aspects of the Law of Moses.
Therefore, do not let anyone
judge you by what you eat or
drink, or with regard to a religious
festival, a New Moon celebration
or a Sabbath day. (Col 2:16)
One man considers one day more
sacred than another; another man
considers every day alike. Each
one should be fully convinced in
his own mind. He who regards
one day as special, does so to the
Lord. He who eats meat, eats to
the Lord, for he gives thanks to
God; and he who abstains, does
so to the Lord and gives thanks to
God (Rom. 14:5,6).
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As one who is in the Lord Jesus, I
am fully convinced that no food is
unclean in itself. But if anyone regards something as unclean, then
for him it is unclean. If your brother is distressed because of what
you eat, you are no longer acting
in love. Do not by your eating
destroy your brother for whom
Christ died (Rom. 14:14,15).
The godly concern Paul had was
that those in the region of Galatia
were observing special days and
months and seasons and years
(Gal. 4:10). That is directly connected to the “works” by which
we are not saved by. Instead, Paul
wrote the same people:
You are all sons of God through
faith in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:26).
It takes a submissive obedient faith
in Jesus to have eternal life (Eph.
5:24a; Lk. 9:23 cf. 1 Jn. 5:12). Furthermore, we must endure hatred
to the end to be saved (Mt. 10:22;
Heb. 3:14; Rev. 2:10,11). Also, note
these other salvation truths:

We are justified by faith in Jesus
Christ and made righteous before
God through faith in the PRECIOUS Lord Jesus Christ. Such is
true vital “grace” teaching:
And be found in him, not having
a righteousness of my own that
comes from the law, but that
which is through faith in Christ-the righteousness that comes
from God and is by faith (Phil. 3:9).
I do not set aside the grace of
God, for if righteousness could
be gained through the law, Christ
died for nothing! (Gal. 2:21)
The law is not based on faith; on the
contrary, “The man who does these
things will live by them” (Gal. 3:12).
Again, the true saving faith in
the Lord Jesus, which gets us into
grace (Rom. 5:2) and by which we
can fall from (Gal. 5:2-4) has obedience with it:

dlers, will inherit the kingdom of
God (1 Cor. 6:9,10, NASB).
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person-such a man is an idolater--has
any inheritance in the kingdom
of Christ and of God. Let no one
deceive you with empty words,
for because of such things God’s
wrath comes on those who are
disobedient. Therefore do not be
partners with them (Eph. 5:5-7).
The acts of the sinful nature are
obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery; idolatry
and witchcraft; hatred, discord,
jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions and
envy; drunkenness, orgies, and
the like. I warn you, as I did before, that those who live like
this will not inherit the kingdom of God (Gal. 5:19-21).

Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the sinful nature with its passions and desires
(Gal. 5:24).

And, once made perfect, he [Jesus] became the source of eternal salvation for all who OBEY
him (Heb. 5:9).
Paul’s Grace Teaching Warned
Christians of Lethal Spiritual
Danger via Sin:

QUESTION: Does true grace
teaching ALLOW for sexual
sin and salvation at the same
time? NEVER – NO WAY! There
are NO Christian adulterers, NO
Christian drunks, NO Christian
thieves, NO Christian swindlers,
etc. (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Eph. 5:5-7; Rev.
21:8).

Know that a man is not justified
by observing the law, but by faith
in Jesus Christ. So we, too, have
put our faith in Christ Jesus that
we may be justified by faith in
Christ and not by observing the
law, because by observing the law
no one will be justified (Gal. 2:16).

Or do you not know that the
unrighteous will not inherit the
kingdom of God? Do not be deceived; neither fornicators, nor
idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor homosexuals, nor
thieves, nor the covetous, nor
drunkards, nor revilers, nor swin-

Not only does Paul’s grace teaching warn Christians they can
die spiritually (Rom. 8:13; 6:16)
as well as others have (Ezek.
33:13,18; Luke 15:24; James
1:14-16; etc.), but Paul’s “grace”
includes “keeping God’s commands” as what counts!
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...Keeping God’s commands is
what counts (1 Cor. 7:19).
Again, that is true grace teaching
and not works or legalism. Remember that and don’t be moved
away from that truth.

THE REAL PURPOSE OF
THE LAW
The Law makes us aware of our
sins, condemns us and reveals our
dire need for the true Savior, the
PRECIOUS Lord Jesus:
So the law was put in charge to
lead us to Christ that we might be
justified by faith (Gal. 3:24).
Therefore no one will be declared
righteous in his sight by observing the law; rather, through the
law we become conscious of sin
(Rom. 3:20).
What the Law does and doesn’t
do has been shown to:
•

•

Make us conscious of sin to
lead us to Christ, the Savior
we need.
can NOT declare us
righteous before God.

But now a righteousness from
God, apart from law, has been
made known, to which the Law
and the Prophets testify. This
righteousness from God comes
through faith in Jesus Christ to
all who believe. There is no difference (Rom. 3:21,22).
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Righteousness from God come by
faith in Jesus, that is, a submissive
faith which follows Jesus here
and now (Eph. 5:24a; Lk. 9:23;
etc.). That doesn’t mean such a
righteous standing before God
by faith in the Lord Jesus can’t
be lost through sin for it surely
can. Notice what John and Paul
wrote:
Dear children, do not let anyone
lead you astray. He who does
what is right is righteous, just
as he is righteous. He who does
what is sinful is of the devil, because the devil has been sinning
from the beginning...(1 John
3:7,8).
Don’t you know that when you offer yourselves to someone to obey
him as slaves, you are slaves to
the one whom you obey–whether
you are slaves to sin, which leads
to death, or to obedience, which
leads to righteousness? (Rom
6:16) Moreover, the law is NOT
made for the righteous, but the
ungodly [to condemn them]:
We also know that law is made
not for the righteous but for lawbreakers and rebels, the ungodly
and sinful, the unholy and irreligious; for those who kill their fathers or mothers, for murderers,
for adulterers and perverts, for
slave traders and liars and perjurers--and for whatever else is contrary to the sound doctrine that
conforms to the glorious gospel
of the blessed God, which he entrusted to me (1 Tim. 1:9-11).
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Saving grace teaches “doing good”
and not giving up to reap “eternal
life”, but have you ever heard that
salvation truth in our day? Probably not, but it remains true:
The one who sows to please his
sinful nature, from that nature
will reap destruction; the one
who sows to please the Spirit,
from the Spirit will reap eternal
life. Let us not become weary
in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if
we do not give up. Therefore,
as we have opportunity, let us
DO GOOD to all people, especially to those who belong
to the family of believers (Gal.
6:8-10).
Remember: (1) Grace can NOT be
“unmerited favor” as we have frequently heard in our day for the
proud and unbelieving do not get
it (James 4:6; 1 Pet. 5:5; Jn. 3:18;
Rev. 21:8)! (2) “Works” is equated
to trying to be justified by the law
of Moses. Also, works is not “doing good” or obedience to God, as
we are repeatedly commanded to
do as Christians.

THE GOSPEL ITSELF
AND GRACE ARE
CONNECTED
The Christian gospel is actually
the “gospel of God’s grace”:
However, I consider my life worth
nothing to me, if only I may finish
the race and complete the task
the Lord Jesus has given me--the
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task of testifying to the gospel of
God’s grace (Acts 20:24).
Without question the Christian
gospel is built on the foundation
of a CONDITIONAL SECURITY
for the believer, thereby excluding
the Eternal Security doctrine:
By this gospel you are saved, IF
you hold firmly to the word I
preached to you. Otherwise,
you have believed in vain (1 Cor.
15:2).
In other words, the gospel (the
plan of salvation — 1 Cor. 4:15)
is based on grace and a conditional security for the believer in
Christ. That alone makes the Eternal Security doctrine a false
gospel and condemns those who
preach it (Gal. 1:8,9; 2 Pet. 2:1; Jude
3,4; etc.). Hence, saving grace is
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built upon conditions, as we have
already seen. Such “grace” also
magnified holy living and doing
good over and over again.

includes their belief that
infants are born again
at infant baptism WITHOUT
faith or repentance.

MULTIPLE ATTACKS ON
GRACE

False teachers are more dangerous than serial killers and though
Paul wrote so much about unity
and love, he and Barnabas entered into sharp dispute and debate with them over these same
truths (Acts 15:2). Such disunity because of false teaching is
also shown by Apollos (Acts
18:27,28).

The attack on GRACE as stated
by Jude, Peter and in Paul›s writings is against a license to sin (Jude
3,4) and falling from grace by trying
to be justified by the law of Moses (Gal. 5:2-4). But with 55% of
so-called “Christianity” in our day
being comprised of CATHOLICISM we have another attack on
grace. How? By their teachings that
state:
•
•

Mary is the mediatrix and
dispenser of all grace.
Grace comes through
Catholic sacraments, which
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Peter’s grace message also taught
this about the BACKSLIDER:
If they have escaped the corruption of the world by knowing our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and
are again entangled in it and overcome, they are worse off at the
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end than they were at the beginning. It would have been better
for them not to have known
the way of righteousness, than
to have known it and then to
turn their backs on the sacred
command that was passed on
to them (2 Pet. 2:20,21).

JESUS HIMSELF ON
GRACE
Under “Grace” and NOT
“Works” the PRECIOUS Lord Jesus could see spiritual problems
AFTER the cross; Jesus could see
sin and spiritual issues/problems
that needed corrected:
•
•

•

•

•
•

You have forsaken your
first love (Rev. 2:4);
You have people there who
hold to the teaching of
Balaam (Rev. 2:14);
Likewise, you also have those
who hold to the teaching of
the Nicolaitans (Rev. 2:15);
You tolerate that woman
Jezebel, who calls herself a
prophetess. By her teaching
she misleads my servants
into sexual immorality and
the eating of food sacrificed
to idols (Rev. 2:20);
Dead and asleep and about
to die (Rev. 3:1,2); and
Because you are lukewarm-neither hot nor cold--I am
about to spit you out of my
mouth (Rev. 3:16).

The two good churches in Asia
Minor, who were not told to “repent”, were told:
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Be faithful, even to the point
of death, and I will give you the
crown of life. He who has an ear,
let him hear what the Spirit says
to the churches. He who overcomes will not be hurt at all by
the second death (Rev. 2:10,11).
I am coming soon. Hold on to
what you have, so that no one
will take your crown (Rev. 3:11).
NOTE: Under grace, Jesus himself
mentioned “faithfulness”, but it
wasn’t God’s faithfulness to them
especially in wickedness, as taught
today. It was instead, our faithfulness to God to the point of death.
The Lord also told Christians to
“hold on” to what they had. Again,
indicating what saving grace is -not “works”. Remember those important salvation truths and don’t
allow the dangerous grace changers mislead you.
The churches at Smyrna and Philadelphia were even told by Jesus
to “do” things resulting in effort
on their part, under grace and not
the works which is condemned in
Eph. 2:9. Again, Jesus spoke out
those salvation truths AFTER the
cross, which is similar to what he
taught before the cross:
Someone asked him, “Lord, are only
a few people going to be saved?”
He said to them, “MAKE EVERY
EFFORT TO ENTER THROUGH
THE NARROW DOOR, because
many, I tell you, will try to enter and will not be able to (Luke
13:23,24).
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That is not “works” either and
neither is this:
But in keeping with his promise we are looking forward to a
new heaven and a new earth, the
home of righteousness. So then,
dear friends, since you are looking forward to this, make every
effort to be found spotless,
blameless and at peace with
him (2 Pet. 3:13,14).
WARNING! Regardless how
fluent, don’t allow the popular
and respected scripture distorters misled you about grace and
works. It could cost you greatly,
even your very own salvation! Review this again and pass this salvation teaching on to others.

Eternal Salvation
Eternal Security Dripping
with a License to Sin
Eternal Security or
Conditional Security?
Charles Finney On True
Repentance Is Unscriptural
Evangelical Outreach
Alphabetical Map
Evangelical Outreach
PO Box 265
Washington, PA 15301
www.EvangelicalOutreach.org
www.EternalLifeBlog.com
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BORN again TO FIGHT
The Uprising of an Exorcist
By Peter McMaster
Experience Pete’s’ journey from the
hills in Tasmania to the war-torn
country of Uganda and hear him recount his battles with the Rosicrucian
witches and the witch doctors and
false Prophets of Africa.
Which was only a warmup to the biggest struggle of all. The Deliverance of
a high Priestess from multiple Principalities and Powers and the ensuing
war with the Satanic coven, that was
right on his doorstep.
From the curses to the astral projection and the battles in the night, Pete
explains how the Lord Jesus Christ prepared him to fight the good fight. And
how he was refined with the fire and
taught to stand, almost from the day
of his salvation.
Be amazed as he recalls the mountains
and the valleys of his walk, and not to
mention the victories, that were many
and are still coming.
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Engraved stone found in New
world glacial paleosol
The Flagstaff Stone offers profound
information on the age and intellect of
early man in the Americas
PA RT

2

M

ost importantly, Dr. Julien
Allaz was able to document the presence of
clay at the bottom of the grooves,
which speaks to the great age of
the Flagstaff Stone. This great age
is consistent with the stone being
found 23 feet down in sediments
believed to be a compound soil, informally called bygeologists in the
area the “100,000-year old soil”—
which is a Sangamonian or last interglacial soil.

by: Jeffrey Goodman, PhD, archaeologist, geologist
www.thecometsofgod.com
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Allaz’s study finding clay at the bottom of the grooves confirms the
three previous petrographic studies that made observations of the
grooves on the stone with clay in
them indicating great age. For example, Dr. Ferry, a petrographer at
Arizona State University, observed
that the undisturbed clay on the
bottom part of the stone (the result of the in situ weathering) had a
characteristic flakey structure to it
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The Flagstaff Stone
and engravings

Eds. Note: The The figures in
this 3-part series adhere to the
numbering in Dr. Goodman’s
paper.They were selected out by
Dr.Goodman from the originals
in Dr. Allaz’s 10-figure report.
The figs. used here are 10 and 2.

(a sort of crater pattern) and noted that the clay in the
grooves also had this distinct pattern. To Dr. Ferry, this
meant that all the grooves with clay in them were old.
This assessment is also consistent with Dr. Steen-McIntyre’s more comprehensive petrographic study (including field lab chemical tests) of the stone. In the general examination section of her study she wrote: “The
grooves in question were undoubtedly made before the
waxy clay coating was formed.”
Based on the great resolving power of the electron microprobe, Allaz was able to photographically document
these observations. As stated earlier, Allaz wrote in his
report that a “striking feature of the rim domain [weathering rind], clearly visible only under the electron microprobe, is the presence of small clay patches (10-50
micrometers) that appear to be mixed with remnants
of the primary minerals (plagioclase, apatite, ilminite…)
and oxides (chiefly Fe-oxide…). Interestingly, clay is
present both along the very rim of the sample and
within the bottom of grooves, suggesting that the clay
formed after the grooves were made (e.g., Fig. 10)”
When I pressed Allaz about the presence of the clay
in the grooves of the stone he said, shots a and b of
Fig.10, which involve grooves 1 and 3 (see Fig. 2a, b,
and c) show that the clay in these grooves was part
of the stone and not introduced by cleaning, because
the clay showed a continuity with the grains of the
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Fig. 10. Asper Dr. Allaz’s initial petrographic
microscope observations the Flagstaff Stone
shows “two distinct domains” One a fresh gray
core and the other analtered brownish rim about
1-3mm thick. Right sample.
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stone and could be seen to be a part of the fabric of
the stone itself. Dr. Allaz noted, “These clays typically
start forming on the edges and within the fractures
of the existing minerals.” In other words, the clay in
these grooves appeared to be part of the stone and
coming out from the stone. The clay was just like the
clay found on the surface of the stone as shown in Fig.
10e and 10f.
Dr. Allaz’s electron microprobe study of the Flagstaff
Stone was able to definitively verify and document important observations made by Dr. Steen-McIntyre and
supports her more detailed petro samgraphic description of the grooves and the surface of the stone. Dr.
Steen-McIntyre used a Wild stereo microscope (x6-x50)
and a Leitz petrographic microscope (x160- 320). In her
conclusions, Dr. Steen-McIntyre wrote:
“Specimen #378 is composed of weathered fragments of volcanic ash of dacitic composition. It
apparently has been fired to a high temperature.
The glass has almost completely devitrified and
is clouded with small feldspar and opaque phenocrysts. It contains small clinopyroxene crystals
(50 μm) that have been etched. It is enveloped
in a thick, complex weathering rind composed of
concentric zones rich in altered glass, allophane
[a weathering product of volcanic glass], and layered silicate clay. The groove-like markings occur
beneath this weathering rind, and also beneath
a reddish stain… They are older than both rind
and stain. A sandy matrix coats the weathering
rind in some areas. It too is highly weathered. The
only samples I have examined that show a comparable degree of weathering are samples from
central Mexico dated at approximately 250,000–
300,000 years.”
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Fig. 2. As per Dr. Allaz’s initial petrographic
microscope observations the Flagstaff Stone
shows “two distinct domains” One a fresh
gray core and the other an altered brownish
rim about 1-3 mm thick. Right sample.

In the examination section of her study Dr. Steen-McIntyre wrote:

including areas of sandy matrix material in protected cavities (areas marked I in Figure 2) …Beneath
the sandy matrix and more generally, adhering in
patches to all sides of the specimen is a waxy clay
coating, light brown to brown in color …it forms
platelets approximately 1 mm in diameter (area II,
Figure 2b). These platelets seem to lie in shallow
pits on the fragment surface. They form a protective coating between the fragment and the sandy matrix material. This waxy coating covers the
grooved lines, especially on the obverse side of the
specimen (Figure 1a; Figure 2, area III)…. I believe
this material is a weathering product of the tephra
itself, probably allophane.

“Although the specimen had been roughly handled before its potential importance was recognized, much of the original coating remains, even

Beneath the waxy clay occurs another coating or
alteration product, a red-toorange-colored stain
on the gray surface of the rock. It shows up best on
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the sides of the specimen, where it appears to concentrate in zones of weakness (higher porosity?).
Under x50 magnification, this stain is seen within some of the grooves as well as on either side of
them (Figure 2, area IV).

light brown waxy clay of the weathering rind that covered the grooves. (The fresh core of the stone is gray.)
Dr. Steen-McIntyre, like Dr. Allaz feels that the clay in
the lines formed after the grooves were made, but Dr.
Steen-McIntyre adds that the red stain and sandy matrix formed before the formation of the waxy clay. In a
process called chemical weathering, the waxy clay coating in the grooves would have formed in place beneath
the sandy matrix. While no one has yet attacked the age
of the stone by saying that it fell into the deep part of
the dig from above, there has been an attack of another
type. Fortunately, the studies of Dr. Steen-McIntyre and
Dr. Allaz completely negate this attack. In the June 1981
issue of the periodical Science 81, Dr. Dennis Stanford
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., published the following:

The general microscope examination would suggest the following sequence of events [Ed’s note:
chronological sequence reproduced vertically here rather than horizontally]:
tuff fragment -->
grooves made in some way -->
weathering (red stain) -->
corner broken off -->
formation of waxy clay

(Note: Sandy matrix added sometime after
grooves were made; waxy coating can form in situ
beneath sandy matrix.)

“Paleolithic art researcher Alexander Marshack
wrote to me that ‘Every groove without exception
had been deepened and straightened, reworked
after it was dug out of the ground… thus the stone
cannot be used as evidence that early man engraved it.’”

The grooves in question were undoubtedly made
before the waxy clay coating developed. They were
probably made before most of reddish stain was
precipitated. I have seen a similar type of weathering sequence (volcanic glass–red stain– waxy clay)
in samples of dacitic pumice from Mexico dated
600,000 + 340,000 years (Steen-McIntyre et al.,
1981, p. 11, 15). I have not seen appreciable clay
coatings on dacite pumice samples younger than
ca 30,000 years, collected from well drained, temperate sites.”

One would think that the Bering Land Bridge advocates
had successfully put down yet another very early man
contender. However, in my correspondence with Marshack, he never wrote this to me. Dr. Stanford simply
made this quote up!

Note that Dr. McIntyre referred to a sandy matrix that
coats the weathering rind in some places, which was
also highly weathered. Dr. Allaz did not deal with this
brown sandy matrix that was on the surface of the stone
(most of which had dried and fallen off since 1982). Referring to the descriptions of the earlier geologists, Allaz
said he chose not to further investigate the surface of
the sample. When the stone was found 23 feet down
in the excavation it was encased in a wet dark brown
mud. Cleaning removed the mud and no doubt most of
this weathered sandy matrix. Some of this sandy matrix
was seen in some of the grooves where it covered the
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When I brought this to the attention of the editor of
Science 81 and documented it, the magazine printed a
correction in their next issue. The editor wrote:
“In a review by Dennis Stanford of the book American Genesis by Jeffrey Goodman, Alexander Marshack is misquoted as saying: ‘Every groove without
exception had been deepened and straightened,
reworked after it was dug out of the ground…
thus the stone cannot be used as evidence that
early man engraved it.’ What Marshack actually
said was that the stone ‘was heavily reworked and
cleaned… including deepening or strengthening
the grooves… in terms of the possibility of human
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workmanship, the stone has been compromised
by the changes.’”
Notice the two ellipses in this correction. (Ellipses or
three dots are used when omitting a word, phrase, line,
paragraph, or more from a quoted passage.) In this supposed quote, Stanford used three out of context phrases
from two different letters Marshack sent to me a month
apart to string together a negative sentence about the
potential of the Flagstaff Stone.
Aside from Stanford’s contrived Marshack quotes,
the irony here is that since Stanford wrote his review,
threepetrographic studies including the use of an electron microprobe unequivocally show that the statements Stanford strung together (like the contrived
Marshack quotes) are also incorrect. Yes, the stone
was cleaned, but there is no evidence to support the
grooves being “heavily reworked… including deepening
or strengthening the grooves.”
The two thin sections taken from the stone cross five
different grooves in six different places and they show
the cross sections of these grooves. All of these grooves
lie in the weathering rind with clay in their bottoms and
along their sides or walls (indicating the clay formed after the grooves were made (e.g., see again, Fig. 10).
In general, all of these grooves have the same approximate depth, width, and profile. One would not expect
such uniformity from a forgery or vigorous cleaning. The
grooves show no indication of having been reworked,
deepened, or strengthened.
Point of note, the stone is about a seven on the Moh’s
scale, and one would need a tool as hard as stainless
steel to engrave the stone. In regard to Stanford’s assertion that as for the “possibility of human workmanship” and the stone having been “compromised by
the [supposed] changes,” simply does not apply, since
the electron microprobe showed the bottoms of the
grooves were covered by clay after they were made
and are still covered by clay after cleaning. Further,
Stanford totally missed the elephant in the room: the
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geometrical and mathematical information conveyed
by the grooves. Dr. Arend Meijer of the University of
Arizona, one of the first petrographers to examine the
stone wrote that, “The geometric arrangement of the
grooves, especially the fact that some of the grooves
radiate from a common intersection, make it highly
unlikely that the grooves were formed naturally in a
stream bed or similar environment. The consistent
depth of the grooves also argues against a natural origin.” (Personal communication from Dr. Arend Meijer,
University of Arizona Geology Department, March 31,
1980.) The geometric nature of the grooves clearly
testifies to human workmanship. Extensive analysis of the geometry of the grooves on the stone, and
opinions of this analysis by several university mathematicians, art historians, an astronomer, and social
scientists attest to the sophistication of the engraver.
To be concluded in Part 3…
JEFFREY GOODMAN, PhD, is an archaeologist and
geologist. He has a professional degree in Geological
Engineering from Colorado School of Mines, an M.A.
in anthropology from the University of Arizona, an
M.B.A from Columbia University Graduate School of
Business, and a PhD. in anthropology from California
Coast University. For nearly 10 years, Goodman was
accredited by the former Society of Professional Archaeologists (SOPA) from 1978 to 1987. Two of his
four books, American Genesis and The Genesis Mystery, included accounts of his discovery of an early man
site in the mountains outside of Flagstaff, Arizona. For
more information on the complete story with neverbefore-published photographs of the excavation site and
participants (including the late Dr. Alan Bryan, Professor
of Archaeology, University of Alberta) see Potential of
the Flagstaff Stone in the search for early man in the
Americas, PCN #31, September-October 2014, the 5th
Anniversary Issue. See also, The Flagstaff Stone: A Paleo-Indian engraved stone from Flagstaff, Arizona, PCN
#11, May-June 2011.
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THE
COMETS OF
GOD
NEW SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE FOR GOD

by Jeffrey Goodman, Ph.D.

THE COMETS OF GOD shows that almost all of the largescale catastrophes described or prophesied in the Bible can
be explained as a consequence of cometary phenomena.

Joshua’s great victory over the Amorites, Debra and
Barak’s victory over the Canaanites, and the «blast» that
killed 185,000 Assyrians during the rule of King Hezekiah.

Dr. Goodman, an archeologist and geologist, has spent
20 years studying the Bible’s stories and prophecies of
catastrophe.

THE COMETS OF GOD also gives scientific explanations
for the catastrophic events the Bible prophesies to occur
during the «end times.» Many will be surprised to learn
that the key to understanding passages such as the Seven
Trumpets and Seven Vials of Revelation are comets, not
nuclear bombs.

His research reveals important scientific information
hidden in the Bible. In a process that can be called
«Biblical CSI,» Goodman translated the original Hebrew
words of the Bible according to their ancient usage, and
then related them to recent archeological, geological, and
astronomical discoveries.
What Goodman discovered were dramatically different
explanations for these events than the traditional
translations have told. THE COMETS OF GOD documents
significant scientific evidence that supports the Bible and
helps to establish the reality of the ancient catastrophic
events recorded in the Bible.
Comets are the common denominator for the Flood, the
destruction of the Tower of Babel, the destruction of
Sodom and Gomorrah, some of the plagues of the Exodus,
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Indeed, a large comet impact could cause the earth to
rock in space, cause an earthquake that is over 14 on the
Richter scale, unleash a series of tsunamis whose waves
exceed a mile in height, and even cause the earth’s crust
to melt.
Many prophetic passages suddenly make sense once we
recognize that much of Revelation’s mysterious imagery is
describing the effects of different types of comet impact.
How did the writers of the Bible come to ‘know’ so much
about comets, the giant ice balls of space, before modern
science?
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ARE YOU FEEDING ON A
NATURE IDENTICAL GOSPEL?
Being a Christian does not entitle you to
DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY from prosecution and being sent
to Hells’ Prison if you are involved in willful sin and you do
not repent and die in the sin.
by: Shannon Ray Davis

great and “natural” until you find
out that the flavor is not natural,
but a laboratory synthesized chemical formula to taste like the genuine
article, but it is still fake.
Companies came up with another
name to mask that they are not
giving you the real deal so you
will be deceived and settle for
an inferior product and they can
maintain their sales numbers.

A

rtificial Flavoring aka Counterfeit Ingredients means
the manufacturer does not
want to spend the money to use
Authentic Natural Ingredients because they are too costly.
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Why use real cinnamon or vanilla or
sugar in the raw when the artificial
costs less and will fool the taste buds?
Now we have the terminology Nature Identical Flavors which sounds
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Demons came into the church
and influenced Men to “reform”
the church and make it be more
progressive and lower the standards of holiness so everybody
would feel at home. The cost of
following Jesus Christ and obeying His Word and preaching holiness unto the LORD would cost
them too much and lower their
projected profits so they com-
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promised and opted for another
gospel so they could put butts in
all the seats.
The end product being offered up
as the Good News of Jesus Christ
in many places looks good and
sounds good and tastes good but
has death in the pot because it is
a new age counterfeit gospel of
Jezebel.
The broken back church mask
their demonic agendas with
terms like “seeker friendly” and
promote their counterfeit bible
versions with friendly names like
“the message bible”.
They will tell you to come as you
are, that you can stay as you are
and hang on to your sin, and leave
with no change as after all why
do you need to repent since Jesus
has already paid for every sin you
will ever commit so don’t worry
and sin it up!
Don’t you know God is love and
he would never send a man or
woman to hell they tell you?
They will tell you we don’t need
songs that talk about the Blood
of Jesus and that the KJV Bible
is antiquated and outdated and
that the old-fashioned notice
of repenting of sins and holiness
unto the LORD is being legalistic
or judgmental.

ment nor do I want their counterfeit watered down copyrighted
bibles. I know the Word of God
and will not be deceived by new
age counterfeits right out of hell
and their NWO think tanks like
the CFR.

Well I will not be fooled, and I am
not buying their greasy grace and
doctrines of demons for a mo-

Somebody ask Rick Warren what
business does he have being a
member of the NWO organiza-
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tion the Council on Foreign Relations?
Power comes in two forms: From
the end of the barrel of a gun and
in the King James Bible. Once you
know the Truth you won’t settle
for the counterfeit candy cotton
churches and their fake bibles
nor will you be disarmed of your
sword.
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RANDOM
THOUGHTS
some already dead who were not
healed immediately after praying
the sinner’s prayer.
Healing is no more automatic than
deliverance is. If we were all set free
of demons at salvation then we
would not have pastors and sheep
falling into adultery, committing
fornication and bound up in homosexuality and pornography.
These things are happening because they still have demons. The
demons were never cast out!
Salvation, Deliverance and Healing is not AUTOMATIC. It must
be appropriated by taking actions
required to receive it.

by: Shannon Ray Davis

A

re we inoculated from demons at salvation and so
immune from demoniza-

tion?

A lot of people claiming Christians
don’t have demons, but their actions say otherwise.
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if we were set free of all demons
at salvation then the same should
hold true about infirmity and
there should be no more sickness
among the saints.
Yet I look around everywhere and
we have sick and dying saints,
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1/3 of Jesus Christ ministry was
casting out demons. Why isn’t
1/3 of the ministry going on in
churches today the casting out of
demons?
Are there no more demons to be
arrested and cast out? Are God’s
people 100% demon free?
A soldier who will not fight in
time of war is considered in der-
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eliction of duty and either arrested and jailed or shot. What happened to Meroz who would not
come to the help of the LORD
against the Mighty?
Judges 5:23 “Curse ye Meroz, said
the angel of the LORD, curse ye
bitterly the inhabitants thereof;
because they came not to the
help of the LORD, to the help of
the LORD against the mighty.”
What will happen to you and me
if we do not report for duty and
begin to bind and loose and cast
out demons and resist the Devil
in Jesus Christ Name?
Territory is lost when there is no
one to oppose an invading army.
Satan and his demons have invaded the church and the land and encountered little resistance as most
churches don’t do deliverance.
This is a sad state of affairs when
many who should be on active
duty in the Army of the LORD
have went AWOL or capitulated
and joined the enemy or already
have become casualties of war.
They were killed by demons as
they did not know how to fight
back or were unable to as they
had been disarmed.
Demons love churches that don’t
talk about satan and do not have
the first sign listed that Jesus said
would accompany those that
believe - casting out devils....In
those churches they are safe with
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few to oppose them all the while
they work to kill and steal and destroy the sheep.
Why does the mainstream
Church not cast out devils? almost as though they have been
castrated and disarmed of the
weapons of our warfare. I wonder
who is responsible for this and
turning the church into a bunch
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of Quakers who will not go for
the LORD against the mighty and
take up arms against satan and
his demons?
Why are there few ministers on
TV talking about Deliverance
and training and equipping the
saints to cast out devils in Jesus
Christ Name? Who are they really serving?
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WHAT DID THE
SHAKING DO TO YOU?
Shake rattle and roll! It seem like
more rolling than shaking on July
5th the day after the first big quake
in Southern California in a while.
Not even a full day past by and the
earth began to quake once again in
greater magnitude than the July 4
quake. July 4 quake was 6.4 on the
Richter scale and then comes July 5
at officially 7.1 on the Richter scale.

by: Loren Due PhD, DMin
www.lorendue.com or
www.arjeanadue.com
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What was amazing was to watch the newscasters and
the representatives from California Institute of Technology (CALTECH) interact as thy described details
and probabilities of coming events. I believe the Lord
that more are coming our way and the best thing we
can do is be prepared as best we can. That was the
conversation of many secular people after the second
intense quake occurred – how to become earthquake
prepared. I will not go into that in this article but I encourage everyone living in Southern California to become earthquake prepared by having the appropriate
backpacks and necessary supplies and equipment.
Someone today in our Sunday school class said they
only deal with the spiritual aspects of Bible scrip-
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tures and they did not want to talk about natural. The Apostle Paul says in 1 Thessalonians 5:23
(KJV)23 And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your whole spirit and soul and body
be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ. He is concerned about all of us – our
body, soul and spirit. I believe we are to be concerned
about all aspects of our life in Christ Jesus.
Therefore our bodies during the earthquake was initially frighten for some of us until the Holy Spirit
gave an assurance that everything was going to be all
right. Some of us actually pleaded the Blood of Jesus
to keep us safe and commanded the earthquake to
cease even though the 7.1 shake, rattled and rolled
for some 45 seconds. Our bodies (flesh) responded
to the stimuli of the quake in many different ways.
Living in California conditions you to move to the
nearest doorway or get under a table to protect us
from flying or falling objects. In school and public
Safety, they teach us to protect our body.
Just as we learn to protect our body, we must also
protect our soul and spirit because they are the
ones that live on eternally in heaven or hell. Those
in the world not saved and not under conviction are
typically only concerned about their body. On the
other hand, followers of Jesus Christ concern themselves with where they will spend eternity. Once
the question answered about eternity becomes
settled, it is then a matter of how a true follower
lives day-to-day.
In the day-to-day living many a followers of Jesus
Christ in Southern California felt the earth shake,
rattle and roll on last Friday night around 8:30 PM
and many of those believers became frighten for a
moment. The real concern should be are we Christians shaking our communities as the light of the
world and the salt to cause our communities to seasoned well for Christ. Jesus said it this way: Matthew
5:16 (KJV) 16 Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven.
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Hebrews 12:26 (KJV) 26 Whose voice then shook the
earth: but now he hath promised, saying, Yet once more
I shake not the earth only, but also heaven. This scripture relates to the shaking our Father who art in Heaven will do, but more important to us is the shaking on
earth that we are not to doing to stir people out of
their comfort zone. Are we Christians shaken enough
to stir non-Christians to come to church, start to live
for Christ and to move into the things of God. Did the
fear of dying cause us to start attending church several
nights a-week rather than no night’s a-week?
Are we committed now more than ever to witness to
at least one soul a week? Seeing our life past by as
the quake rattled were we stirred to start fasting and
praying like never before? Or, did we just say thank
you Lord for protecting us and go back to our lethargic state? I believe we all must ask ourselves questions to determine if the shaking motivated us out
of our various states of slumber and inactivity. Doing
church work in the church is not actively becoming a
soul winner for Christ.
I pray that we are not waiting on the big one to go to
work for Jesus because when the big one comes some
of us just might not survive it naturally and die. We
need to be motivated to the point that we are actively doing the work of the Lord in home, community,
church and where ever we go. Although this article is
subtle, its intention is to stir up whatever gift you have
in you to get on fire for God as never before. Let us not
be like this church in Revelation 3:15-16 (KJV)15 I

know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot:
I would thou wert cold or hot. 16 So then because
thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will
spue thee out of my mouth.
Let us be the church that is on fire for God. Let us get
our joy back and redeem the time for the glory of God.
When is the last time you had a good shout, spoke in unknown tongues to the Father and lead a soul to Christ?
Did the shaking move you to draw closer to God?
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IT’S TIME: One Man’s Journey

from Abuse to Finding God’s Love
by Loren C. Due, PhD.

When Loren found out that God
loved him, he realized he had
nothing to be ashamed of because the love of the Father in
Heaven surpassed the love of his
earthly father. This made a big
difference to him. Maybe the misunderstanding of seeking the big
brother or father figure he needed caused him to internalize his
doubts about his manhood, but
divine order allowed him to see
that the father he long sought was
always waiting in Jesus Christ.
This book contains guidance for
those affected by the lingering
pain from being abused that has
engulfed them for years. It can
be healed. As you learn to forgive
yourself and others, you will see
firsthand that forgiveness gives
you power over your abuser.
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This book written as a vessel of
deliverance for the many, who
like Loren Due, have kept a family secret locked deep inside for
most of their lives. As you read
this book, prepare to receive love,
deliverance and guidance. There is
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help; you just need to determine
which direction best suits you.
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Has the WORLD STOPPED Experiencing
the Miracles of God?
Is there a proven way to pray for miracles ? Pastor Michael Blacker believes
so ! He experiences miracles every day, and teaches others the same. In his
new book, Miraculous Prayers : How to Get Your Miracle from God, his successful method is available to all.

The book teaches a simple 3 step approach :
•

How to build your Faith to the maximum

•

Bible promises to stand on and receive
answers

•

Powerful prayers that overcome all opposition, and get God to release miracles.

Today, his mission is to help others experience
the miraculous through powerful and effective
prayers. A few of the many amazing miracles
as described in his book are :
•

Overnight healing and release from a ten
year drug addiction

•

Man healed from Stage 4 Cancer

•

Miraculous Healing from Kidney Failure

•

Healing of leg problems due to diabetes . .
AND MANY MORE !

Michael Blacker’s dynamic ministry currently works in the following areas :
• Personal Counseling and Leadership Training
• Healing & Deliverance Ministry in English, Spanish and Portuguese
Contact : pastormichael@webicamerica.org

Check out our Inspiring website : webicamerica.org
OMEGAMAN ТМ
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Typhon:

The Reaper of Worlds
by Olaf Hage, III and Tom Mack
When Noah’s Ark landed on the muddy earth after long months of floating on the water, God
promised Noah that He would not destroy human civilization using a flood again. However, God
did not promise that He would not destroy wicked civilizations again! Instead, when evil did begin
to increase, He sent His prophets to warn Israel and the rest of human civilization that time would
come when God would destroy human civilization, not by using water, but with fire!
As author Olaf Hage researched this question further, he discovered that ancient history from
several civilizations recounted six other end-of-the-world deluges that ended these civilizations.
The famous philosopher Plato discovered that the Egyptian priests were aware of this history and
had been scientifically studying it for centuries. Their research explained to the confused Greeks,
what happened to cause the sudden destruction of the city-state Atlantis and other related civilizations. The Egyptian priests learned from their observations that prior to the deluges, fireballs
would first impact the earth. Then, the earth would be pelted with microscopic diamond dust that
would change the earth’s orbit and poison all the earth’s water.
The author began to realize that these observations coincided with the description of the Seven Bowl
Judgments of Revelation 8. He also learned from ancient historians that the star-comet body causing
all this damage was named “Typhon,” while the Book of Revelation called it “Wormwood.” As he
continued his research, he learned that Typhon moved in an elliptical orbit around the sun that took
approximately 5,125 years. When Immanuel Velikovsky proposed the idea of another deluge hitting
the earth in the 1950s, most astronomers mocked his theories as “crackpot.” However, when the
Shoemaker-Levy Comet hit Jupiter in July of 1994, scientists changed their minds and now consider
the possibility that a space object like Typhon may visit the earth again. However, as Mr. Hage began
to do his own research, he found that the earth has been impacted by fireballs at an increasing rate
since the beginning of the 21st century. He sees this fact along with multiple others documented in
this book as evidence that Typhon will be returning soon. Typhon: The Destroyer of Worlds is not a
book about the past, it is a warning of what will happen on the earth in the near future.

DELIVERANCE MINISTER’S
TIPS & TRICKS
by: Pastor John J.Garcia, DBA,
Spiritual.Warfare.Teaching@gmail.com
This section is intended to provide any additional Tips & Tricks that deliverance ministers have learned through
the years of doing deliverance. If you have additional Tips & Tricks that would like to be included in the next
month’s publication, send me or Shannon an email and we will consolidate it into this section each month. If
you have any questions or don’t understand a specific Tips & Tricks and need more clarification, please don’t
hesitate to ask. Send an email. Thanks. Pastor John.

1. FINDING THE REAL STRONGMAN

2. DEFEATING LEVIATHAN

a. Did you know that there are multiple “Kingdoms”
inside of people? Yes, that is correct. I recently
ministered to a lady that had 65 Kingdoms! That
would be 65 Strongmen! Yikes. However, don’t
make the same mistake a lot of new deliverance
ministers make and think they did a really good
deliverance on someone when they only focused
on one kingdom and got rid of the Strongman
of that Kingdom. Did they check for other kingdoms? Did they check for other strongmen? Did
they test the spirits?

a. It could seem at times almost impossible to get
rid of Leviathan. Even when you think you have
gotten rid of him, He just seems to pop right
back up. Leviathan is a very strong and powerful
demon that ranks just below Lucifer.

b. Each Person may have more than one kingdom
inside of them. When that happens, the real
strongman is called the “Ruler” who presides
over all of the kingdoms. The “Ruler” is the real
strongman that you need to focus on and find
out who it is. The “Ruler” could be Lucifer, Leviathan, or any demon that is in command of that
person. It will take some work, but once you get
rid of the “Ruler,” then the rest of the demons
will be much easier to get rid of.
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b. A good Tip & Trick to use when confronting Leviathan is to always disarm him and of all armor
and weapons by using your sword of the spirit
and stripping him of everything he is wearing or
is using. Once you have done that, you need to
strip him of all of his scales. Since he comes from
the Reptilian Family, he has very strong reptilian
scales on and will most likely overcome any sort
of attack you do to him.
c. One last Tip & Trick that you might want to try
is to command him to be covered with “Spiritual
Kilbit.” You say what? Yes, the demon Leviathan
is extremely afraid of “Kilbit” which is a small
worm that eats at his body.
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3. EXPOSING ALL HIDDEN DEMONS

ever, the Lord has revealed that the Blood of Jesus
can be used to battle Witches.

a. It can be hard at times to find all the demons
inside of someone. Even when after you think
you did a really good Deliverance on someone,
there always seems to be something that was
lurking and hiding.
b. The Lord has revealed that in order to expose the
hidden demons, command that “The white light
of Jesus Christ now shines through every room
inside of John/Jane and reveal all of the hidden
demons, in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord.”

b. The 1st Tip & Trick is to plead the Blood of Jesus Christ
to remove any Witches invisibility cloaks. I would
recommend actually sprinkling the blood of Jesus in
the room where you are having the Deliverance at
and say out loud “In the Name of Jesus Christ, I use
the Blood of Jesus to remove all witchcraft invisibility cloaks and expose all the hidden witches that are
hiding in this room.” I would take it one step further
and ask the angels to escort those witches out of the
room and take them to Jesus for Judgement.
c.

4. USING THE BLOOD OF JESUS ON
WITCHES / WARLOCKS / SHAMANS

At the same time, you also want to use the Blood of
Jesus to remove any Witch’s “Sound Barriers”, “Sight
Barriers”, and Portals that they may have placed on
you or anyone in the Deliverance session.

a. The Blood of Jesus Christ is the most powerful d. Lastly, use the Blood of Jesus to put up your own
spiritual weapon ever! I have normally used it on
“Protective Barrier,” “Sound Barrier,” “Sight Barridemons by having them drink the blood during a
er.” Sprinkling the Blood of Jesus in the room will
deliverance session to weaken the demons. Howhelp set up your barriers.
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Novatel Hotel,

4, Whitehall Quay, Leeds LS1 4HR
Tel:

Pearl 075 721 46509
Julia 079 774 30872
Email: info@ytfchurch.co.uk

FREE
ADMISSION

ww.dwmmi.org

Charity Reg: No.1106854
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WHO AM I ?
Transgender issues, reasons & answers
By Pastor David Measures
www.dwmmi.org

THIS IS A MUST SEE VIDEO FOR EVERYONE
WATCH YOUTUBE VIDEO HERE:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h95csqoUMzY&feature=youtu.be
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THE FALSE PROPHETS

Performing Great Signs and Wonders Jesus Warned
Would Now Appear to Deceive Even the Elect—
Who Could They Be?

Caveat:
This is a very
controversial
article for some,
examining from
Scripture Jesus’
stern warning
to the Church
in Matthew 24
regarding the
false prophets
who will perform
great signs and
wonders in the
Last Days to
deceive even the
elect. Therefore
if you elect to
read it, do so
prayerfully with
an open heart
and mind.

by: Pastor William Lau,
www.theelijahchallenge.org
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Matthew 24:4 Jesus answered:
“Watch out that no one deceives
you. 5 For many will come in my
name, claiming, ‘I am the Messiah,’ and will deceive many.
As translated, this prophecy is
difficult to understand. During
these Last Days today, there is no
one in the Church who has come
in Jesus’ name claiming to be the
Christ or the Messiah. Moreover,
virtually no serious believer today would be deceived by anyone
showing up claiming to be the
Christ. But Jesus said there would
be many such deceivers, and that
many of us would in fact be deceived. How can we make sense
of this puzzling prophecy?
The Greek word for “Messiah”
or “Christ” is literally translated
“anointed.” Let us therefore use
the literal translation of the word
Messiah or Christ in Jesus’ solemn
warning above.
Matthew 24:4 Jesus answered:
“Watch out that no one deceives
you. 5 For many will come in my
name, claiming, ‘I am anointed,’
and will deceive many.
In some circles of the Church today there are not a few servants
of God who come in Jesus’ name
claiming to be anointed—to have
a special anointing to minister
to others in some supernatural
way—and who have in fact attracted many followers. In this
way Jesus’ cryptic prophecy begins to make sense.
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[The New Testament does not at
all mention a “special anointing”
given to a select few to minister
supernaturally to others. “Anointing” is separate and distinct from
the gifts listed in 1 Corinthians 12.
The anointing on Old Testament
prophets enabling them to perform miracles has been fulfilled
through our great high priest Jesus Christ, the King of kings. He
is the only one mentioned in the
New Testament anointed to save,
heal, deliver, restore, and make
whole.]
Matthew 24:23 At that time if
anyone says to you, ‘Look, here is
the Messiah!’ or, ‘There he is!’ do
not believe it. 24 For false messiahs and false prophets will appear
and perform great signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even
the elect. 25 See, I have told you
ahead of time. 26 “So if anyone
tells you, ‘There he is, out in the
wilderness,’ do not go out; or,
‘Here he is, in the inner rooms,’
do not believe it.
Exactly as we did above, let us
replace the word “Messiah” and
“messiahs” in this passage with
the literal translation “anointed.”
Matthew 24:23 At that time if
anyone says to you, ‘Look, here is
the anointed!’ or, ‘There he is!’ do
not believe it. 24 For false anointed [ones] and false prophets will
appear and perform great signs
and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect. 25 See, I have
told you ahead of time. 26 “So if
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anyone tells you, ‘There he is, out
in the wilderness,’ do not go out;
or, ‘Here he is, in the inner rooms,’
do not believe it.
In some circles of the Church
today we are encouraged to attend the meetings of specially
“anointed” servants of God wherever they may be held—whether
“here” or “there” or far away “out
in the wilderness” or “in the inner
rooms.” Have these false anointed ones in fact already appeared,
performing great signs and wonders to amaze and attract many
people to their ministries, and of
course receiving generous offerings from them?
According to Jesus, even the very
elect can be deceived.
…27 For as lightning that comes
from the east is visible even in the
west, so will be the coming of the
Son of Man. 28 Wherever there
is a carcass, there the vultures will
gather. 30 “Then will appear the
sign of the Son of Man in heaven.
And then all the peoples of the
earth will mourn when they see
the Son of Man coming on the
clouds of heaven, with power and
great glory.
Notice that in the above passage,
Jesus is deliberately not referred
to as the Christ or the Messiah.
Instead, three times He is referred
to as “the Son of Man” who will
be coming with power and great
glory. Could this explicit distinction be pertinent to our discus-
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sion? Could this distinction be
made in order to make unmistakably clear the difference between
our Lord Jesus—the Son of Man—
and the false anointed ones/messiahs/christs mentioned earlier in
Matthew 24 above?

it possible that they are the vultures who gather to feast on and
to fleece God’s people (v. 28)?

When the Son of Man appears, it
will be like “lightning that comes
from the east [and] is visible even
in the west…” Is it at all possible
that those already in our midst
claiming to be anointed are actually false prophets who perform great signs and wonders? Is

33 Even so, when you
see all these things, you
know that it is near,
right at the door.’
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If not, how else can we interpret
Jesus’ mysterious warning for
these Last Days?

Current teaching about a special “anointing” given only to a
select few is a relatively recent
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development—totally unheard of
in the 2,000-year history of the
Church—until the advent of superstar healing evangelists starting ca. the mid-1900s. Could this
timing be still another sign that
we are in fact in the Last Days,
that the coming of the Lord is
near, right at the door?
Of course, those who trust in and
covet “the anointing” will see it
as the fulfillment of the prophecy
in Joel 2 regarding the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit. However, the
Holy Spirit was poured out some
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2,000 years ago; by contrast,
teaching on “the anointing”
dates back to only 60 years or so
ago. Moreover, careful study of
New Testament Scripture reveals
that the outpouring of the Spirit
at Pentecost is not related to any
supposed “anointing” for ministering supernaturally to others.

Regarding the “wicked” servant
in v. 49 who “begins to beat his
fellow servants and to eat and
drink with drunkards,” Matthew
Henry’s Commentary says, “If
a man, professing to be the servant of Christ, be an unbeliever,
covetous, ambitious, or a lover of
pleasure, he will be cut off.”

Moreover, study reveals that the
power (dunamis) given to the
disciples at Pentecost to witness
boldly to the world about Jesus
Christ (Acts 1:8) is not related to
“the anointing” (charisma). See
the articles listed in the link below.

Gill’s Exposition describes this
servant as, “giving himself up to
luxury and intemperance; feeding himself instead of the family; serving his own belly, and not
his Lord and Master Christ…”

Matthew 24:36 “But about that
day or hour no one knows, not
even the angels in heaven, nor
the Son, but only the Father.
…42 “Therefore keep watch, because you do not know on what
day your Lord will come. …45
“Who then is the faithful and
wise servant, whom the master
has put in charge of the servants
in his household to give them
their food at the proper time?
…48 But suppose that servant is
wicked and says to himself, ‘My
master is staying away a long
time,’ 49 and he then begins to
beat his fellow servants and to eat
and drink with drunkards. 50 The
master of that servant will come
on a day when he does not expect
him and at an hour he is not aware
of. 51 He will cut him to pieces and
assign him a place with the hypocrites, where there will be weeping
and gnashing of teeth.
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Similarly, Bengel’s Gnomen
comments: “There will, therefore, at that time be many whose
whole condition and character
will consist in vicious self-indulgence.”
In some circles of the Church
today, there are well-known
“anointed” servants of God who
have indulged themselves in an
extravagant life of luxury—including owning private jets. Only
the Lord knows how they live
their private lives away from
the bright lights of their public
events. The “fruit” referred to by
Jesus in Matthew 7:16-20 below
signifies the personal private lives
of false prophets, and not their
public ministries well-known due
to the accompaniment of powerful miracles.

“See, I have told you
ahead of time.”
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“The Anointing”—
Studies from
Scripture
.Matthew 7:15 “Watch out for
false prophets. They come to
you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ferocious [rapacious, ravening] wolves. 16
By their fruit you will recognize
them. Do people pick grapes
from thorn bushes, or figs from
thistles? 17 Likewise, every
good tree bears good fruit, but
a bad tree bears bad fruit. 18
A good tree cannot bear bad
fruit, and a bad tree cannot
bear good fruit. 19 Every tree
that does not bear good fruit is
cut down and thrown into the
fire. 20 Thus, by their fruit you
will recognize them.
21 “Not everyone who says to
me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the
kingdom of heaven, but only
the one who does the will of
my Father who is in heaven. 22
Many will say to me on that
day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not
prophesy in your name and in
your name drive out demons
and in your name perform
many miracles?’ 23 Then I
will tell them plainly, ‘I never knew you. Away from me,
you evildoers!’
2 Peter 2:3 Intheir greed these
teachers will exploit you with
fabricated stories…
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authority effectively as overwhelming evidence to
the many who are “ripe” for the harvest. But now—
during these Last Days—we are able properly and
effectively to train an army of workers for the endtime harvest and the fulfillment of the Great Commission. We can be an answer the prayer which Jesus

commanded: “Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore,
to send out workers into his harvest field.”
(This of course is to work hand-in-hand with the
approach of contextualization in Third World mission fields.).

Remarkable reports from “ordinary” workers trained to use a sickle

Proclaiming the KINGDOM of GOD—
different from “preaching the gospel”

Contact Us
If you have any inquiries, would like to schedule the Basic Training for your organization,
or would like to subscribe to The Elijah Challenge Newsletter to receive ministry updates,
please email us at info@theelijahchallenge.org.
The Elijah Challenge
211 Baker Road #168
Barker, TX 77413
United States
Elijah Challenge Training Videos on YouTube (English & Português)
Training I Videos | Training II Videos | Training Manual
Training Powerpoint for Evangelicals | Training Powerpoint for Charismatics
Latest Audio Training (2014) by USA Coordinator: Session I | Session II
MP3 Audio Files of complete Training in Trinidad
Download 90-minute Training: Hell’s Second Best Kept Secret | View on YouTube
Introductory Powerpoint: Introduction to The Elijah Challenge
Download: Elijah Challenge Training Manual in PDF format
Download: other Training materials
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2019 – LABOR DAY CAMP MEETING
Thursday, August 29th – Sunday, Sept 1st
www.lakehamiltonbiblecamp.com
First service is Thursday evening at 7:00 pm
Last service is Sunday morning at 10:00 am
Scheduled Speakers:
Geri McGhee – web site – Abiding Life Ministries
Randy Richey – web site – ChristOutreachOklahoma
Kernna & Jean Williams – web site – Fire & Glory Endtime Deliverance
Ministries
Jane Hunt and the LHBC Praise & Worship Team
LHBC Prayer Team
Schedule of services:
6:00 am prayer – Friday, Saturday & Sunday morning
10:00 am morning service – Friday, Saturday and Sunday morning
3:00 pm afternoon service – Friday & Saturday
7:00 pm evening service – Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Call 501-525-8204 to make reservations or for more info
Email: 72lhbc@cablelynx.com
Meals are served between services at approximately 8:00 am, noon and 5:00 pm.
(Physical Address)
Lake Hamilton Bible Camp
6191 Central Ave.
Hot Springs, AR 71913
~~~~
Mailing Address:
Lake Hamilton Bible Camp
PO Box 21516
Hot Springs, AR 71903
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